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personal observation.

connection

with others,

anew.

Reed

ii

"GOING IN.
Mr. Murray in his book, recommends
a sojourn in these woods, in company only
with a guide, or at most with only one companion beside, preferring himself the forbes
mer course. This will do if the object
)
to spend the tine in moving from place to
place,provided one has the faculty of deriving entertainment from a guide, or has the
good fortune to obtain a'guide ‘with enter-

Dr.

and

contributed in

they ‘commenced
his friends

ous at Stam ord Hill,

in 1844,

took

and

a

Rev.

T. Aveling, and Mr. Wire, afterwards Lord

Mayor of London, became the honorary secretaries of the new Institution; and funds

Were liberally supplied. Inthe. course of
a few years. land was purchased near Croydon,

about twelve or fou teen miles from

London,

a -commodious

and

handsome

building was erected, and in July, 1858, it

different on this side. Most that go in, go
in parties varying from two to six or more,
sometimes , perhaps whole families, They

wag opened, »nd in honor of the founder
of the institution,"it received the name of
Reedham.’ Children are received from three
months to eleven years old. The boys are

pitch tents, or erect a bark eamp, and there
remain two, four or six weeks, as ths case

girls till th y are fifteen.

tainment in him. to be'derived.

But

it is

may be, sallying out by day to fish, and by
night to hunt.deer along the banks of the
streams, and
shores
chose the latter course

of the lakes...
We
upon the invitation

of one of our studeits, “We were furnished
‘at his home with ample provisions for ten
days or a fortnight sojourn at lenst,not thinking it prudent to take along all that wis offered, for the neighbors evefisent in buckets
full in real donation fashion.

Nothing can

exceed the generosity and enthusiasm of the
Parishville.people in such a case. On the
3d inst., we rode 16 miles to the last hotel,
which is pushed considerably beyond the
extreme horders of the woods; and thence

kept till they ure fourteen

are} held
every

every

anpugl

year,

years

Two

at each

subscriber of

old,

and

elections

of which

half a guinea,

and every life su scriver of five guineas,
has as many votes as there are “children ito
‘be elected. The income of the: fustitution
for 1868 was £9,773 or $45,301. At the
end of 1868, there: were 251 children iin
the Institution, and there is room for three

hundred, but there are not at present suflicient funds to provide for as many.
As the
intention is to provide for the latter class
of destitute ‘orphan children, those who

Llgrideeay

comes down through the flats’ from Medford
thousard. of the latter ure more or less de- and unites with the Charles to form Boston
pendent upon the benevolence of others. harbor, at the southeast point of CharlesMany of the Jews are engaged in the busi-. town. ' This river being navigahle and nearness « f bu, ing, selling, or exchanging old er than the Charles, Prescott built his forti‘clothes; but I #0. not think tBere are so fication on the sides abutting upon said rivmany of them engaged in this: business. as ers, presenting a salient:angle towards the
there were twenty-five ‘years ago. Many. junction of the rivers. ‘The west and north
of them are tailors; abouttwy thoasand are sides had mot been constructed,
when the
perambulating : gluziers, and. they almost
British at early morn discerned their enemy
the
monopolize this busine«sof repairing’ bro- close to their very doors. Despising
ken windows ; and about three thousand are’ Yankees as cowards, their position wasjthe
shoemakers. Mr, Eisenstadt is one of the subject of more derision than alarm, but the
City Missionaries to the Jews in the Hast of commanding offiger, Sir Henry: Clinton,
London, and he took me round: kis district, thought he ‘might-as.well scare them off first
and gave me much information ‘respecting as last, so ordering a-few cannon to play up”
the Jews,
He is a. German, and was. con- on the rebels, he leisurely took his bitters
and breakfast, and sat down to the usual
verted from. Judaism abput, thicteen, years
iva thonseter ‘the ‘poorer classes.

ago hy reading a tract which

Five

showed

tbat

Judah no longer existed as a'sepafate tribe,
He told me thatthe Jews generally consent
that Genesis 49:10 should he read, ‘ the
tribe shall not depart froux
udah, nor a
lawgiver
from between
his
eet,
until

Shiloh. come,” They contend that they
have lawgivers among them;as Rothschild,
Salomons, -and others -ef their. nation are
mem jer of the . British Parliament; but
when a<ked in connection with this prediction, * What has become of the tribe

of Ju-

routine of the day.

the floats, but, a only ‘one
|
|
thirty-nine

were

side, it shows

hurt, there,

fred and

killed on ho Ame

that, not many, were i

Most of the killed fell on A

hill in the last charge, Threehundred and
tourteen were wounded more. or less. The

British, smarting. under a; loss of two hundred and twenty-six. killed and eight hundred and twenty-eight wounded, made no
effortat pursuit, but sadly withdrew with
their scattered and downeast fragments, all
thatjwere lefs of the proud baftalions of the
morning, back to the city of Boston, from

which they, Dever sallied again till driven
out by Washington on the fourthof Mareh,
1776.
hii
BY
Out over the narrow pass Ariel ithe
‘yemmantsi of our army, and:with: weary

steps-‘and: dejected ‘brows: climbed: ther ac-

On heari ing
noon. Ahab; roi ebels ‘had
not retreated, he began to. look around. kim
in earnest; Poising his telescope from. the

clivity of Prospeet Hill,’ - Throwing them-

sgelves prostraté on the ground
they restéd
from their labors. What could have: been
roof of a house, he took-a critical survey of ‘theirmeditations on the: future of that day ?
the situation, and "found thatthe Yankees How gloomy theiprospeet! Defeated.in
were still digging: away, paying: little at- their first. fair fight, theirileading general,
tention to his cannon balls. Comprehend- Warren, slain; the, rampart dismantled,
ing the condition of things, he immediately | four ‘hundred of their assogiates dead or
ordered Major Pitcairn, the officer who fig- wounded and in the hands of the enemy ;
ured so conspicuously at’ Lexington in. the the prestige. of victory spatched from their
April previous, to take: fifteen hundred in- grasp, and, Boston still in the possession. of

dah,” they are confounded.
fantry, put them on board floats or gondelas the British. It must have beep a. season: of
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 25, 1869,
«Me.
E,
took.
me
to
visit
the
GoulstonOur soldiers were mostly, raw
that
lay in the harbor, push across the water, |SOITOW.
parochial relief, are not eligible for reception into the Institution. In the intervalsof street and Petticoat-Lane Ragged school. ‘land and attack the rebels and "drive them Recruits recently from the farm or; workA Wonder. *
;
1
by boat 7 miles, up the Raquette river (pro- the elections, children are admitted till the The usualaverage attendance is one hun- from the hill at the point of the bayonet.
——
dred and fifty, and they are taught by a fe- This had become a necessity, as the Yan- “chioic ¢, but necessity. "Perhaps “they did
nounced Racket), and pitched our tent, late next, on payment of a certain sum.
Still alway groweth in me the great wonder, =
mule teacher and her assistants, . The par- kees; if allowed to entrench themselves not look forward a century and think of the
I
attended
the
Half-Yearly
elections
on
on a high bluff—which
When all the fields are blushing like the dawn, . ‘Tin'the afternosn,
ents
of the children are mostly costermonfinal results. Perhaps they considered the
And only one poor little flower plowed under,
rises some 30 feet almost perpendicularly June 21, when nine boys and six girls were gers and catholics; but a few of them. are there, would have it in their power to. omgame as gone against them. Bus np word
- That I can see no lowers, that one being gone;
bard
Boston
any
hour.
elected
from
ninety-seven
candidates
;thirtyfromrthia water, ‘surrounded nearly on all
No flower of all, ecause of one being gone.
Jews. There is a large Bathing Establishof despondency is recorded, and no one
six
girls,
and
sixty-one
boys.
It
was
quite
Pitcairn
gallantly
obeyed
orders,
landed
sides by the dark but grand forest of cenment in Goulston street, where hot or, cold his men, attempted to drive eff the rebels, had the temerity to. propose. surrendering
Aye, ever in me grbweth the great wonder,
turies, and swept by day and night by pure an exciting time. Persons in the interest
When all the hills are shining, white and red,
baths may be had at all hours of the day; but ‘never came back from ‘the ‘charge. It the cause. . And right, thankful are we all
of
the
various
candidates
were
«in
the
enbreezes,
laden with pine, and balsam
And only one poor little flower plowed under,
trance hall, offering cards which set forth first class, twelve cents each ; second class, is reported that a colored private in the that such men were our ancestors.
That it were all as one if all were dead;
odors.
| their special claims to sympathy.
The six cents. . They average. in the summer, American ranks, shot him ‘dead from’ his
Aye, all as one if all the flowers were dead.
It is good to visit'spots that retain the old :
: FIRST NIGHT IN CAMP,
There
banister of the staircase was, covered with about five hundred bathers per day.
horse when he wasbut a féw rods from the natural features: of: those famous: old: days.
1 can not feel the beauty of the roses;
Having had no experience in this mode placards appealing for votes for the re- are also, Wash-houses in, connection: with
parapet. | Genéral Putnam'on our side, at How solemn: the thoughts that spring upas
Their soft leaves seem to. me but layers of dust;
of
life, we contess to some misgivings as spective candidates; and the hall up stairs this establishment where the poor can take
closes;
blessing
each
Qut-of my opening hand
early morn, discovered the mistake Prescott { we set our: feet on the sods once! pressed by
night drew near. The ground had been was growded with the friends of children, their dirty ¢lothes, and “wash and prepare
“Nothing is left me but my hope and trust;
had made, but concluded that it would be revolutionary heroes} How firm'the 'gvéund
Nothing but heavenly hope, and héav only trust.
thorouglily drenched by copious showers and with subscribers; the former earnestly them for. wear. Hot and cold water are
better to’ hold on, and’ accordingly" hustied seems so ‘blessed in memory, in”history; in
during
the day, our tent being hastily erec- seeking votes, and counting those they had provided, with washing tubs, boilers, &e., over five hundred men as a’ reinforcement, fame! And what town'is meore‘blessed in
1
places
sweetest
the
of
sweetness
no
I get
My house, my friends no longer comfort me;
ted was all askew—(we like to have our obtained, that they might ascertain’ what ‘a. centrifugal . wringing machine, which but: was: not able to’ furnish artillery’ or these reminiscences ‘than ithe half ‘dozen
Strange somehow grow the old familiar faces;
sleeping apartment constructed” with geo- were their chancesof success. Among the makes the clothes nearly dry; drying closets abundant ammunition.” To our immediate in old ‘Middlesex county, whose ‘soil drank
For I can nothing have, not having thee;
metrical exactness, ) out bed was scanty, as pressing appeals on the cards and plaedrds, which finish themin about ten minutes ; and judgment this conclusion would 160k to-day the first blood of the revolutionary mariyes ;
2 my possessi ns I possess through thee,
we had but a few moments in which to I noted the following’; ** Henry Gill, one of irons and. a mangle for smoothing them. like infatuation. Here wis a little band of whose surface once was burdened with
Havi ing, I have them not—strange contradiction !
gather spruce and hemlock boughs before six children ;” « Jessie ‘A. Farbaek, oné of ‘Thecharge for the privilege of using these fifteen hundréd men, unprotected by'artille- mercenary corpses? From Lexington and
Heaven needs must cast its shadow on our earth;
dark, and so we made a dubious attempt seven children; ‘‘Arthur W. Spokes, one of | ©00V eniences is three cents per hour, to. be ry, with an unfinished rampart on two sides Concord, all’ the way to Boston, through the
Yea, drown us in the waters of afliiction,
Breast high, to make
us know our
treasure’s
to dry a spot of our tent floor to s'eep on by eight children;” ¢ Clara Sandell, one of | paid before leaving the premises; so that of them, open and exposed to the whole | present town of Arlington and city of Camworth ;
appiying our person to it, and at the same nine children;” ¢ Thomas Brown, one of | Women can take their clothes here,and in the
To ‘make us know how much our love is worth.
foree of ten thousand regular troops only a bridge; a line of fallen tories once: cumtime undertook the prodigious job of exter- eleven fathérless children ;” ‘‘—— Earl one course of a very short time can take them
bered the road; while in their vicinity the
mile away, witha'wel
rovisioned commisAnd while I mourn, the anguish of my story
minating the . race of mosquitoes if ore _of eight orphans, the father having died of home again ready for wear.
«++ —
dying by scores,
rty
sons of libelay
ks; as the wave breaks on the hindering Dar;
“There is a large emigration of the unem- sariat and city at their control, cannon and
might
judge
from
the
vigor
of
the
onset.
cholera
;”
¢‘
Ernest
Burstow
aged
seven
‘but hidden in the deeps of glory,
Modern: civilization isdoing’ its ‘best toThou,
ammunition in abundance, the sea open to
We failed, and so prudently went to sleep, years, one of four little children, father and ployed poor to Canada. Since have been
Even ag the sunshine hides the lessening star,
obliterate
these landmarks of fame, but ‘the
their
ships,
and
those
in
abundance,—who
and actually got more rest than many a time mother both dead, sixth and last application 3? here, 1 have heard of several parties going
[Aug with true loye I Jove thee from afar.
love of the true patriot will preserve them
would
have
decided
Putnam’s
order
to
be
tothat
country,
who
have
been
sent
by
.
bebefore *with accommodations approximatand ‘ AlbertT, Kempton, one,of six chil
. 1 know our Father must-be good; not evil,
forever. . Our recent great conflict has so
nevolent individuals. Some of them -go at other than the rashest?
ing very much nearer to our notions of dren, both parents dead.”
And murmur net, for faith’s sake, at my ill;
overshadowed
the old glories by the vastEarly
in
the
afternoon
the
battle
began.
Nort the mystery of the working cavil,
civilized comforts.
While candidates are limited to six ap- very short notice. Isawa man this mornness of its means, its conquests and results,
That somehow bindeth all things in His will,
One
man
had
been
killed
during
the
foreing,
whose
case
was
not
decided
till
near
plications, they are allowed at each succesFIRST ADVENTURE AT FISHING.
And though He slay me, makes me trust Him still.
midnight yesterday, who
goes with his noon by the British cannonade, and when that we may carelessly let the recollections
— Harper's Magazine.
The Jordan pours into the Raquette sive application to count all the votes they
wife and two children to Liverpool to-mor- the British disembarked from their floats at of the olden time slip from our memories.
some forty rods below our tent. It comes have received at previous elections, and
the foot of the hill, our. grandfathers, then Hence a review of them occasionally does
row, and expects to sail on Thursday.
| down from a higher plain in successive thus they are encouraged to persevere, till,
Going into the Woods.
young men, stood in silence, but with deter- good, and the ‘visitor to the city who feels:
W. H.
rapids for two or three miles. It must have as a general thing, they succeed in securro
—
mination written on their brows, to find out it a duty to ascend the monument on Bunbeen a noble stream for trouting, For even ing admission. Of course some get disSABBATH BEFORE GOING.
whether their foes were more than human. ker Hill, can’ do no better than extend his
“eouraged and give up.
Battle of Bunker Hill.
This Sabbath was spent pleasantly at Par- now, though fished in every day, it affords
Their
only chanée of escape was by run- visit to the remains of Putnam’s rural enAnother of the benevolent Institutions of
trout enough for the passing wants of all
ishville.
Our church there, as we should
ning down the west side of the hill; but campment on Prospect Hill in Somerville.
London
is
the
tents scattered up and down these parts.
SOMERVILLE, Mass., Aug. 4, 1869.
judge from what we saw, is ina comfortathen they would be compelled to turn northW. REED.
Formerly, that is, five years ago and preASIATIC'S HOME FOR STRANGERS.
ble state, and in fair working order. The Ours was the usual luck of novices. Caught
ward and escape across the “Neck.” This
one
trout,
thrée
falls,
one
splash
in
the
|
.vijusly,
Boston
was
a
commercial
metroposeason being the busiest of the year, and the
day (Saturday) the busiest of the week,
the covenant meeting was thinly attended,
. and mostly by the female mem ers of the
vourch, The business of the time in the field
does not quite account for this, for we found

the times just as busy in, as

out, of - doors.

The fact is, woman is more

religious

than

man ; and that is the end of it. Eld. Bundy
preached on the Sabbath a good practical
discourse in illustration of the evidence of
true conversion, in which he

made

several

palpable points. Many ministers at sixty
practically . surrender . their
commission
—regarding themselves as supernumeraries.

Eld, Bundy, a veteran 73 years of age,

stands

at his post,

as an

active pastor;

a fact equally creditable to himself,

and

to

the church which employs him.”
THE WOODS,

Champlain. : If variesin extent from

east

to west from a hundred to a hundred : and
fifty miles, perhaps, and] extends parallel
with the lake from near the Canada line

on the North’ to Lake George on the South,
—embracing a territory mostly of unbroken
forest, quite as large as the, State of ConThe growth

of primitive:

trees,

consists largely of pine, fir, spruce, hemlock,
&e.' It'is traversed by numerous stregms,
interspersed hy lakes and ponds supposed, to
numbep more than a thousand... The Adi
rondack ‘mountains; rising in ‘some parts
to the elevation ‘of some five thousand feét,

run from north tq south ngaely fhirough, ite
whole extent, ,
It has already econo a’ place ‘of donsid:
erable summer-snd-mutumn resort, as hunting ;and fishing grounds, and for the benefit
it. is supposed that dispeptics and consumptives especially ‘derive f¥om its salubrious

aif, ‘and balsamic" ‘odors. Deer are re, plenty

dnotigh b somé parts to’ give. ug to hua

ting and trqut, . for, sporting, and eating:
Stories in plenty are told of invalids ‘being
onrried in on liters” and coming ott" ‘fowing' their owh bolts! What makes 4 go:
+ journ here particularly pleasant is, that trayeling is mostly performed

being made so light that

by. boats,

these

they ‘can easily

be carried on,ihe shin of two men,

perhapson., those of One: man around the
Supls and! from: one stronty or lake to
aa 8

ET id i what has pome to us by, the

London

Correspondence.
—

You will readily believe that in a city
like London, want and suffering appear in
various forms; and the good and benevolent seek to reach and provide for those
who in different ways are suffering adversity. There are in and about London, numerous Orphan asylums, for the mairtenance, education, and settlement in the
world,of those who have lost one or both
parents. Mr. Spurgeon has one of these
institutions at. Stockwell, fhere is another
at Clapton, one at Wanstead, one at Haverdon, I feel particularly “interested in the
last; because it was’ established in my own

neighborhood, and I was aware

of all the

circumstances connected with, its foundation. Rev. Dr. Reed a well known Congregational

minister

“in: London,

founded

an Orphan asylum at Clapton to be open to
children who were more than seven years

church. The superintendent is Mr. Jobn
Freeman, an old and valued friend of mine.
The buildings are commodious and convenwill

accommodate

between

two

and three hundred persons. Butalterations
in shipping arrangements prevent, their being so many Asiatics in London as ormerly, so that the
plish as much

institution eannot accomas it used to, andthe pro-

portion of working
increased ; but

expenses is necessarily

still a good work is

being

done for those who do find their way to
London, and are brought under its influ
ence.

Those who come to ¢‘ the home” are

printiples, for children under sever years of
age,and which was called the Infant Orphan
asylum. Nurses were provided: for these
children; their: physical

were cared for,

and

‘moral wants

and suitable religious in-

struction wad’ given them, ‘the matron and

nurses

being’ selected

‘with reference, to

say that there

is a’ great’ improvement in

the condition of this class of persons since
the opening of the ingtitution. The
sionary to the Asiatics, of the London’

misCity

Mission, visits thesé persons, dnd often

has

obtained for them:

about 1842; that the Institition had'out-

vided for gratuitously, and ‘employment
has been found for them, or they have
been sent to their homes. During the seventeen months previeus to June last, 247

Just. about this - time, + the

Established

Church, by some means, obtained control
of the’ Institution, and appointed a chaplain
ofoI bigh church proclivities, the Church Catism was introduced to be: taught to all
theohildren; and mations, nurses ind" ser

vants were required to attend the Eplscopil

services, ih the chiapel of the Institution, |

Of gourse, the. nonconformists could no

longer continue in connection with: an'«in‘stitution of this charactér; ‘and, therefore,

these cities, Chelsea, Charlestown, Cambridge, and Roxbury, the latter has been
already absorbed, and Dorchester, too, has

fallen into its capacious maw. Charlestown
made the first efforts to get absorbed some
years before the game was played on Roxbury, but from some bad management the
scheme failed. During the last winter some
effort was again made by its inhabitants o
get within the charmed circle, but

the peti-

tion was put over to the next legislature by
the one then in session.

As Somerville was

into the legislature, but they met

fate as Charlestown’s,

the

same

So the matter of an-

nexation will probably come up again next
winter, and doubtless, Boston will find itself

considerably enlarged by another year.
1s The history of the revolutionary war, and
the pperations of. the armies in the early
part pf the contest intimately embraces this
very region, The men who fought at Bun-

ker Hill, marched from a hill about one hun-

Since the opéning of defence still remain on Prospect Hill. . From

the institute'in June, 1857, ‘to Jime of this
year, a period of twelve years, 3,119 Asiatics, East Africans, and South, Sea Islanders Ry been lodged and boarded at their
own expense, or at'that of their

diofis ‘premises were eréc:ed for ft at Wanstead, on, the borders , of Epping Forest.

the
Of

dred rods from where. the writer now: sits,
able to do so; but destitute cases are freely
and the old breastyorks thrown up for their
received, provided
for, and employment|’

their fitness for their position, and without
respeet. to. the, religious denomination to
which they might belong. I" 'think it’ wis
grown its billdings, and new and ‘comimo-

by cities of smaller pretensions an
towns of Dorchester and Brookline.

preserved from the plunderers who abound, originally a part of Charlestown, and was
and are kept out “of the way of tempta- | made a separate town only when that betion
; their money and valuables are faken came a city, it was quite natural for its people to desire incorporation into Boston with
care of,and returned when they desire them;
Heavy peand every thing necessary is: provided: for its parent, if that got annexed,
titions
for
said
result
were
got
up
and sent
and done for them, and ‘those who kno,

an opportunity of supplementing the instructions given by foreign missionaries,
of age, and had not one or both parents,
and sometimes
of encouragisg native
without regard to. the religion or denomina
Christians.
|
Those
who go to'thé'institution
tion of the parents, and after this, he founded another asylum-at Dalston on the same | pay a certdin sum per week if they are

(Se L1!

rE

Itis in the West India Dock Beis lis, surrounded on all sides except the sea,
east of London, and near Lunehduse
u

the

ient, and

Es

[CSRs

Fd

_,.

some two days.—J. F.

stock Hill, and one at Reedham, near Croy-

The Northern, or Adirondack wilderness,
lies‘in north-eastern N. Y., west of Lake

necticut.

water, and one sprained ancle! The latter
accident somewhat serious,as it laid us aside

have been in workhouses, or have received

émployers;

and 970 ina State’of destitution, principally beggiirs off the streets, have, been pro-

there to the place of battle was about two

miles.

Now, Progpect Hill could, be, easily

reached with cannon from Boston, but then
it. was too far

away for an effective ‘demon-

stration either way.
sent

Hence

Col. Prescott, with

well furnished with

a

spades

Gen.

Putnam

thousand

and

men,

pickaxes,

but rather poorly supplied with ammunition,

to make an entrenchment on Bunker Hill,
about one and a half ‘miles ‘néarer Boston.

As'the detachtient started in’ thé night of
were boarded ab “their own ‘expense, and Juve 16, 1776, in’ winding’its way across the
one hundred destitute ruses were ‘sheltered’ Neok, Prescott mistook Breed’s Hill, i half
and provided with employment. The" be- mile nearer Boston, for Bunker's, and cothhin Hight under
névolent Sxpigiige for 1868, were Aly . menced the work assigned’
the guns of the British, who wére stationed
804, or $8 br) 948
1
on Copp's’ Hill; a 'smhll ‘eminence ‘in’ the
/ JEWS'IN LONDON.
oh domi novth part of the ¢ity, from which their
cahThere are supposed to be about thirty non completely commanded all Charléstown
thousand of these, and two-thirds, of them and the bill oceupied by the Americans."
are from foréign countries. About one
Prescott's men worked likp' beavers durthousand Jews belongto the upper classes, ing the night. The hill sloped quite rapidfour/thousand to’ the’ mide, and4 twenty ly down towards the Mystic river, which

Was a narrow pass, where

the waters

of a

Events

bay from Charles river and the Mystic
approach each other, leaving only a space
"two or three hundred feet wide, over which
the open country, now Somerville, could be

reached.
Against this the British had
moved up one or two of their floating batteries,

armed

with

cannon

and

ready

to

pour charges of grape across the pass.—
Grimly facing all these facts, they stood
waiting the orders of their colonel.
At
last it was. given, to
re, and a stream of
death issued from their muskets, and a win-

row of dead soldiers lay along,the whoie
length of the rampart. Screams of horror
arose from the wonnded red-coats, panic
was infused throughout. their ranks, the
death-bullets still rained down upon them,”
and, breaking ranks, they involuntarily fled
down tke hill to the floats in spite of the
efforts of their officers.

a second’

In an

charge was made

up

hour

or 80,

the

hill,

and with'a similar result; a ‘stream of fire
cut away the ranks of the British ; the men

dropped as though smitten with a hailstorm’;
the officers found no respect paid to their
uniforms; Yankee bullets found no trouble
in breaking foreign lines, and John Bull
was rapidly: learning a new lesson in the
history and art of war.
It was'a ‘moment fall of awful weight to
the’ British nation.
‘She had begun the
game of blood ; should ‘she g6 on or retreat?
The latter could note: thought of. ' Clinton quickly decided the’ question; ordered
a/‘“carcass” tobe hurled upon’ the town of
Charlestown: by which it was set on fire and

its; one” "hundred and twenty buildings
burned to the ground. This: wanton act, so
brutaliand so useleas; in turning the course
of the battle, only exasperated th Ameri-

cans, hd
comes
ment;

THE

to the scene of ‘action, discovered’ the mvst
vulnerable point in the ‘enemys Tine, tured

his men around the buse of the hill, on 'the

margin of the Mystio, and then chargéd up
the hill where the broastwork was wanting.
Even this move would not have succeded
had-the' Americans: had plenty of ammtnition, but that failing'themy they fought the

British as well as, they could with clubbed

muskets; and retreated in. good fair order

down the west side of the hill; and strack
away homewards over the Neck. A: few
were: hit bythe

scattering shot

sent from
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REVOLUTION.

Capt. Marcos recently attacked, near
Jaguey, a force of rebels, 300 strong. After
a short fight the rebels were dispersed, with
a loss of ten ‘killed.
A detachment of
troops

accompanying

a train of provisions

along the south coast to Ciego Avila, was
attacked on the road by the insurgents, and
compelled to fall back, suffering some loss,
but saving the train. Re-enforcements arriving, the troops again advanced, and
succeeded in reaching Ciego. The feeling
of insubordination among the slaves is
increasing.
They demand their freedom,
and are organizing and arming themselves
to join the Cuban army. Several contests
have taken place between the negroes ‘and
Spanish forces, and the negroes have ‘successfully defended themselves against supe. rior numbers.

Gen. Quesada

has

‘had sev-

eral skirmishes with Lesca, and has been
successful. © Gen. Jordan's army is being
‘gradually re-enforced by Cubans, conscripted, whose sympathies are with their comntrymen.
The Spanish forces in his distriet
are ‘inactive. Both of the generals commanding and the President of the Republic
of Cuba express the most positive belief
that the revolution will be successful, if'not
by the force of arms by the force of eiréumstances. Another expedition is reported to
have left the coast of Florida about a week

ago and landed

safelyin Cuba.

‘It sum.

bered75 men, with a large quantity of arms
and ammunition, and was fitted out by an
American

speculator.
.

was dearly paid for in the out-

Clinton then ordered’ wo ‘reinfores‘took the command "himself, hutried
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SPAIN,

The Cortes has been summoned

to meet

on the 15th of Sept, in ‘consequence of the
urgency of affaizs. “Many people of Spain
are confident that a continuance of the pres-

ent Government must lead Carlos, to the

thtone. The Government is taki g §xtraordinary

precautions

to

prevent he assem-

Wling of Carlists at La Mancha,

o

THE INDIANS. 1.01
Commissioner Parker has advices from

the Sioux country that the portion of the
pation which has settled upon! its reservation hag had, much trouble.of late with the
hostile portion ; the; latter lately varried off
the principal portion eof the Samii: goods
which, cannot easily, be. replac
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just outside, though

@ommumications,
The

Tomb

“nigh to the. city.”

(John 19: 20.)

of Jesus.

RY REV. 8. W, BROWN:

The “Church of the Holy Sepulcher” in the
northwest part of Jerusslem, is built over
the traditional site of the crucifixion and

burial of Christ. According to the monkish legend, this site was discovered by the
Empress Helena, who, with the help of her
son, the Emperor Constantine, built’ a
splendid church over the spot, which was,
dedicated by a solenin assembly of bishops
in A. D. 335. Since then the structure has
. been three times destroyed by fire, and as

and that our Father calls us his children.

present themselves, and

By and by, He, who ministers so tenderly to

Rev.

ures are gathered, we may abide forever.

peror

Adrian

erected

burial,

stands

of

to

while

in fact he perpetuated, the memoryof those

sacred

localities.

Hope

:
J

Latins,

Abyssinians,

Armenians,

Hope in God, for He will be
Saving health and strength to thee.

Syrians,

and

other

sects;

each in their separate apartments, and all
having a common ownership inthe Holy
Sepulcher and the - place of crucifixion.

The chapel ofthe Greek church, under the
protection of-Russia, is the richest in the estabfiShment, while the poor Copts, with no

a

[3

For, if God be for thee, who

Can against thee dare or do?
Never think thyself alone;
Christ hath said—that Holy One—
Though all other ties may break,

I will never thee forsake!
‘Wherefore, then, art thou cast down?
Soul, the cross must win the crewn ;
Hope in God, and walk His ways,
+ So shalt thou His goodness praise!

rp

A leading newspaper in Boston, in giving an account of the graduating exercises
of a elassof young men, at one of the New
England Theological Seminaries,

menting
speakers,

upon

the

and com-

faulty

elocution of the

said: ¢ In these

days most peo-

Union

quarrels with

each

other, and the Turkish

police have often to interfereand separate

them. Looking upon such disgraceful conflicts the Moslem sees but little reason to
abandon Mohammed for Jesus Christ, and
the Jew is still more confirmed in his hope

of a coming Messiah.

It may not be gen-

erally known that the Crimean war, which
‘cost Russia, France, and England so great
an expenditure of treasure and blood, arose

fire-shovel.”

The truth, plainly stated, which the writ-

LC]

which stood the crosses of the two thieves;
and a deep rent in the rock, which he said

was produced by the earthquake on the
day of crucifixion.
From Calvary we went to the reputed

- tomb of Jesus.
under

the

It isin the same building,

same

roof; “for the sepulcher

was nigh at hand.”
In the center
church, and

(John 19: 41, 42.)

of the large rotunda of the

directly

under

the dome, is a

small oblong marble structure, 20 feet in
length by 8 in breadth, and 15 feet high.
This little building, within the great one,
is said to contain the tomb of our Lord.
Entering by a narrow doorway we found
ourselves in the ‘‘Chapel of the Angel,” a
‘small room which has the honor of keeping the stone that was rolled to the mouth
of the Sepulcher.
Leaving this small
apartment and ‘‘stooping down," as did the
beloved disciple. eighteen centuries ago,

we “went into the Sepulcher” to “see the
place where the Lord lay.” It is alittle
‘room six or ‘seven feet square. On one
side is a marble sarcophagus claimed by
the monks to be the identical Sepuicher of
the Saviour. Directly over the tomb are
about 40 gold and silver lamp which are
kept burning night and day. Standing in
that narrow

room, we

watched the crowd

of pilgrims as they came from far off lands
to kneel beside the reputed grave of our
world’s Redeemer.
O how many millions,

you

not

invite me

AsTRONOMY 100 YEARS AGO. We have extracts froman Almanac for 1769. In them
is the calculation of the transit of Venus
across the sun’s disk on the third of June
of that year.
And it is there stated that
another transit of Venus would not happen

Meeting Houses.

sit of Venus

on

record

was

Dec.

4, 1639.

when it can

to express the settled conviction that has,
for a long time, moved me to dissent from

The next after the coming
be in 1882.

the impression he will make upon a popular audience, as the matter of his dis-

the

AFTER MANY DAYS. About a quarter of
a century agoa lady of illustrious birth, wife
of Ferdinand of Austria, used to pray much
in secret for her country. She also distributed tracts and the Bible. She went to her

possibly

be avoided,

I desire

custom, just now so prevalent,

of join-

ing with skeptics in the eregtion of such
places offworship. One reason assigned

course.” One would suppose that a proposition so clearly true would need no argu-

for such union is, ‘we cannot build a house

mentin its support, and that a recogni-- sufficiently large to accommodate the peotion of its truth would lead all those who ple without the aid of such persons.”
I

expect to make themselves felt in society
through the medium of public speaking, to
take especial pains to prepare themselves

Several ministers of our own

mi ight be named,
men, and

have

founded on too scanty

views of duty.

is
The

In other cases, it is to be feared, that the

knowledge of duty is not so much wanting
as the disposition to doit. “It costs too
much to build the house without such
helps,” and go against the purer impulses
of the conscience such ., alliances are
formed. Ah! my brethren, it does cost
too much of what is infinitely more valuable than gold that perisheth, to open the
door

so effectually for

the introduction of

false doctrines into the community where
you dwell.
But, where real inability exists, let the
church, as best she can, worshi p ir the private dwelling, in the school-house, in the
hall, or even in the barn—as our fathers

were accustomed to do—rather than contribute to the establishment and growth of
pernicious evil. How great and glaring’
the inconsistency when the people of God
favor and support such doctrines as stand
diametrically opposed to the evangelical
system

of truth,—doctrines

the essential attributes

that

and

deny

all

qualities

of

Christ as a Saviour, and flatter sinful souls

that all will be well with them'in the eternal future!
The

church,

doing

such

helps

things,

plant :a battery for the enemy to use, and
then puts itself directly within the range of
its most deadly fire! By its own acts, it
prostrates on the one hand, what it strives
:
ot build up on the other.

denomination

advantages

this plea

ability may exist, but the church and its
friends have not yet cpme to appreciate
the true measurement
pf their responsibility as it regards the-gonsecration of their
property possessiongfo the Lord.

some of whom are young
had the

reply, in most instances

of col-

legiate instruction, who illustrate in their
public speaking the deficiency existing in
this branch of ministerial education. They
are poor speakers because they have not
been taught, or trained, to be good ones.

Again,

it is said, “that

union

houses

will bring unbelievers under the influence
of the gospel and-s6 secure their conver-

eo

With right instruction, and diligent work on

sion to Christ.”

their part, they might have excelled in all
the graces of oratory, and thus have been
able to wield a greater influence for truth
and righteousness.
It is of no avail to
find fault with the public taste which de‘mands this kind of culture.
For feeding
purposes, the silver spoon is better than

‘But what are the facts in regard to the
matter? Is it nottrue that comparatively
few, that once
tial error, ever

become wedded to essenseek for a divorce?
Such

persons are among the 1askto submit to the
humbling doctrines of the cross. ‘The truth
is, while -one skeptic is being converted by
the gospel under such circumstances, many
believers in the evangelical system are

the fire-shovel.
If we cannot, all of us,
gain that, let us, atleast, clip off the corners

turned into skeptics, or rank at last, among

of the shovel, and forge it by dint of study,
hammeringif need be into comely shape,
fit for the Master's service.
Painp.

the ‘‘doubters” of the truth—so congenial
is the flattery of error to the sinful heart of
man. And when itis too late to remedy
the evil, Christian parents even are not un-

Treasures.

frequently

constrained

to confess their sad

mistake in forming such alliances, and
mourn helplessly the ruin of their sons and
daughters,that they had fondly trusted might
become pillars in the church of the living
God,—gone over to the embrace of fatal error!
My brethren, this subject is one of startling importance to the church 'of Christ.

We may find these every day.
They
come through the kindly deeds we do, the
cheering words we speak, the sacrifice we
make for others’ happiness. The rich may
give by thousands, and those who know
no want bestow their gifts lavishly, and
yet not feel 80 happy as the poor widow
who cast all her living into God's treasury. We may look about us and feel how

Let me

entreat

you not to be persuaded in-

little we can do, when God by his Spirit

moves our hearts, and we do what before nor by any flattering propositions that may
we thought we could not—we divide with | come from without. Do not come to the
veneration before that tomb! Over no
support of such doctrines, by such a union ;
those more needy than ourselves.
other spot on this earth have men wept so
so that all your anxious
minister and
O
how
sweetly,
comes
our
reward!
Not
long and so passionately. The very marfor
yourselves can do on one Sabbath,
alone
are
our
hearts
filled
with
peace;
but
ble that covers the Sepulcher is worn thin
Christ and the souls he died to save, shall
our:
blessings
multiply,
our
means
with
by the pressure of human lips.
which to do good increase, and we won- -be counteracted on the next, by the teachBut the question is asked,—*Is the ‘church
ers of antagonistic views aud strange
of the Holy Sepulcher’ a true site or an der why Godis so kind tous. The more “isms.” ‘“Who hath ears to hear let him
sacrifice
we
make
to
do
a
worthy
deed,
to
ecclesiastical hoax?”
On this question
A. H. MORRELL,
help the sorrowing and cheer the afflicted, hear.”
' “doctors disagree,” and who shall decide ? the faster our treasures are being laid up
Drs. Robinson, Bonar, Durbin, and Fisk,
“Close Communion,”
argue strongly against the present location. above. Why, God from heaven speaks and
his glorified face shines with approval
iP
On the other hand, Williams,in his valuable about us! He seems by our side, walking
“ An Old Man" recently sent to the Star
work, gives reasons as strong in favor of and talking with. us all the way. Every
an
incident of Rev. Rowland Hill, which
the site;
Dr. Olin admits the claim of the time our lips are moved to speak harsh
he says ‘‘is too goodto be lost.”
Sepulcher to be valid; and William words and there is anger in
our hearts, and
‘ Query 1. Did * An Old Man” produce
C. Prime
in his “Tent Life” tells us that afwe push back the words that would wound,
this
incident as an argument in favor of
ter long and carefu! examination he was sat-

during
. leng centuries past have bowed in

*

“Did

er designed to set forth by this terse use of
words is this, ¢* The manner of the speaker has quite as much to do in determining

out of a quarrel between the Latin and
‘Greek monks in regard to the ‘Church of
the Nativity”
at Bethlehem,
and
the to do this effectively, It would also seem
and indeed necessary, that schools
“Church of the Holy Sepulcher” at Jerusa- natural,
salem. From Mr. Kinglake, an -English established for the professional training of
historian, we learn, that the Greeks, sup- such persons should provide adequate “inported by Russia, claimed the right to re- jgstruction in a part of their preparation con~ pair the dome over the Holy Sepulcher. fessedly so important. Until within a few
The Latins under the patronage of France years none of our colleges have tried to do
denied the right; the Turk interfered and much in this direction, and the theological
said he would repair the dome himself. seminaries have done even less than they.
And from this, and matters equally trivial It. may be true, perhaps, that there has
about the church at Bethlehem, the quar- been but little demand, either among the
rel grew until it had to be settled by people or the candidates for the ministry,
armies, and fleets, and bloody war. __
for elocutionary culture, but a point of so
Joining the crowd of pilgrims who were great consequence ought not to have been
wending their way to this'most sacred of so long ignored by those whose business
+ all shrines, we passed the Turkish guard it has been to direct the studies of this proand entered the church. A few feet from fession.
There have been but few really good
the door is the ‘Stone of Unction,” a large
broken marble slab, on which we are told teachers in this department, but this state
of things is fast passing away. The fathe body of our Lord was laid to be washed
elocutionary
and prepared for the Sepulcher.. Above cilities for receiving -good
this stone a number of silver lamps are training are becoming every year more
abundant and accessible, and it behooves
kept constantly burning.
Turning to the right from the Stone of every one who feels called to the work of
Unction, we ascended by a flight of eight- preaching to give some attention to this
een steps to the traditional Mount Calva- matter. Many a minister, in most respects
ry. The steps led to a small and profuse- an excellent preacher, has failed to do all
- ly ornamented room called the “Chapel of the good he might have done because of a
Golgotha.” Under a marble altar in this harsh, repulsive voice, which might have
Chapel, we saw a hole in the floor through been made agreeable by judicious culture
which we looked to another hole in the at.the right time. Such training will also
rock.
This we were told was the identi- fend to prevent the formation of bad habits.
cal socket which held the cross of Christ.
The priest also pointed out the holes in

have been bap-

Leaving out for the present the consid- till 1874, about 105 years after that date.
eration of the questionable practice of Modern calculations agree with that. And
building union houses even in connection this shows how perfectly astronomy was
with other evangelical ™ denominations, understood in earlier times. The first tran-

Emperor to help them, are compelled to ple choose rather to. eat bean soup with a
worship in a little poverty-stricken chapel silver spoon, than plum pudding with a
Just behind the Sepulcher.
"These various rival sects: have frequent

3

- Fear not, though within, without,
Foes do compass thee about;

Manner.

Copts,

Wr

‘While life’s waves of sorrow roll?

divided into chapels and recesses, occupied
Greeks,

—G

Wherefore thus cast down, my soul,

erected a church on the spot; and from that
time to the present, during a teriod of
1500 years, no other locality has presented
many times rebuilt. The present edifice any claims for veneration as the scene of
was completed and consecrated in 1810. the greatest event in the world’s history.
It is a large building or rather a cluser of And whether men living in the nineteenth
buildings connected together under one century can locate the place of Christ's
death better than those who lived within
roof.
This great building is divided and sub- three hundred years of the event, judge ye.
by

in God.

BY G, H, CHAPPELL.

5. As early as A. D. 326, Constantine selected this site as the real Calvary, and

who

and drive satafi'beliind us, Jesus smiles open communion
isfied that the monks have the true locality and lets a flood of light quickly into
our

:
query,second:

sinking it into
ted contempt.

one in 1874 will

rest in the triumphs of the Christian faith.
Within a few years the Austrian
ment has introduced considerable

goveérnradical,

religious

hopeful

retorm,

and

there

are

signs of more. Her prayers seem to have
been: answered. Pray much to God, Christians. There is encouragement to pray.

| GIVING ANDPRAYING,

Those who

give

~ Would that such a consummation were

IT DOES Goop.

Christians feel that they

ought to urge religion upon the attention of
unconverted friends in a Personal manner,

but fear it will

periment, will quickly find, whatever her
position, wealth, gifts of pleasing, or even

do no good.

It will

do

stylishly dressed,

hind

means to be not far be-

‘‘the fashion,” and to be in ‘‘the fash-

ion” means to spend

more money than one

likes to remember while reading the reports of church charities,—the woman who
desires to assert the “right” to resist the
fashion, also decides to resign somewhat
of her social influence, somewhat of love
and admiration of lover and friend—and to

how many

been

so

hearts

received,

among us has

as

Christ

the One ‘altogether

lovely,” that this“Tesignation is possible ?
I know women who writhe under the torture it isto them to spend their money for
that whichis not ‘‘bread” for the, in any
sense, ‘‘hungry,” but they feel unequal to
letting go any hold they may have over the
hearts of their male friends, and so year after year they go toilette¥nit, while their
hearts, except as bound to their male
friends, are ‘‘far from it.”
°
Tan,
Any appeal to women to resist, that does
not include an appeal to ‘men to support
We hope the writer of the foregoing letter over-states the fact in making fashionable attire so universally paramount as a
source of woman's influence. What she
says, however, is true in the main. The
woman who decides to regulate her toilette

by the dictates of conscience and Chris-

tian propriety, does also decide to relingood, if it does not others.
much of that attention and homage
Work done for Christ with a heart in itis quish
involuntarily accorded, by the majority of
enlivening, strengthening and comforting the other sex, to the fashionably dressed
to those that do it. A reward thai well woman. This was assumed in our article.
Morgover, the arguments of that article,
pays.
throughout,
were intended for earnest
NorTiME. One ofthe weakest excuses Christiatssyomen; not wholly untaught in
on the part of adults for not attending the that first "gw of Christ's school—sacrifice.
Sabbath school is, that they have not But in asserting “woman's right and duty”
time forit. Thetime for recitation is one to resist the tyranny of fashion, and to apparel herself in attire suited to her comhalf hour once a week.
This is not much, fort, her individual taste, and a Christian
and some do not spend any time in prepar- economizing of her means, it was not ining their lessons, but depend upon a sort of tended to urge a repulsive homeliness and
intuitive knowledge for answering ques- dowdiness of dress, ‘or anything inimical to
that amiable desire to please which is an
tions and reading the reference texts.
instinct of woman's nature; and we are unPray, do not say there is not time.
willing to believe that a good woman, at| MADE BETTER. Whoever has true, ex- tired with simple grace, harmony of color,
perimental religion in exercise from day to and scrupulous neatness and purity, all of
which are compatible with inexpensiveday, is livinga better life, in consequence
ness, will lack attraction for those of the
of it. Ifa moral person before, heis still other sex whose admiration and esteem are
more moral for this work of grace.
f at all worth having.
Nor will we concede that a wife gains
* FRUITS MEET FOR REPENTANCE.
Twelve
charms in the eyes of her (Christian)
years ago one professkd regeneration, but new
husband as often as she appears *‘stylishly”
soon, the fruit of it ceased to appear in the dressed. On the contrary, we believe that
life. Twelve years passed without a word many a kind husband and father bin
or act relative to a life of faith. Then the heartily rejoice in a more simple, and less
dying time was approaching.
On the sick costly toilette on the part of his wife and
daughter.
Witness the following which
bed it was said, no doubt was felt but that came under the writer's own observation :
conversion took place twelve years before. A well-to-do physician and his ‘wife were
No regret or remorse was expressed for Starling for church, the lady elegantly apin a rich velvet cloak of the latest
the neglect, worldliness or vanity of the pareled
‘‘John,
past. But the mind seemed to slide into mode, and elaborately trimmed.
don’t
you
think
this
very
handsome?”
No
an easy, quiet state as if prepared, to die.
reply.
“Dear, don’t
you like my
new
Perhaps there was preparation, God
is very cloak ?”
“Not much,
Mary.”
“Why,
I
merciful. But we wish to see sorr
con- thought you always wished your wife welltrition and repentance.
Hearts must be dressed.” ‘Certainly I do, but to be wellyou must be consistently dressed,
wounded and broken before they can be dressed,
and this thing you must let me say, is not
healed and made whole by Jesus Christ.
consistent either with our manner of life
F., lor the church to which we are going.”
Of course, it was many a day before the
handsome
cloak jvent to church again,
but, as often as the wife “went abroad unac‘Love.
companied by her husband, it was eagerly
i
——
sported. And for whose delectation was it
Two girls were going to a neighboring worn? No, no, something less innocent
town, each carrying on her head a heavy than a natural desire‘to please those on
basket of fruit, to’ sell. One of them was whom God has made her dependent is too
murmuring and fretting all the way, and often woman’s impulse to extravagance in
complaining of the weight of her basket. dress!
Personal vanity, idolatrous selfThe other went along smiling and singing, love, a passion for display, ambition,
and seeming to be very happy.
rivalry,—these are the more
frequent
At last the first got out of atience with prompters, and the ready and gnilty handher companion, and said, ‘
How can you maids of Parisian fashion-books.
go on so merry and joyful? Your basket
Let not a Christian woman endeavor to
1888 heavy as mine, and I know you are
not a bit stronger than I am. I don’t un- extenuate these evils by imagining some
God-imposed necessity in our natural and
derstand it.”
“0!” said the other, “it's easy enough social relations. Let her not seek to alla
to understand. Ihave a certain little plant, the troublings of conscience b any such |
Enlightened Christian,
which I put on the top of my load; and it flattering unction.
conscience
is
God's
voice in the soul and
makes it; 80 light, I hardly feel it.”
to be trifled with. Let every thought‘Indeed!
That must be a very precious not
ful woman, whom the question concerns,
little plant.
1 wish I could lighten my
load with it. Where does it grow? Tell look searchingly, bravely, into the whole
matter with prayer for Divine direction and
me.. What do you call it?”
she will see where lies the remedy for her
“It grows wherever you plant it, and
give ita chance to take root; and there's troubled conscience and find strength at
no knowing the relief it gives. Its name is any cost to use it.
She will see that, in eschewing all those
‘Love,”—the love of Jesus. Jesus loved
me so much, that he died to save my soul. compliances with the world of Fashion
This makes me love Him.
Whatever I do, which tend to wound her own soul, to set
whether it be carrying this basket, or any- a dangerous example to the weak and unthemselves

thing else, I think to myself, I am

doing

this for Jesus, to show that I love Him;
and this makes everything easy and pleasant.”— Bible Jewels.
;

What
Shall T Do Next?
;
Edward Eggleston, of Chicago,

protected

means

of

her

belonging

sex,

and

to

consume

of rightto the Treasury

Will

One word

more.

sex must be made, not b
moralists, not in the worl
ut in thé person -of woman herself. And

to the other

Suppose Rev. Rowland Hill to be a Con- ever be enquiring, What shall I do next? grace and dignity of their persons7 shall
rE
(
for such la- make itself admired as a’ model and rewe
renounce
for
our
Magter,
will
make
his
oli
i
_gregational minister invitedto preach in a The Master has abundant use
1. The site may not have been enclo
sed yoke easier and his burdens lighter, We Freewill Baptist pulpit. After the sermon, borersin his vineyard. Oh, that there were Spected as a law, thus leaving gay, showy,
more of them!
Why are there not more?
and now called *‘fashionable” attire to the
1800 years ago. T.e wall may have
left it shall know and feel that our ways are right, [
r membership in the church ~The Sunday-School Times.
unretined and coarsc
sin we try to overcome, every indulgence

a

bd

of

-mannered,

y

v
Pa

I

Living

Church.

Wile

Love

2
I

in Life.

|

“4 And love in life shall strive to see
» Sometimes ‘what love in death would be.”

|

We have all lost some dear one, either
father, mother, sister, brother, child or
friend, and we know
how ¢ love in
death” feels towards them. We know. how
¢“ it hides each failing on their part,” how
it brightens every virtue, and makes more
beautiful every lovely trait in them, while

reminding us of every failing on our part.
As we stand by the cold, still form, what

words of tenderness rise to our lips, only, to

be silenced by the bitter thought, ‘Too
late! they can not hear us now.” ‘A little:

while ago, these loving words would have

spoken some

loving word,

or

done

some

loving deed which it would make our hearts

lad now

to remeémber.. The unspoken

ove longs to find some expression ; but we
can not now reach the friend who for years

was with us, longing and waiting, perhaps,

for some such token of our love.
How inconsistent hind thoughtless we are !
It is so much easier to look
k with re-

gret for past failure than to see where we

are failing in the same duty now. We turn
from these thoughts of what we might have
done, and meet some as dearas the lost friend
and we speak hasty words to them, or we

try to close our eyes to some little Sek of
“self-denial which would add to their Hiappiness. We love them; butwedo not say so:
in word or aetion, forgetting, that, some
day, we may look back in vain with longing
eyes for such an opportunity.
Mother, if you knew that within a year

your child would be taken away from you,

would you speak so harshly to him for
some little accident or mistake? Could you
take so little interestin his plays? or turn
away so carelessly from his frequent questions, or his merry
prattle? Could you neglect, for another day, to speak to him of
Jesus and heaven ?
Sister or brother, could Ly speak that
unkind word, if you knew,

that, before sum-

mer comes, you would have to work and
study and play alone ?
:
Christian friend, could you let business
or weariness hinder you from praying for
one dear to you, who does not know the
love of Christ, if you knew, that, in a few
days, he would be beyond the reach of your
prayers?
:
Only let us try to think how we shall
wish we had spoken and acted and prayed

when our friends
are gone
“Then
And

fromus. ~~

let love antedate the work of death,

do this now.”

— Christian Banner.
)

\

“PI Venture It.”
¢

OB

‘Twas a young man that was willing to
venture it! "T'was his soul's salvation he was
willing to venture. Had it been the slightest money risk, my young friend would
never have ventured it, even if great painstaking had held qut but a hope of success.
-He would have gone twenty miles on foot
to secure a good title to the will of his dying friend, butO! surprising imprudence,
to risk losing heaven and an incorruptible
inheritance, while struggling so hard for _
the perishable things of earth!
But he ventures it, not without warning; .
Eve ventured it and the Qaming swor
thrust her aching heart forever from her
lost Eden. Pharaoh ventured it—and perished.

Achan

ventured it,

and the wedge

of gold slew him, and the goodly Babylonish garment became his winding sheet.
Judas Iscariot ventured it and went unto
his own place.
.
Shall not these examples warn us to venture nothing? God's way is the only safe
way. Better give up the opinions of a .
lifetime than to lose Christ by keeping
them.
‘There is salvation in none other;
for there is none other name under heaven
iven among men, whereby we must

Ee saved."— Watchman and Reflector.

A

Field.
I

Some ministers are uneasy because they
have not a *‘ field” large enough for their
talents. They want a wider scope. Letus
tell you what we saw the other day. It
was a man selling some rare sort of cement
for broken glass and crockery. He took
his station at the corner of a street and
began to talk in praise of his wares. At
first he had but one or two hearers,

but

he-

ment—why, there was nothing

it !—It

talked and talked, just as earnestly and eloquentlyas if he had a crowd. His celike

came from a far country, from China—the
famous. Chinese cement—no family could
ispense with it. Gradually one and an-

other halted as they were passing, until at

length he had a *¢ field,” and was all in his
glory.
Imitate this vender of "cement.
alk to your few hearers Jnst as earnest]

and thoroughlyas if you had a house full,

Put your whole soul into your work, and
keepat it. Preach, preach,
preach; nev-

er you mind whether

many to hear you.

not.

you

have few

or

Cry aloud, and spare

You'll have hearers enough by-and-

by .~Examiner.

‘

A PREACHER, whose custom it was to
_preach very long sermons, exchanged with

‘Any appedl to wom-

tells of Jreachers and

not

not dishonoring, ‘the doctrine of God our
Saviour” in this matter of her apparel.—

one who only preached haltas long. At
about the customary time for dismissing
en for reform inthe matter of dress is use- -the audience began to go out, This hegira
less, without an appeal to men to support continued until all had left but the sexton,
who stood it as long as he could, and then
them in this reform,” says our correspondpit stairs, saidto the
ent. We agree with her. But this appeal walking up to the

of Charity, she can alone find peace.

a lady teacher who came to him
exed,
asking his advice,—on what score, think thus, we are brought ‘back to
our original
ou?
‘‘All
my scholars,” said she, * have argument, viz., that in orderto any widethe same logic apply, and with equal force,
een
brought to Christ, and now what shall Spread reformation, the Christian women
in favor of what may be called open church
of
| 4 do next?” Blessed
presented
against
the identity of the church
perplexity !
e higher classes, throughout the land,
Such reward as we may know for the membership.
5
3
teacher! That heart My tasted
the fact that it stands within the present | submissionof our wills to Christ's, gives
y
The
the
sweet- must inaugurate, by their own adoption of
Happy
Let us so apply the incident, and in as ness of the reward, even here, and you ma
it, a new and more phils toilette, which,
‘whereas
the crucifixion us a foretaste of heaven ‘every day. Every
be sure it never will be satisfied,
nearly the same words as possible.
but will by the prestige of their
position, and the
was “without the gate.” (Heb. 13: 12.)

If so, then,

of Christ's
death and burial. ~
+ - souls, and glad tears springto our eyes
The main and almost only argument that we were kept from sin.

*

brought glad smiles to that pale face. -Onl
of beauty itself, when she has added to -a little while ago, we might have hoory
these an habitually stylish costume,
she and comforted the heart which lies there so
has added greatly to her influence not 6n- still. It is too late now; the friend is far
ly in general society, but among devout beyond our reach, even beyond the reach
worshipers in thetemple, and among those of our prayers. Day after
day, it may be
who minister in the temple.
for years to come, a thousand little things
Since these things are so, and since to be will recall times when we might have

| them in such resistance, will be useless.
missions, do not
A TROUBLED CONSCIENCE.

nothing to help support
pray for the conversion of those destitute of
the gospel.

wholesome and well-merit:
gE
nie

within the range of probabilities! Alas,
,all that we can hope for in the premises is,
that here and there a Christian woman will
Dress of Christian Women.
be found to do, in her allotted sphere, what
she can toward making the world better in»
To the author of “Woman's Rights and this particular; keeping her own ‘‘con-Duty.”
;
:
-| science void of offence ;” and ‘‘adorning,’

to preach in your pulpit to-day ”
You ask, “Why does not woman assert
¢ Certainly, and we are very grateful for
her right P—the right to resist the tyranny
your sermon: It has been a heavenly day | of fashion, and, witness in her own person
to me.”
and practice—for propriety, economy, con_ “ Dol't you think me a Christian? asks sistency and true taste®”
Because the other sex neither love nor
Mr, Hill.
\
he fashion
¢¢ Certainly we do,” says the deacon,‘ but admire the woman eo
as much as the woman yieldin g to it, and
the rules of our church forbid our inviting since God made woman so dependent
upon
you, or we would be glad to take you into that love and admiration; she will do anyfull fellowship.”
:
thing rather than lose or much abate that
:
:
“Well,” says Mr. Hill, in a tone of sor- love and admiration.
Any wife will tell you, shé gains a new’
row, “if you open your own church jou
in her husband's eye when she
have a right to invite whom you please; but charm
dresses fashionably out of money given
if you open the Lord's church you have no willingly.
TH
An unmarried woman soon finds it a fact
right to refuse any of, the Lord's children.”
that, other things being equal, no single atCosmos.
traction will do so much in all places and
.| all eompaties to gain her agreeable attention and
consideration as a stylish toilette.
Notes with Suggestions.
And any woman, virtually making the ex-

‘We shall find them when we die.
H. M. L.

heathen

desecrate,

accord-

tized according to our mode.”
Mr. Hill asks,

Selections,

among them is

The deacon,

z Bro. Hill, we only invite to membership

Safely in our Father’s mansion,

of Christ's death and

intending thus

Hill.

in cur church persons

Every day some precious treasure,
' May be gathered up on high, = .

4. After the taking of Jerusalem the Em- |

gods on the place

Rowland

our wants here, and helps us so effectually, ing to instructions, approaches Mr. Hill and
- ;
will bid us come home, that where our treas- says:

. 2. The Sepulcher being an excavation in
the rock was not'liable to destruction.
3. Thousands of Christians must have
been well acquainted with the site of Calvary and the tomb of Jesus.

—_—
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va

and

so

»

preacher, in a wh Pets ‘When you have
got thropgh, please lock up, will you, and

ieave the key at
church #”
i

my house, next to the
:
>

Jonx BUNYAN being once asked a ques-

tion concerning heaven

which
he could

not

answer because the Bible had furnished no

wisely

reply, very
foo

h

t

himself,

ty and

]

b

d to
the querist
advise

live bly ee thik ho
heaven and

see

he BR there fow to be sav.

ed?” asked a curious questioner of Christ.
“ Strive to enter in at the strait gate,” was
the instant and pertinent reply.

vp

i
EH

ar

SR

i Se

Le

ae

po

Hark, the voice of Jesus crying, -

ine, send me P

Ci

La

,
you can not cross the ocean
2d the heathen lands explore,

love of Jesus,

You can say, ‘‘ He died for all.”
“If you can not rouse the wicked
You can-lead-the little children
To the Saviour’s waiting arms,

Answer quickly when he calleth,

‘ Here am I, send me, send me.”

Hindsion: iba hays

No other

such varied

covers

word

in it We

and

ceremonies,

rites and

double his chari-

:

Church,

Wasted Time.

the centerof the earth, and all
holy ground—so holy that ‘the greatest sinner dying within ten miles of it is sure of
bliss. Its fame attracts thousands of pil-

grims from all parts of the land; the water

taken from the Ganges by its ghats, is car; its tem-1ried throughout the whole country
:
;

hundreds

the

by

counted

are

it

swarms with Brahmins, and its idols are
more numerous than the men wholive in

:

axa

Bh

when he had been caught, he was-sure to
have the nose-bleed, and be compelled to
goout before the box reached him. But

Hindoism

of the hu-

to the feats of their gods.
allThis stupendous, far-reaching,is and
greatly

strengthened

every

chilling

by

error

caste,

permeates |

which

form of society and holds all inits
iron grasp.

yet

hedged

is

It

in holdingWith
it a fearfal power
der Brahminic sway.y

system,
and the

part toof
alive

nis

as to itsissue. They believe that Christianity is doomed to triumph, yea, they fortify
their position with some prophetic utterance,

that

all the

people

will

be of one

This feeling is
caste and one religion.
shown in the following incident: A Christian village, under the. care of the €hurch

a tank,

and

will

take

even hundreds?
iat
fi
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oing
sal

he

Jug

have

e

ground between the two roads.
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his own cause,
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meek,
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victim of early - indiscre-

¢ Christianity

but vehement

; meek

in

myself . byy, what
is civil,
;hard
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” andy then ' | He will
have I received?
.

stoop

hs s
necessitie

INVESTMENT,

Better

than

Government

MACHINES.
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her

begin

b

whispers:

live here

« And you received a shrewd mind ; you
know how to manage, and make money.
And you have received a great deal of sun-

OOMMENOED IN 1817,

the Agents reserving the rightto advance the rate.,

—

well
soihe attention 9 juvestors is invited to these
e
market,

Gold and Government Securities taken in payment

6. When he is weak, then he is strong;
when he is most sensible of his own di
ness, and most dependent on Christ's

shine, and a great many rains on your farm,

We have a new minister. ‘We

now called,

Mr.

Stringent,

heard

a

much

loud

acquainted

with

shall like him, because

him

he

yet,

prays

peop

MORGAN

DABNEY,

*

pastor:

that

THE CHURGH

&§ CO.,

TE

we

the

for

of the

The other

said the tempter.
«1 ghall put down

is trust, and is complete ; for it embraces the Stringent.
«You are beside
first. It isthe action of the soul. It is
‘called an active faith, Five men desire to will expect you to do
hereafter.
“cross the river; a boat is procured ; the ques- everything
calls,” said the
tion is,is it large enough and is it strong | these
I shall putdown

ten

pounds,”

said

:
yourself! Why, they
in like proportion for
There's

no

end

to
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Times.
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seek foraid.

to-day,

istricts of Nevada, through the Bank and

I MAY conclude that I am sincere in my
requests, if I am willing to begin a battle
now with sin,
if we

well; but

cannot

and to live

obtain

both,

it is

better to desire piety thar wisdom; for
knowledge makes no man happy nor doth
blessedness

consist

in

intellectuals.

The

only brave thing is a religious life.
Louis FourTEENTH: ‘ WhenL go away
after hearing some of the court preachers,
Isay,

a

‘What

wonderful preacher he is!

what splendid powers of eloquence he has!
what a great man he is!” But when I go
away from hearing Father Magsillon, 1leave

saying, ‘ What a poor, wretched
am! how wicked Iam!”

sinner I

Whitefield produced great effect upon
his hearers on one occasion, by an illustration which appealed to the eye as well
as to the ear.
‘‘You seem to think: salvation an easy matter. Oh! just as easy as
for me to catch that insect passing by me.”
He made a grasp at a fly, real or imaginary.

Then

he

paused

opened his hand—*‘But

a

moment,

and

I hive missed it!”

Lorp, bufore I commit a sin it seems to
me so shallow that I may wade through it
dry-shod from any guiltiness; but when I
that I cannot
Thus\l

am

it,

it often seems so deep

escape without

always

in

drowning.
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portraitufé

of

ealls into use some other elements than pune
_egyric and malediction. Though positivd,
he is less partisan and petulant than many
other writers of his class.
He has both
ideas and a method. . His narrative is
neither stale nor wearicome,; it is some

fimés fresh, vigorous ad almost magnetic.
He believes in. himself without

misgiving,

and hay & very high idea of the products of
his pen.
.mechanical excellences of

his 1st volume “are very satisfactory, and
the annothcement of the’ work in advance
of its. publication ‘promised someth: ng rare,
important and startling.
Opening the volume, one, finds the promise made in : the preface a very lage one.

The apparent egotism 18° not, without repulsivenessi He says the aather “attempts no
mean and evanescent

commentary

rot bless us while we cheat him in this way.
And besides this, we re running a race of

In all this, and in a hundred otljer
things, he shows the spirit of the intense
southern partisan. . His criticisms upon
measures and men’ are very often extreme
and well-nigh worthless on that account,

on the

‘of Johnston; Bragg,

Pemberton,

of Beauregard

Lee, he has done

and

amount

work.

His

charges

against

a

many-

terriffly true when

he says that they promised the, South indi-

rect but effective aid almost to the very end

and

important, classified and well-attested facts
to render ita permanent authority.. Men
will turn to it as they would go to hear
Gen. Kilpatcick lecture on Sherman's Great
March, but they’ will go to'cffiical documents and. the carefully prepared eyclopedias whenever they wish to speak with au-

thority or settle a point in dispute.
Me. Pollard is still-a fienr believer in ‘the
lost cause.” He is apparently as far as ever from donfessing the folly or the wickedness of secession. His: sympathies are with
both the past and the present South. His
bitterness toward Mr, Davis and the inefficient men joined with him in administering the Confederate government, owes
itself largely tothe fuct that they failed in
their undertaking. He has no word of disapproval for slavery. In the long contest
which its supporters waged for its. supremacy before the war,his sympathies are all
with the fire eating leaders. - He fairly
boils over with his excess of hot bleod
when he alludes to the emancipation proc. Jamation which ended slavery. He calls
it “a supreme act of outrage,” ‘‘a measure
infamous and cruel,” ‘the great act of

Labor is one of the first necessities.
it the

masses

of

mankind

have

Upon

ever:de-

pended for their ddily bread.’ They walk
by faith not by sight. A suspension of la-

general estimate of Mr, Davis himsd1f,—
bating the extravagant ways and red hot
speeches in which he sets off the faults and
follies of the. discrowned leader,—he has

ply of making a living.
It would be easy
to. make a long catalogue - of. rich’ merchants who commenced business in some
obscure nook with a mere pittance—of large
capitalists who--atfirst-hired out by the
month at small wages—of statesmen who

added

something

valuable

to

the

abundant and varied literature produced
by the war.
The book will find many
eager

readers,

pointment
induce,

and

in

spite of the disap-

and dissatisfaction which it will

few will

lay it down

till

the last

page has been reached and read.
Here is one of the many paragraphs in
which he compels Mr, Davis to sit for nis

portrait.

Tt is a fair specimen of Mr. Pol-

lard’s better and more careful style, it will
indieate some - of the radical defects which
pertained to him as a great revolntionary
leader, and properly close the notice of a

book that whatever else it nfay fail to do,
does at least restate and emphasize some of
the important lessons
lion. He says:

of the Great

Rebel-

The President of the Confederate states
appears to\us a striking’ example of that
character,

which

those

experienced in the

Watching.

by means, of this new testimo-

much partisanship and passion, and too-few

————

lite they thought not of

really

—

Christ says, “What I say unto you Isay
unto all, watch.”
<Watch and pray lest
ye

enter

into

temptation.”

Thus

we

see

that watching is associated with prayer and
placed in the order of antecedence.
We
may be assured of the importaace of prayer, that—
“Only

while we pray we live,”

and yet we cannot well
corresponding value of
only while
we watch
ought.or,indeed, that we
out this antecedent duty

avoid feeling the
watching ; for it is
we pray as we
pray at all. Withour prayers, if we

have any, will become formal and dead,
uttered without faith or effect; so that

we might about as well undertake to
live without prayers as without watching, and without eating as without either;

because

they

are

to

essential

to

our fife and well-being, both temporal and spiritual. It will amount to but
very little

to

pray

that we may not be led

into temptatién, if we do not watch against
the tempter.
As long as we leave the
door open,our prayer that he may not enter,
will not deter him in the least; for while
we are a~king God to keep him out, we are
really inviting him in, which is just what
‘| he is seeking to do, and of course he will
enter and commence his mischievous work.
It is only while we watch against him,

E. contends that we are by far too much

eminence, but sim-

We cling too tenacious!y to what
and

did

fifty

or seventy-

five yearsago.
We have become accus| tomed to just so much preaching
and praying, and singing of the Sabbuth, and regard our old customs as’ of divine appoint~
ment;
whereas ourgmspel chariot drives
heavily ‘because the ‘old ruts are being followed, now all too deeply worn. Others
are beginning to institute various imprd¥ements, and we, refusing to do so, are being
left behind. We are going back and searching for the old paths, while we should forget the things- that-are- behind and press
forward. True religion is progressive, but
we are stationary, and of course we do not

sony on

Publishing Co,

hy bi |

It is no longer

a shame

It

I

saw Senators who
came to Washington
with scarcely money enough to pay board-

ing-bouse bills, rolling over the
splendid

street in

equipages, and entertaining soeie-

ty in palatial residences,

+-

A QUESTION. Thehe following question is asked by a correspondent: “Hag a
church a right to withhold a letter of di
mission from one. of its members in g« od
standing, who wishes to unite with an
“Evangelical church of another denomina

tion?”

The common-sense answer to this

question would be, No. ,A man has a
right to belong to any evangelical church
he pleases. Tt is a matter between himself and his God, to be decided

by circum

stances and by conscience.
These may
make it his duty to change his church relations;

and

of

course

if he

is a

worthy

member where he belongs, though sorry to
part with him, the church has no rightto

the other.” * The writer knows" ‘positively
that the name Literary and. Biblical Fastitution was selected

at the beginning of the

enterprise with this view ; that the general

denominational interest was regarded as the
very life-blood of the Institution, all the
‘subscriptions from the first up’ to: the'inception of the Maine State Seminary being
ohtained

on

that expectation.

‘With

the

first mention ofthe Maine State Seminary

came the suggestion that the Biblical School

would be wanted there, and the prophecy
that there would be no peace till it went

there, and that the two Institutions would of
necessity be rivals,

both

in

seeking

tunds

and students,

The writer well remembers

how

the

quickly

enthusiasm

that

had

sketched a plan of an institution + nearly if
not quite as good as a college,” as it was
expressed, was chilled by this diversion of
effort.

If J. had read carefully, and quoted eorrectly, what I said of $25,000 which * had

been mentally appropriated by one man who
had the property in hand, he would have
seen that it was * definitely and accurately”

refusing him an honorable dismission.
Custom among F. W. B. churches will stated asa. thing wholly past and now imgive the same answer, and this law is by
possible. The otra
£0.43 no longno means to be ignored or despised.” We
| er:aetive and able, the funds then in hand:
all know the power of precedent, the aucan be traced back as teachers of therus- get proud and become hirelings, not cars thority of example. As far as we know it ‘vanished in the war, and they were referred’
to only as an example of the loss sustained
tic schools, or clerks tmrsmall shops,
and
ing for the flock. Pastors eannot love their has always been practiced. Our revised | by this continued agitation. Since writing
so on, not only in our land, but everyflocks and labor with heart and courage, treatise seems deficient on this point. It before, I have learned of another case
where.
while being pinched for the comforts of rather implies that no such letters are givwhere a young friend just passicg. away,
Real happiness and dignity attend this
life by them.” Nor ean they be over-stock- en, and that letters are given on removal to said before ‘making his will that if the
life-struggle.
The sturdy yeoman “who
ed with affection for them, while they are unite with no church, which is certainly a school were settled he would leave it some:
earns money by the sweat of his brow,
rolling up their thousands, and priding departure ‘from old land-marks. - The old
invests in the soil, cultivates
his own acres; themselves on their reputation for probity Treatise says, ‘“Whén a member in good thing ; and I am told these are but samples
of many cases, where desires more or less
turning barrenness into fertility, and the
and punctuality in all their business trans- standing requests a letter to unite with any
wilderness into, a fruitful land, adding field action§, and disregarding their obligations other evangelical denomination, a letter of, strong have ended without result, becadsa
of the vacillation and uncertainty as to the
to field, and covering the pastures and hills.
to those whom.God has. placed over them dismission is given, but none are dis fate of the school.
with his flocks'and herds, - becomes thereby
missbd unless
they
unite
with . some
Inaseuming that this $25,000, and 3
one of mature’s, noblemen; “The smith at in spiritual things. Or if their pastors can church.” ‘This expresses the usage of the
love them, God cannot approve and proscontingent
possibilities spoken of were all
his forge becomes a mah of might; the
denomination.
for the Literary School, J. is entirely
merchant at his desk fulls~
develops his en- per our churches, till this crying evil is
Again, to refuse such a letter would do
wrong. It was designed to be given to the
ergies.
‘The prof
Qal
man and the abated.
no
good but hurt to the church doing it.
G. finds a still greater cause for the disseveral
departments in ‘succession, taking
scholar, by earnest/ incessant, toil unfold
The C. Baptists have often refused togive
each need as it became specially promineat,.
the treasures of thought and thereby en- pleasure ot God, in the taet that so many of
théir
members
letters
to
unite
with
us,
and
presenting its merits and claims so as to
rich - the world, * So through every depurt- our ministers appear to regard their holy
in all such cases with which we have been
calling in the light of a mere profession.
“ment of society ‘the labor designed primari|
unite
the sympathies and efforts of many
acquainted, the individual requesting such
ly to procure a subsistence develops the They professed when they were consecrat-:
not only in initiating, but in Srowicrieg
a
letter
has
united
without
one;
the
excitephysical afid mental powers, and makes ed to this work, that God called them to
each particular addition to the gene
the #acrifice. But now they appear to re- ment created in the church refusing, has
them useful to the world.
means of usefulness, the. continued internot been, to say the least, 2 benefit to it.
In some aspects this is a hard process, gard themselves as ‘at liberty to follow it or
est, attention and affection of the individual
It has created a feeling of the injustice of
not
as
they
can
make
it
Tost
profitable
for
which
many have attempted to avoid.
members of the entire denomination, being
their worldly interest.
Root out this great the act in the minds of others.
Numerous are the -expedients, not only
regarded
as absolutely essential to the sucThen we are ready to say that every
for ‘sustaining life, but also of securing evil, says G., and we may then hope for
church member
in good standing who cess of the whole Institution, and the BibGod's blessing, and not before.
preferments without
earning them by
H. is equally confident that the main wishes to unite with another evangelical lical Department of special importance, as
honest toil. But in one way or another,
trouble lies in another direction. We do church, whether of the same denomination the central focus of the religious training
they always fail. The efforts originating in
and teaching of the special tenets and ocharnot keep up our church discipline as we or pot, has a right to a letter; it is his
meanness, prosecuted
in hypocrisy, are
should, we do not exercise that energy claim and the church is bound to give it to: acteristic peculiarities of the - denominathroughout unnatural, unsatisiying, and
tion.
:
that we should in our denominational enter- him; it cannot refuse with impunity. The.
abortive. Circumstances may control apTo be more definite and accurate, as to
prises,
we
do
not
execute
our
great
denomilaw
of
retribution
will
follow.
pearances for a time, but sooner or later
this ‘hypothetical amount,” which if J. had
national schemes with the system and regueach one finds his level and receives his
cast my figures correctly he would have
larity thatwe should, and we never shall till
appropriate reward.
seen ranged from a definite purpose to
our
denomination
is
remodeled
and
renderThese principles apply in spiritual equalgive 8251000,—to a desire and project to
ed less democratic.
As we are now, a few
ly as in temporal things.
He who would
{add
to that in dollars—managem dnt. and
wear the crown must bear the cross. ambitious men will always-be pli®og the +
~ New Hampton,
persistent effort, {ill the total was £500,000
Pope and trying to create a central power
Jesus was yery- explicit on this point.
—not $300,000, as J; makes it,—the writer
with themselves in the center. X. Y.Z
‘Except a man deny himself and take up
+Lest some not familiar with the history
will add that he knows the Biblical dewill
be
perpétually-intriguing,
says
H.,
and
| his cross daily ‘and follow’ mie, he cannot be
will act the spiritual demagogue for their of the location of the Biblical school at partment would have shared in it with the
{ my disciple.” Enter in at the strait gate,
own benefit, so long asour church polity New Hampton—should suppose ‘that the others, that he well remembers discu:sions
pursue the narrow way, bear burdens, enas to the location and dimensions of the
gives them a loose rein. Here lies our article published June 30, was really want
dure hardness, fight the good fight of faith,
ing in ¢ Jefiniteness and accuracy” or care- necessary buildings, -the number. and spetrouble.
and persevere, if you would truly enjoy the
I. takes still another view of the matter. less in any of its statements; a few words cial daties of the teachers, the free scholar:
Christians lot on earth ‘and the Christian's
ships, &e., &e., even the names of the vaWe are inconsistent with our principles, he of reply to * Justitia” seem ealled for—as
home in heaven. Be a single-eved, whole:
thinks.
We profess to believe that none the friends of New Hampton rely on a full rious halls to be built, and the professor:
souled believer, as you would avoid utter
have received gospel baptism but such as and exact statement of the facts, ag the ships to be endowed, marked out on a
failure.
GE
By
scale that it was understood would require
have been buried with Christ; and we re- surest road to justice and peace.
Churches
and denominations become
a million of dollars to complete; $100,000
Justitia
justly
remarks
‘the
charge
of
fuse to-administer baptism otherwise than
strong and successful by self-sacrificing,
by immersion. “Yet some of our ministers violating solemn ‘pledges is a serious af- of which the person referred to thought his
earnest, personal labor.
What they earn
and churches receive members from other fair—and we are glad to see a desire to own means would justify him in giving,
thus is worth ten-fold : more “to. them and to
escape the weight of such. an imputation and those who best knew the ability and
churches, who have never been baptized,
the world, than what is otherwise obtained. -and constitute them members in fll tellow-, while there is still time to wholly avoid
it. disposition ‘of theF. W. B's then thought
Benevolent donations are good in their ship and regular standing among us.
The time to speak against a wrong or in- they would add to it from time to time till
place, but never to encoyrage ‘sloth, only
.J. cuts short this complaint by showing judicious act is before itis done, whileit the whole work was done. It is too sad
as necessary supplements of faithful execu‘what he regards a far greater inconsistency isyeta debated suggestion; a matter un- and unprofitable to look back at what
tion. Our 6wn denomination and its inspecially, when those might have been. The friends of N. H.
and one which must be cured before we der advisement.
stitutions have received much
generous
who
claim
rank
as
our
warmest and truest feel that a careful and thorough reconsiderhall stand on the right ground.
Weare
help from others for which we are gratefriends
contemplate
an
act, in our judg- ation of the question of removal may yet
bebtud the progressive, Christian spirit of
ful; but it is high time that we were doing
the age, in maintgfning a strictly sectarian ment, at once wrong and injudicious, in-Y result in as unapjmous a vote for its por
more for ourselves. We have the ability,
1. We stultify ourselves Jurious to us and the cause of education, is manent abode where it is, as marked
and must use it manfully and well, accord- N organization
befdre God anW,
and the Christian world, it time to express our convictions most era of good feeling that witnessed its I
ing to our privilege ; if we would fulfill our
by regarding
sectarian church as a plainly and earnestly, to fhow,to what tion there. J. will see, that if the school ~
high mission, we must by our own enermore sacred predinct than the universal sharp criticism the act is liable, while itis was not needed to supply all the wants of
gies,in the strength of God, arise and build.
church of Christ.
We refuse
a church yet under consideration, contemplated, not education to those Biblical students who
—J.J.B.
could not tuke a fall college course, it was
accomplished,
proposed,
not
decided.

Denominetora News and Kore.

membership to all unless they bave been

Trouble Somewhere.

No.

1.

pect the imcrease.
: to the right week, at that,and shortening down our pay
‘means at ‘the right. time-implies the right «er meetings
to give time for Sabbath’
kind of ‘watching-—sucl Watehing" as _ is ‘walking
and gossip. Jt took God. six
Dot
Pht true faith, and’
nies whole days to maké the world, says D.,

Octavo, pp. 636,

to steal.

has ceased to be a dishonor to defraud.

*. says we are smitten with a mildew,
ih
we withhold an adequate support
from our pastors, under the mistaken no,
tion that if we do not keep them very, poor
‘and their families nearly starved, they will

baptized ; yea, and that too, after our own
idea of baptism, though we dare not ex-

clude them from the table of the Lord, because we confess Christ has received them.
We have more light. than most of our
neighbors, says J., and we shall therefore,
fall into the greater-condemnation if we do
not take the lead in giving shape and ‘vigor
to this catholic feeling.everywhere developing more or less, which would influence
all true Christians to labor together in one

‘andunyielding. drive at

sess
rd, 1 Lmond

this.

throw obstacles in the way of his duty, by

hy

Why are we not more prosperous as a
denomination ?
A. says itis because the churches have
bolt the door, and firmly resist him, that .gone crazy after learned ministers, fresh
we can expect our prayers to succeed, and from the schools; while those more spiritspoliation and crime,” a ‘‘huge wickedness
ual and less educated have been neglected
receive ‘that for which we ask,
which should be held up to the execration
And because
Multitudes. fail on
this very ground. add become discouraged.
< ‘of mankind,” and many other names equalThey seem to pray earnestly fgainst temp- Schools, Colleges, and Seminaries consti- organization, even though they should still
ly ‘complimentary. He ealogizes Andrew
tation, but they forget to watch against it; tute so prominent a denominational topic, retain these minor differences .of opinion,—
. Johnson, calling him ‘this brave knight in
they even parley with it, introduce it, and and crowd out the thoughts of more im- A.K. M,
/Beason,” out of compliment. to his warfare
portant matter.
against the people who elected him. He actually prevent their own prayers being
answered!
No wonder that Christ put
B. thinks it is because the constant ery is,
thinks the South “surrendered in the war
Current Topics,
“watch” first, and would, -emphaticall, im- ‘““money! money!” at our Q. M's,Y. M's
‘#s a ‘moral delinquent,” and is mortified
. ——
and
Sabbath
meetings,
till
we
regard
all
press
it
upon
all.
Pig.
0
AR
y
dat
that the people are heard ‘‘professing that
Tae
“Lossy
“oF CONGRESS. Donn
-. they have retained nothing of the animos. . 1s, of but, very. y 8 use In, prog: that new comers as.seeking not us but ours, Piatt, after * eight months residence at
ity of the war,” He insists that the South wo may do goody: unless wé'watch for op- and far less anxious about souls than funds. Washington, presents his ideas of the lobC. is satisfied that the denominational
lacked a proper ‘Spirit in refusing to retali- portanities; and’ 20 to work and {ry to actrouble
is'that80 mary churches and min- by in the following manner in an oration
complish
that
for
which
we
pray.
If
we
ate for the outrageous way in which the
isters
cling
tothe spirit of the old papal on the fourth of July. He says:
North conducted the war, and surrendered really desire to do good and watch for a
adage,
that
“Ignorance is the mother of | We have the railroad rings, the landchance,
we
shall
not
be
long
in
waiting.
~
If
at last, sooner than it needed to do so,
devotion,”
and
withhold their hands from Jobbing rings, the Indian bureau rings,
we
have
the
spirit
of
true
labor
and
selfs“from a false and ill-considered trust in
“the moderation’ of the North” in dictating “sacrifice in the cause of God we shell find the claims of benevolence, and button up the whisky rings, the protection rings, that
‘pockets against all effortsto endow branch off in every conceivable direction.
.fermsto the conquered. He’ complains of something to do; and without ‘this spirit their
our
schools,
and elevate intellectually our And they were intriguing, caucusing, borand
life-giving
energy,
prayer
will
prove
_ Mr. Lincoln's lack of gentlemanly traits
ministry
and
membership.
Our piety, he ing, and through wine and women, bait“and scholarly~qualities, and tries to dispar- | abortive, but with it, it will prove the powsays, is too nearly allied to that covetous- ing without cessation. I do not wish to be
er
of
God,
exhibited
in
grand,
legitimate
age his wonderfully vigorous ‘logic snd diness which’ is not Christianity bat idola- understood as charging that a majority of
rect and forcible style by speaking of the results.
our representatives in Congress are disWho would think of praying for a rich uy.
‘rude a Jepand: remarks, the tangled
honest men. On the contrary, I was suraty. peculiarities
and
abundant
harvest
with
ut
so.
much
as
D.
believes
that
we
are
substituting
of the
Buglis
ber
h n and
President.
putting the seed into the ground and at- other things for the preaching of thé gos- prised to find that, living in this atmos. He
'someliow
apto the means indispensable to the pel, such as scientific’ lectures, Sab- phere and under these influences, there
pears to i
Fe criticise at tending
desired end? Ged |
But
means to bath schools, Christian _associations, and were 80 many pure and upright men.
those
‘military’ yolicy that were
answer such prayers. So it'is spiritually. things which. God has not ordained, I will say, without fear of successful con| It is when Paul plants and Apollos watérs, compelling the ‘ministers to shorten down tradiction, that adding the incapables to
| that” God gives-the increase. Without the théir sermons and to make them as weak the rogues they made the majority. What
of’iw Wider, when planting ‘and’ the’ Fatetise hoW ean we ex- as they ‘are short, and often only ove a better can you expect, under our system of

the

this is to'be found in the utter indifference| ¢¢ There seemed to ‘wartiee,pure air circulawith which the public, at large, regard all ting from one end of the denominationto

afraid of innovations upon our time-honored
the futhers saw’

pretensions and pitiful blunders; and in the

of information in de-

ny, may confirm some views that have been
heretofore partially justified, and modify
some opinions that have been held without
question. - It is a book well “worthy of ‘being read and preserved, thouzh there is too

Rewards - of Labor.

and God will

popularity with other denominations who,
are running a race with the world, in the
expensiveness and display of our worship as
well as everything else. And here is our
trouble.

customs.

of the struggle, and miserably failed to re- ‘bor by sickness, accident or other cause
déem their: pledges. In his portraiture of creates instant anxiety and alarm with refthe selfishness, the jealousies, the vices and erence to the needtul supplies. This necesthe loss of noble enthusiasm among the sity shapes the plans and purposes of life.
southern leaders and people as- the war A distinguished writer remarks that the
went on ; in his merciless satires upon many most successful men aimed only for a comTo-entering upon the pursuits of
of the confederate officials for their swelling petence.

tail not heretofore in the possession of the
public,

our religious freedom and enjoyments, and
we must pay the price or suffer the
penalty. ‘What F~swy unto you I say
unto ali, Waren.”

and even

war.
In betaking himself to a literary world sometimes. meet ‘with, of persons
“task; excelling -all his former ones, and in physically brave, ready “ina certain exaltawhich he is fired by various desires, he tion of spirits to put their lives at a pin’s
fee, and yet. so, utterly and woefully defecproudly ventures to produce a work that tive in moral courage, that the meanest
will: not only interest these present times, temptations make them their victims, and
but that will live permanently and assured - the most unworthy
weaknesses display
ly if even among the humbler monuments them to the world. Mr. Davis was not a
of ‘the ‘historical literature of America.” man who shrinked physical dangers; and
yet we find him the picture of shrinking
After such an opening one would naturally timidity on every appeal to moral courage,
expect to find either a masterly production a man who wore around his Administralike the histories of Bancroft, or Motley, or tion a belt of preachers and women, who
Prescott; -or else an extravagant and worth- bad no mind of his own, unless to display
less rhapsody like “those which. foam and iv in obstinacy to those who bluntly advised
him, or to surrender it in weak acquifroth on ‘the pages of Headley. But we “escences
to those who ingeniously cajofed
are free t@ say that, while this book is far him.
He had ‘pluck, ‘combativeness; he
enough from deserving a place among the might have fought on ‘any trial of physical
works of these great ‘masters in historical hardihood ; he might have ridden grandly
literature, it is something better than a into the tides of battle with his life on his
sleeve; and ‘yet, afterall, he might have
mere declamatory splurge, or an exhibi- had no moral courage, ‘and been the man
__tion of rhetorieal fireworks. Though bav- we _bave described as trembling at-the
ing little. that is very.fresh, or very won- vision of retribution, and afraid to énderil
derful, or very startling, it does supply a take the tasks of Justice,
considerable

rights and liberties, it is no lessthe price of

and his record of facts is more or less partial and unhistoric. . But in his estimates

northern Democrats are

——0

Mr. Pollard’s Life of Jefferson Davis and
ecret History of the Southern Confed‘the
tify

ified and sinners converted;

ment ; and he insists that Sherman blundered

good

of Davis.*

"> eracy, is a book remarkable enough

to City Point without the loss of a regi-

and he bas shown always that time should
od duty of watching is demanded of all be given for his worship, that saints be ed-

What we now hope, from the tone
of J's ar-

no longer

ticle, may be useful

school,an ordinary academy offering no special argument for funds more than any
town High school.
The phrase ‘for all time” was qnoted
from Rev. O. E. Baker's remarks in the

warning,

would after

the blunder of removal was actually
committed, be only useless recrimination
and

scolding;

the deed

once

done,

since

we must needs bearthe infirmides of our
friends whether we will or not, we might
as well do it in silence and give our energies to the work of repair. Doing thisis a
very different thing from charging a whole
body of Christian men with an already committed fault as a- disagreeable task that is
not likely to devolve on the writer in any
conceivable case.
But J. says, though ‘‘no records of the

E lucation Society contain any such pledg-

es,” ‘‘that certain persons did alledge, at
the time of the removal of the school to
New Hampton, that it was the intention by
the connection of the two schools to build
up there a strong and permanent educational interest. = That such was the inten-

tion and such the

general understanding

there can be no doubt,”
:
Exactly #0, Brother J., so far a8 you
£0 your statement is correct, though not so
strongly pu as the facts warrant. Those
certain pergons were received as the accredited #pokesmenof the denomjnation,
the intention expressed was received as
the deliberate purpose of the whole denom-

ination,

the general

understanding that

this strong educational interest should be
built up, and subgeriptions were made and

money

paid ‘on these grounds.

The Lit-.

erary Department being considered an essential adjunct. to the Biblical Department,

a denominational but a loeal

Star of June 2, in having “one Theological

school

and

only

one

for all “time,”

That and nearly all the ideas of that article
exactly suiting those who think the denomination may yet unite cordially on its present location. And asto having learned that
“all human institutions are as perishable
as their founders,”
as J. says, have ‘‘proba-

bly learned by this time, if not will learn.”
I bave been taught exactly the reverse,
that each human institution had an individuality and a vitality of its own, and though
necessarily partaking of the errors and imperfections of its founders, it might be less
perishable than any or all its founders, or so

weak as to perish before any one of them.
And as to what I “will learn” I can only
promise to endeavor to profit by the teach-

ings of time and experience and the wisdom of others, but betore agreeing with J.,

must unlearn all my ideasof the English
universities, that have made the names of
Alfred the Great, and William of Wyok-

ham, of Oxford/ and Cambridge to be as
widely

known as the English language,—

and that claim an antiquity of a thousand
years,and all my notions of the permanency
of Dartmouth, Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and
Amherst colleges, and 1 must class as visionary enthusiasts the founders of Vassar
College, Cornell University and Cooper Institute, those yet laboring to found Hills-

and both together making one Institution,
The purely local” efforts for an Academy dale, Bates and Storer Colleges, as well as
or8eminary, had no force or vigor, and | the -humbler Inst. at N. H., all of whom
were “practically given over, when the idea toiled and aré tofling with the hope of do-

selection? The question is no longer, “Is
he capable, is Lie honest, is he a friend to of bringi
‘the Biblical School from New ing enduring work, no one of them ‘suppo
hig country? Ii is, on the contrary, +18 he York, andng making
the Lastitation a focus of ing their workas perish ble a8 thew
duly pominated. by ‘my. party, and is he denominational interes
t, gave ‘a new im- ‘Why, Brother Ji if all
sound on'my peculiar principles P’
wn
petus to’ endeavors that for a time Were are as perishable as their foutiders;’” what
Not the least di:heartening part ofall easily successful, As ** An Old Man" says, a vast namber of mistaken people there are
n

'

le

cx

church.

being ‘the gift of those who "felt: what
they gave, &e. “has on the question of re-

generally,

Resolved; - 1,
ommends that
make an early,
tion as the state

moval, seems needlessto any ome who
ever: heard the story of the widow's two
mites, or the oft-repeated proverbs, ‘“Mon-

2.

ey goes as it comes,” “The well-earned

That this conference rec-the Home Mission Board
and as large an appropriaof the funds will ‘allow.

That we sanction and recommend

I. D. STEWART,

by counting the dojlars it contains, that es-

lying along the streams and beautifying the

F

aways supposed it did so, not only indirectly in the conveniences and assistance

ministry

from funds [given to the Education Society

dences

and

heart

have united

hymn

their own. pastor, with little or no aid
from evangelists, Oar churchat E. Ran-

benefit, funds solicited in

New Hampton and vicinity as well as elsewhere, and given for that purpose.

ness of any. given number of dollars, wif |

also considered in the reference to the comparative money value of land, at Lewiston and N. H.—the result in each case being a building-lot, and consequently, as it

constitute that
signed by the
school when
never
have

part of Randall Hall asTrustees to the Biblical

it came toN. H., and which
crowded yet, would
been:

But this leads us to recall other arguments and facts as to the location of the
at N.

pression than we can give them now, and
must be deferred to another time. But
lest any one should suppose the friends of
N. H. are indifferent, because thdy have

children, and friends,

‘the fifénds of N. H. simply desire the best
thing to be done under all the circumstances, as they now are, for the good of
all; attach no blameto any one for honestly
diftering from them in “opinions as to what
was or is the best thing and the best way to
do it—or for pressing those opinions into
argument

and

and

tion of all on somepnint,

earnest ac-

that wé would

do nothing to hinder eithér, but add whatwe can of good will, and endeavor to make

the school a success.

R, L.

Home Mission Report.

var

All churches, Q.

M's

or Y.

M's

which

have received aid from the Home, Mission.
Society during the past year, are requested
to make & report to the Corresponding Secretary according to a Circular which will be
sent to each church or missionary on or before the first day of Sept. next.
:

Also the Treasurer or Secretary of all

Home Mission Societies, whether State, Y.
M. or Q M. Societies, are requested to re-

port tothe Cor.

to

Sec. .of the Parent Home

Mission Society, on or before the first day of

Sept. next, the amount of money received
and expended by such Society for home
mission work, the number and names of
missionaries employed, and the time de‘voted by each to the work—the number of
churches aided, with the general results
of the mission work in such States, Y. or Q.

Circular.”
:
Siras Curtis, Cor, SEC.

divine blessing

was offered by Rev. I. S. Staples of Dep au= oa
ville.
Rev. D. 8. Frost was_cordially received
as corresponding delegate from Vermont
Y. M. Also Rev. E. B. Fuller from Vermont, whose labors with us in the past'are
remembered by many with interest. The
reports from the Q. M's showed revivals in some of the churches, prosperous
Sabbath schools and nearly all supplied with the regular ministry of the word.
Communications addressed to the conference were presented by the clerk. Home
Mission circular and State Mission circular
rec-

Y. M. to act with the State
adopted. The action ofthe
the change of articles 7th
constitution of the General

Conference was referred

to the next session.

Bro.‘O'Donnell was appointed delegate
for this Y. M. to the Convention of the
State Mission Society.

:

ing to present the claims of that substitution.
:
Voted the next session be held with

Concord, N. H., Aug. 4, 1869.
\

Jefferson Q. M.

pévaction.
That part of the Home Mission report at
the last General Conference which refers to

our interests in West Virginia, was presented in pencil writing, and on preparing

sling

the Minute for publication, this

the

had become so defaced, the Comm

several reporters and others having used it,
that its mening in some places “could

only be guessed at. The writer of
that part of. the .report said, “It is
possible

that the penciling you

have

is

, one of the unsatisfactory attempts I made at
a report before 1 succeeded in putting it into the shape in which it was finally

put

in-

to the hands of the Committee, and by them
reported to the Conference.” Whatever

may be the facts in the case, as there seems
to be no ohjection to the acveptance of the

report as published in the Morning Star at
the time, it being a little more full, and
may therefore better meet the wants of that
locality, - it is here republished as it was af‘will be so entered
PIR

lo ha. Bape ove var Viegas:

My 8)

eas,

a

OTQ

and whereas, our cause has

successfully; planted there, and

0

ir

a

rahe

M. have been organized with flat

and a Q.

tering prospects: and whereas,an Institu[

|

Y. M. in establishing a

yearly

:
Wu. WHITFIELD,

the
:

Clerk.

Revivals. &c.
HaverHiLL, Mass. The first Sabbath
in Aug. was one of refreshing with our
church inthis place. Rev. J. W. Dungee
preached in the morning. His collection
for the Winchester interest is nearly $44.
At noon we baptized five converts, three
gentlemen and two ladies. At the close of
the afternoon sermon, the Lord's supper
was administered to a large number, and
Jesus by his spirit was with us. Our
church has recently received a valuable
silver communion service. This very ac-

ceptable gift came from Dea. H. K. Snow,
who has given numerous evidences
interest in our cause here.

of his

The prayer and social meeting in the
evening was one of those in which a pastor
can rest and

take

foal

+

ATWOOD

z
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thick.

UAUTION TO PURCHASERS OF THE
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Iron,
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(not

Peruvian

Bark)

blown

TRUTH

IS STRANGERTHAN- FICTION,

I. B.STIMBAUGH;

WATERVILLE @.-M. will

i

courage while seeing a

working band of disciples cheerfully and
promptly work for Jesus. All glory to God.
J. MARINER.
3
ba
v Pinn #

WATERBURY CENTER, VT. Bo. Fuller

writes us that the revival t: o'e, an account

of which Bas been: a'ready pubs el in tue
Stgr;, *s still ‘progr esinv. List evening

came
at our prayer nu eetiny fiv. 2 yo hicns ‘men
By

and

bowels,

dysentery;

amily.

We would call thé attention of Parents
vertisemens of the Lusell Seminary...
has a répuiation for being the most

out

New

and

York

- Profi I-A
Languages,

with

MUSIC,

7. G. Davis,
J. H. DARLING.
S. A. EDWARDS,

use. of

&c., are

in every

This imstilution
thorough ‘in its

i:

FA

D..H. ADAMS,

obtain Books

MgKuight—HS Limbocker—H

IKashionable

Ladies

in Society understand

The Magnolia Balm changes the rustic Country
Girl into a City Belle more rapidly thaf any other
one thing.
$e
Redness, Sunburn, Tan, Fréckles, Blotches, and all
effect. of the Smumer Sua disappear when it is used,
and a genial, cultivated, fresh expression: is obtained
which rivals the Bloom of Youth.
Beauty is possible

to all who

will invest 75 cents at any

respectable

store and insist on getting the Magnoha Balni,
Use “hothing

but Lyon’s

Kathairon

i

to dress

Hair.

the

W

of L. R. Burlingame,

in.

Post Office

Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Moneys thus sent will be at our 4¢isk.
Otherwise they will be-at the risk of those
sending thet,

Q.

M. Reports.

East Orange

ch, Vt. per 8

WEEKS,

somewhat postpone the publication of the
Register, and will prevent it being ready
for sale before the middle or last of Sept.
We wait a few days only for other reports.
The Clerks will, therefore, please send in
their Reports immediately, or they will fail
to have them appear in the next Register,
N. H. Y. M,
Durham
’

PENOBSCOT Y M,
Aroostook
VT.

Y My

Union P Q
HOLLAND P, Y M.
Cattaraugus
Cattaraugus Cen
Gennesee
© UGEN. YM,
Freedom
Wiyne
» BUS. YM,
Walton

MICH,
Mich Cen

Y M.

Gennesee

J

8T, JOSKPH’S VALLEY Y M.
North Berrien
Steuben
ILLINOIS ¥ M.
Livingston
© WISCONSIN YM.
» Abple River:
‘McHenry
| MINNESOTAY M,
Winona

&

Houston

© OH10 NORTHERN Y M.
CANADA WEST Y M,
Lor
;
in
. London
5
wa cL
OHI0 YM
{TQ MS NOT CONNECTED,
-.
(Mion)
RootRiver
f+
y
+
oo
Midmi:
IND. XM,
Houlwon
Putnam

’

.| late Junas

6,

In

CURTIS,

8,00

a

O. LIBBY,

R.

case

3.00
33.25
15.50
{1000
1,00
00
4,50

158,57
Treasurer.

6,25
0,00
3,00
11,03
8,00
€,30

10,00
15,10

79,68
Treasurer.

injurious

Headache,

of a

purely

TERM becontinues twelve

be saved

In Gloucester, R. I ,Aug. 16, by Rev. A.
Mr. Charles P. Harrington: of Upton,
Miss Elizabeth W, Page of G.
In Ames, N. Y.. July 22, by Rev. J. M.
Steward Vanevrd and Miss Katy Boin,
the same, Mr. Charles W. Bowman and

New

pv

—_p——————————_

WM.

MERRITT,

Supt

LANG,

MANSON

St., New York city.

a month

made

clear.

Will

sell

in

for terms, &c., (ten cent scrip enclosed.) to

are constantly in receipt of letters

*" D. L. GUERNSEY,
|
Bookse ler, Concord, N. H,

Brioroep

hesitate to believe that there

L]

a

Ladies will open Sept. I.

Remedy,

which willbe completed in a few weeks, and
afford accommodations superior to those of any
the

in

wonderful

I

for nearly twenty

higher

“No one could have been a greater sufferer
the ‘Axthma Remedy’ I
have been.
But aftur takin
call myself
a well man.” [ +0. Brown Toledo,Onjo.
“I have had the Asthma forty-reven ¥ ars; and now
at the age of seventy eight am fat and h hearty, thanks

swreet, Co

lumbus, Ohio.

“The cure was positive and immediate, A second
ears, yielded readily, and to-da
attack, after two
fr. C.
my wife considers herself rig of the disease.’
Pamé, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
.
1 was cured within one month, and have not had
return of the disease or any symptoms of it since.”

T & CO.
JOS. BURNET
and Proprietors,
Manufacturers

NO. 37 CENTRAL STREET, BOSTON4734.
For syle by

gists everywhere.

=

per Soar, $29).

course,

Apolication

Prigcipal,
H. JOHNSON,
may be made to Miss A,
Bradford, Mass, or in Boston to Dr RAND RSON,
J. D. KING:BURY.
at the Missionary House.
bwil
Bradford, Mass., July 13, 1869.

GREAT SUN-SUN CHOP
4

LEBANON
WEST

than I

63 Gay

will
oth-

1
er Institution f ryoung ladies in the country:
in the preparatory department, per year, $264: and

ers. I know of nothin, 80 uniformly successful.”
Theodore Metcalf, Druggist, Tremont street, Boston.

[John Noble,

The revised and advanee

course of study in.ludes Latin and French or Music.
Superior tacilities are affordea for the study of Greek,
German, Painting and Drawing. Througn the liberality of friends a new building has been erected

commenced taking ‘Jonas Whitcomb’s Remedy for
the Asthma’ eighteen months ago, and have net had
[Sarah Seely, Eddytown,
A severe paroxysm sinew.”
Yates county, N. Y., to Editors Rural New Yorker.
“Have sold Whitcomb’s

:

..

ACADEMY.

The sixty-seventh year of this School for Youn

The above named i
gt
he
soleBOSTON
AND MAINE RAILROAD,
ly by the Proprietors. The name-and title thereof is
Summer Arrangemens.
June 23. 1868,
adopted as a Trade-Mark, to secure the public and
Proprietors against imposition by the introduction of
Traius leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A, M., 5,45 P.M,
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12», M.
spurious articles, All unauthorized use of the Trade
5
For Great Falls, 10.10A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 PF. M.
“Mark will be promptly prosecuted.

and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 ¢. Mm.

Pictures and Cataloeue sent for
9t Columbia

#50
to $200

| [ira A. Bean, Urbana, Ohio.

For Alton Bay, 1010 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 8.45 P.M.

specimen

nearly family. 500 men can now find emp'oymeat for
Fall and Winter. that will pay. Apply immediately

“The effect of the ‘Remedy’ was truly wonderful in
lieving my wife from this peiatal
irease. I have
nd the slightest doubt but ti at it will effect a, complete cure.’ [David Morrow, Livermore, Pa.
“No one who has suffered what I have heretofore,
and Snjoyed the health that I have £njoyed since last

. For'Wolfhoro:and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A, M., 245 P. Mu.
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51,"8. 10.66 A.M. 50°
and Friday at 7.38 p.m"
Fp, &., and on Monday, Wednesday,
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.80 A. M. JM, 8, BP, u:

bw3t

TS!
LOOK BestOUTChanceAGEN
Yet.

character, has it

e Insurance Co,, Boston, Mass.

2

Price,

Depot, 10 Paik’ Place,

York.

4w3t

f the family.” Jae Jos. E. Roy, Chiome Missionary Society, to the NeW York Independent,
ave deriyed very great relief {rom ‘Jonas Whit|.
[G. F. Osborne, Presia Remedy.”

At Rockbridee Baths, Va., August 10, by Rev. Stu-.
ari Taylor, Mr. B CO. Johnston, of Lexmgton. Va.,
Mrs. Annie M. Shaw, of North Dixmont, Me.
and

youngest

or

EMPLOYED.
GENTLEMEN
AND
ARES
Picture bu-iness.
Very profitable. = No Risk.

Seventeen

the American

to the ‘Remedy.’ ”

oldest. person

to the

if you have no confidence in Patent

20 cts., twice as many, 30 ets.

by the
It atleviated this

The recurrence of this three months’
vest asthma.
‘Jonas
agony every year must soon wear her out.
hitcomb’s ‘Asthma Remedy’ arrested the terrinle
disease, and has kept it off for the whole season, to

Hoag.

Notices.

No matter

3

bearing the strongest testimony wn favor of this Specific, from which they present the fullvwing extracts :
“My mother has suffered eight years from the har-

R.Bradbury,
Muss., and
y
Mr,
Crandall,
July 24, by
Miss Libbie

i

at once to-its

perfectly ‘inmocent,

Physicians recommend it in their practice.
Sold by the Drugeists and Storekeepers,

J

“I have had the spasmodic asthma fifteen years.

A.
F.

n-

B

§

It

properties.

Firty Cents and One Dollar.

relief, and it has effected
It contains no poisonous or
properties whatever; an infiumt may take:

y

IN-

3. jsm,
8, Colic,

Medicines—try this, Jug you will be. sure to buy
arain, and recommend. to your friends. Hundreds of

power in ‘Junas Whitcomb’s Remedy for the Asthma.” [R. H, Vose, (a distinguished lawyer in Maine.)

Rev. E. HB. Pigscott

( ronp, Cuts,

by its timely uses

can be given

and

immediate

Proprietors

VENE

of, Chronic B

4134.
The

ATED

Qolie; Cramp, and Dysentery yield

pain curative

recipe obtamed

asthmatic

Toothaehe,

eases

has stood tne test of twenty-two years. The enor‘dice
mort- sale and rapidlyincressing demand isat
the surest evidence of its u efulness and ‘popularity.
No family should. be-without a bottle in the house.
Hundreds of dollirs and many hours of suffering may

WINTER

in Europe.

CELEBR

whose woudenful eures, #

e civiliz--.
Cramps, Dyseatery, etc., have astonish d
ed world, is no new cateh-peany; but an-article"that

begins

it with perfect safety.

fall, can

*

TORIAS’

IMENT,

many permanent cures.

Biblical School, and Miss
Stratton, Vt.
14, by Rev. L., Hersey, Mr,
Sarah N, Moreton, both of

|

no

| failed to give

1.0

Marlboro, and Miss Clara
Mr. Henre C. Sinith, of
July 9, Rev. JAMES
Rollins, of New Hampton.

special

Whitcomb,

:

stanfan eous ad 1

disorder in his case, when all other appliances of
medical skill had been abandoned by him in de-pair.

uv

——————

Oxford
River Raisin

12,00
83,25

:

L.

R.

“Comfort and Bliss, or Pain and Agofy.

&wW33

ASTHMA.

Married
a

4wit

Principal.

child.

Foreign Missions.

Richmood:

WOLCOTT, No. 181 CHATHAM SQUARE; N/X.

L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec. ¢ Treas.

from a German

express, ‘to

letters, or ‘by

ders or registered

43

Prepared

:
E G 0 Howe, Tunbridge, Vt.
§8., White Rock, se lo,w; C Hodsdon, Esq., 10,00
per O Winship,
A friend,
Otsego Q M., per D M Miller,
Soc., Litchfield, Me,, per N Preble,
Ch and
Union 8. 8., Hilton's Ridge, Me., per N Hersom,
over, N. H, per M
A J Nutter, Wash; St.
Hutchins
.
Augir,
OD
New Berlin ch., Wis,, per

SMITH, graduate of the
ELLA A. ESTABROOK, of
In Litchfield, Me., Aug.
George H, Juck and Miss

ints of ANNIHILATOR for:Catarzhand, Coldsin the
ead for $5, including directions and inedical advice.
Feost and no
to the ofice treated free0
All who'come
do ing tha stomach.’ [Small bottles) sold at all drug
stores. -All remittancys should be by postoffice or-

Vaeation of two weeks, and SPRING TERM begins
on TUESDAY, March 15, 1870, and continues thirteen
weeks, closing on THURSDAY, June 15, 1870.

333

six

85, or

nf

ceipt of $20, pr.one quart $8, 0r one’

Aug. 31, 1869, and continues twelve

glue of TUESDAY, Dect. 7, 1809, and

Concord, N. H.

8. by

ways be used for violent Pains, Spasms Fits, Tumors
or ch onic ailments or the Whites. Beware ‘of counterfeits. Dr WOLCOTI'S remediesiare put up In white
wrappers; buv noneother.. One gallon of PAIN PAINT
double strength, sent free of express charges on re-

REMEDY

Manchester, Mass
A P Bennett,
Widow Taylor Little,Hatles, P SF C Heard
:
88 children, Pawiucket, R L per I Hyatt
A friend, Woodstock, N H
y
D Osborne, No Weare, per D Moody
W A Dineheart, Middlesex,N Y. pledged at the
Stow
B
S
per
last Gen Conference,
Swale 8 8. dteuben county, N Y. per J 8 Landrum

In New Hampton, Ju

or Kidneys relieved at. the

‘For Asthma, Rose Cold, Hay Fever, eto.

per N Garfimon

C.

:

a

Heart
Removes stiffness in Joints ‘#nd Mugcles, cluding

COLLEGE,

Vacaton 6f two weeks, and

MISSION.

SILAS

ima few mibuteso: Painsiin the Liver,
or Neuralgia
first application.—

JONAS WHITCOMB'S

(ol Genesee Q M. Mich. per J M Sanborn

Rachel Holt, Lyndon, Me,

BEAN,

Headache,

stops

~quito BIt#E Or poisonons wounds-

1869-1870,

WeeKS,

H.

Cowell

FREEDMEN'S

W,

CALENDAR,
oy TUESDAY,

N H

Dover, N. H.

We print below a list of the Quarterly
Meetings that have not, as yet, sent in their
reports for the Register for 1870.
Want of promptness on the part of Q. M.
Clerks in sending in their reports, will

New

Derry,

ten minutes bv a faithful appplication acrose the bow-

/
Loo:
all kinds of Rheumatic Ailments,
and should alLarge bottles are much the cheapest,

HE FALL. TERMof -Hillsdale College

Mary Hines, Newfield, N Y
Athens Village ch Me, per E 8 Dutton
Taylor Little estate, Hatley, P Q. per C Heard

“

order

Burnham,

Fever Sores, inrluding ulcers
cured
fou est description:
under the cooling Tofluence of
and Dysentéry-cired within

els of the patien ; a Pint of PAIN PAINT applied properly to the head when the pulse reaches ‘the’ highest
point will positively cure Typhoid; Yellows, oF any oth-

SEMINARY.

HILLSDALE

~

N

an y healed

Cancers

PAI~T.

of PAIN

the new aple

as readi'y #8 a cut. Old
of every name or of the
by simply keeping them
PAI~v PAINT. - Diarrhea

L. RAND, Preceptress.

WM

Home Missions.

4132

Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable tothe

Center,

Geo W Newell, Lyndonville, Vi.

Is the pure peacny Complexion which follows the use
of Hagan’s Magnolia Balm. Itis the True Secret of
Beauty.
this.

‘wich

August 2, 1869,
smart,’neither will’ PAIN

AINT,
:
Water is harmless for injection: 80 is PAIN PAINT.
frg¢efl, so ean PAIN PAINT.
Water can be drunk
f all physical pain. MatInflammation is theg
form tivleks ‘caused by
ver
n.
will
corruption
ter or
high inflammation ;' Absorption and EBvaporatim remove inflammation with wendexful rap iy ; this is
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ReyD J Apherson, Ellaville,
Ga.

David

Sipes Mills, Fulton County, Penn.

fpHE FALL TERM will; commence: TUESDAY,
{
Aug. 24, and continue 4 we ks.

1, Hassett, Glenroy, Ilewa.
.
Rev R Paston, Jr., Di-mond Bluff, Wis,
N C.
John # simpson, Post Hospital, Fort Johnson,
R R Walters, Chagrin Falis, Ohio,
§ D Carpenter, Summer Hill, N'Y.
E H Willis, Stra' ton, Vt.
Rev M W Burlingame, Cornish, Me,
Lewis Dexter, West Topsham, Vt.
H P Thompson, Towanda, 11.
James W Lucas. Averashoro. N C.
W B Wolsey, Gorley’s Bridge, Tenn.
Rev Ellis Gore. Yorkville Factory, Ald.

Blush”

other

I can refer you to

Judge Dixon, of M~€Connelisburg; Fulton County,
Penn,, for the validity of my statements.
Ji
v_!{
H. BUSHEY, M.D.,
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Vose—A J Wood—S Williams—J ‘H Walworth—Mrs C' I
W hite—N Young.
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cares urder treatment nearly well.

HE
28th Academical Year of this Institution will
Its six courses of study are
~f
open‘dmgust 24
coniplere, its: buildings
néw and -commodious, and it
is educating anvualy over 500 students.
Terms
moderate,
Send for Catalogue.
2w33
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J . W. GARDNER, Principal.
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of six years? standiog,
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Boardin pond famiies front $2.00 to$3,00 per Week:
Rooms for self-boarding can. bie had af, reasonable
E. C. COGSW ELL, Principal.
rates.
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nald—J Fullonton—C W Furnald—N Hi Farr—M V B
Gile—H P Greeno—G W GouR—J L Googins—C H Hurd
9 Mary Hines =F Hall—A H Hurd—=J Hateh—M Harvey
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What Physicians
Say.

1 have not lost a single patient in sixteen months
past, since using DR WOLCOTT'S PAIN PAINT and
practice. The cause of my sucANNTHILATOR in my
a case of Cancer
Teured
cess I owe to his médieines.
with thirty ounces 01 PAIN PAINE: | Thig patient was
.He is now
operation.
surgical
a
to
himself
resignivg
entirely well. ‘Also cured & woman with Cancer of
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several
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of dregs;
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A Horse to weary legs,

WITH A COMPETENT BOARD OF ASSISTANTS,
TUITION.
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BOOK-KEEPING
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No drugs or dosing

English, $4,50.

AND

Board and Rooms

% : Horace Styles, Brownington, Vt.
“ED Lewis, Pralrie City. Ill.

Physicians

BAPTIST MINISTERS
can

a Maiden's

PAIN

ESSE C. CONNER,
For further particulars address
Esq, of Rev. A. L. gl
elu, Me,
OBE
FOSS, Secretary.
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"Tis Freedom to the slave,

1 Rebinds the heathen yoke.
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“1 anbortt, Ba Thon; NH
4
4 % - @:dohngor, Morton's Corners; N Yi,

actually cures
3tom28,
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ship and Bouk-Keeping.
Teacher in Muse,
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Higher English, $5,(0.
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=
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ives life,
To every nation
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sin : elt Hen)
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A Con

No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness.
Half terms to commence at the

Rev W T Smi h, Brunswick, Me.

claim that Dubois’ Missisquoi Powder
Cancer. pu is advertised ia this issue.

éFresh

pets ene

Has

Aug. 26..

Clerk.

its Sept. term

hold

conveyances

tO the ad-

Philadelphia

{

FEMATIE SEMINARY, (at A0burn-

Mr. NELSON

P. M.; aldo ‘at &¥% o'clock, A. M., Spt. 1, to convey
friend sto the dedication « f the Green Mountain’ Seminary.. Also to convey students to their boarding
“places, Piease inform Rev. DS. Frost, if you wish

course of instruetion; and moral-and social influences.
Beautifully located.
:
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HE FALL TERM of this Institution will com-

CORRECTION. Teams will be at the depot at Waterbury, Vt., on Tuesday, Aug. 31, at +) and 5x o’cl’k,

and the truth

kept

OO.

oy

I“ ‘Saves human ships from wreck; (
Lost health and strength Fosfor 5
To every
man on
deck,”
~ ~~ ©

numerous

A
meoce THURSDAY, Sept. 21, in the new buildring, and continue ten weeks, under the.instruction of
GEORGE
B. FILES. 4. B.. Principat,
WITH AN ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL.
Precepiress.
Miss’ NELLIE KNOWLTON,
Miss AROLANE Mi. FERNALD, « Aédocite.

WESTERN R: |. QM: willhold its next-session with

o'clock, A.M.
P. M.

quite common, and should be cuecked avonte. Juln:
sows Anondyne Limiment is the best arvicle that can be
be

2

the Union church, Sept. 4

Fi L

diirrh@s,”

5463

mences

VERMONT Y. M. will hold its next session with the
Conference
charch in West Hatley, P. Q., Sept, 9-12,
convenes Thursday, au 1 o’ulock, P, M. Opening serW. L. Noyxs, Clerk.
mon Thursday evening.

“At this peasoti of the year, oramipadged pris in the
stomach

‘expect, as

Our

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE;

SEBEC Q. M. will hold its Sept. term with the church
in Abbott, September 17-19; conference Friday at one
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.
.
o'clock.
ROCK RIVER Q. M, will 'hold its next session with
the church at Prairie Center, Sept. 21-26."

may be

by the

z

the Wet Wacerville church, Wednesday and ThursS. BOWDEN, Clerk.
day, Sept, 22, 23.

is that Dr. Seth drpolé’s Balsam has sured more
people -of Bowel Complaints than any other medi
cine sold for that purpose.
Greatcharm and discomfort ig caused

from

HATE FEATE SEIARY,

.

stead of Aug, 20 as, published last week.

in the glass.

Examine the Dotile bétoré purchasing.” =
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A Liyht-housé
‘on’ the ‘Ehore ©

dale; Mass.,10. miles from Boston, on Boston &
Albany R. RB.) For 17 years a Fading New England
Seminary. Not excell:
d in thorough
English or oritical Classical training,nor in highesyfaccomplhishments
‘in Modern Languages, Painting gud’ Mu-ie. Lecation, for ealth, beauty, and refining ivfluences, unsurpassed, Next year begins Sept.30 ~ Address
=
CHAS. W. CUSHING.
8wid

OHION.Y: M.avill hold its session, August 27 in-

offered to you.. Every hatile.of genuine has PERUVIAN SYRUP

OI

Albany, Aug. 11,1

ASELL

WM. WALKER, Clerk.
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of iren).
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We confideiitly

patro

less

When hope and strength are. fleds;

rent; $100; Board, §3/00 per

ev. T E.Péden has been
friends in southern Ohio.
recently dppomnted as one of rhe-Teachers; whith will
add much
to the interest of ine Son Y

HUNTINGTON Q. M. will hold itd next segsion at
Huntington, Vt., instead of Siarkebcro’, on the first
R. M. MINARD.
Saturday in Sept.

Beware of being deceived by any of the preparations
of Peruvian-Bark, or Bark

; .

Instrumental Music, also Painting

in the past, # liberal

r
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a i FE
CTITTR EY)
PAIN PAINT
still
stand betiweén waite
. ng
San the ded; 5 10 ol
A Rock on which to lean

begins AUGUST21. Tul.

Room

Vocal and

taught by Mra. Spéncer.

1, B. COLEMAN, Clerk.

ETO

PERUVIAN SYR-

protoxide

ET
e

HUTTLE

| fringementk,and i) se ler an $10.08 1iabie to prosecution and imprisonment. OUTFIT FREE.
Address W:iA.: HENDERSON &: Cos, Cleveland,
Ohio.

INSTIFUTE.

TERM

tion is $5 00;

the place of meeting, and Rey. H. 8. Limbocker will
officiate onthe oceasion of raising the m+owment.

AUSTIN, Clerkv7’

Hair Renewerto’ make the hair grow
.
=

ple

Female

Ah staon. as

Agentsto mtradnee A BC

BR

HE FALL
week.

v. B. H. Damon, at-2 0’clock,[P. Ms, and after the
8 hoy it is expected that the monument for Rev. E.
3. M wlden, deceased, wilk be raised athis grave near

erator, and prayer

Rev. R. Parks was appointed delegate to
M’s.—~Yearly Meeting Mission agents who Vermont Y. M. with power of Substituhave been appointed since the last General
tion.
:
Conference are requested to make their re- | Voted the agent of Green Mountain Semport as they are directed in the ‘* Home inary have an opportunity during this meetMission

HE

Seed in all such cases, ana should

ommended the
Mission Society;
conference upon
and 10th of the

“A Obertiseninds.

Es

ROCHESTER Q. M, will hold its next session with the
North Paria church, Sept. 10. Opening sermon: by

purgaiives whicn gripe and rack the system.
Par
son Purgatwe Pils ure tree from all impure mateer,
and are mild and heaith-givingmm their operatioe.

were considered by a. committee, who

BES SE

1 o'clock, P. M., Sept. 10,

Held its last session with the church at
Dickinson Center, Franklin Co.; N. ¥X.
The Conference was called bythe clerk,
when Rev. Charles Cook was chosen Modfor the

I.

E Y B

Agents to introduce the BUCK

: 6m10

~

HH,
;
will hold its fall session |’
RENsSELARR Q 3L N.¥.,
with the Stephentown 'chureh, commencing, Friday, PHENEXT TERM of Maing State Sdminary Gam.

t+
> +e
People with thin hair should use Hall’s Vegetabl

_-

relinquish our desires, we feel so deeply the
union

who all seemed

St. Lawrence Y. M.

‘Thoughit may cost us a hard struggle to
hearty

to an

Vacation epistles must soon close, and the
pastor; with an increase of physical and perhaps mental and moral strength, be found in
his parish again ready for every official
duty, and for every, good word and work
among his dear people whose welfare he
always has in mind.
J. M.

temper or so conceited-in opinion, that we
‘cannot join with othersin carrying out the
the majority.
will of/
and
judgment

of the

churéh, Stone

4. The duty of the Christian to the heathen
world; G. P. Ramsey.
p. The duty of the Christian to promote~the
cause of temperance ; J. M. Crandall.
:
..6. A view of the Home Mission field; P.
Scramlin,
7. ‘The political obligation of ministers; E.C.
Hodge.
z
8. How
ean we best- promote revivals? D.
Green,
:
9. What constitutes a call to the ministry
?—
D.M. MILLER, Clerk.

est,

over-ruled in action ; we are not so sulky in

need

‘A new

3. The ministry for the times; I. Maremuf.

bethe
the
and

Sabbath School every one would immediately report an increase of numbers and inter-

self, and for all others so far as I know, that

in

trust, profituble.

miltee,

say, * Bro. Harmon, come again soon.”
If
all our churches could have such aid in the

by removing the school, let me say for my-

be beaten

stormy and the

héxt session was left to a eom-

appreciative audience of parents, teachers,

feel aggrieved and provoked,as J. seems to
“fear they - may, at any injustice done them

and

was

meeting Home
Mission enterprise, and
Rev. J.
in
H. Darling
Avas dhosen Q. M. Agent to-assist
)
the work.

“Two ear-

instructive lecture on Sabbath Schools

been silent, as some have supposed, or will

practice,

the weather

by’ Whelesale’Druggists.

fe

$20 A DAY “to Male and

gras

0swEGO Q. M. will hold its next sessjon with the
¢hureh fn Constantia, Sept. 3-5.- Let there bea general attendance,as business of importance will come
SUEAUWL HY SMITH
before tlie conference.

with a prospect of additions, and had an organized Sabbath school im operation, od
A resolution was adopted sustaining the ac-

tion of the

taught some to sidg who never suig
fore. The interest he created among
little folks will not soon die out. In
evening he delivered a very interesting

more full ex-

that need

IL,

+ G./W. SPAULDING, Clerk.

i
Q.
NL. Held its’ lat
session “with
the church
at Fkanklin.”. Rev. D. Green has accepted a gall from’ that church, which'is his old
restand finding some. The Sabbath school field of labor. Hé hds met with good success,
i
e last, three. months he has been with
fsin ‘a healthy econdition. It seemed as
he meeting was very interesting,
The
though all the congregation participated in
of Rev. Mr. Deming and others added
much
to
the
interest
of
the
Q.
Meeting.
its exercises.
The next session will be held with the church
Yesterday the agent of our Sabbath at Ames, commencing Tuesday before the secSchool Union, Bro... L. Harmon, visited ond Sabbath in Oct. next at 6 eo'cloek, P.M.
Subjects assigned for the next Q. M :
E. Randolph and met a large gathering of
1. Prayer; A. Wing.
2. The inner lite of, Christians; Wm. Russell.
children at two different times ard, I think,

furnish much less room elsewhere.

school

SAR

Ridge,was added to the Q. M. It had26 members,

nest gospel sermons were preached by two
of our old schoolmates, Bro. N. and Bro. A,
A. Smith who is with the. writer seeking

that

seventeen chambers

Though

and, we

equal available value for that use, though | - It was a day of much pleasure ‘and: was

dollar value of the reading and recitation

plied

:

"

roads nearly impassable the session was pleasant

Brings a week of content.”

the nominal value of the one as indicated
by its market value in dollars may be eight
times greater than-the-other. So, too, the

to the

J. SWANK.

:
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FACE, use PERRY'S ~(' OMEDONE AND PIMPLE
onlyy by by Pr. B. JC: Perry, Vy 49 Bond
REMEDY), ¥ prepared
par
Sold ‘everywhere. The trade supSt., vs
or

~
ern
N
Notice,
Se] x 2g]
‘A meeting of the Vermont F. B. Charitable Soeiety
of
session:
next:
the
with
will beealled in connection,
e
the Vermont Y. M., held in West Hatley, Sel
;
fr
O
nd
ler.

"by

Quarterly Meetings. ~~

tem.

% A Sabbath. well spent,

‘of content.

O. 8.

Housen;
> Bonediction
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TOR BLACK WORMS, AND PIMPLES ON. THE

I Joy TF © +l Notice.
!
Pace
The covneristone of the Lyndon Literary and Bibceremoappropriate
with
laid
be
will
Institution,
lical
nies at Lyndon Center, Vt., Aug. 27, commencing at
9 0'clogk, A.M. ‘Th@ie will be an adjourned meet
ing of the Trustees same day at 7 o'clock, P. M.—
Friends from all quarters:ary cordially invited:
_L. B. TASKER, for Ex, Com. _
oY.

H. Darling, moderator, 8. A: Edwards.clerk pro-

when the writer was a very little boy, —

followed by a week

Bro. Van

to the Infant, 4s it keeps, the Tube. pe) fectly sweet
and free from acid, especially in warm weather.
Price of Brush 10¢ts. BURR & PERRY, Successors
to-M. 8, BURR & Co., Wholesale Druigists, 26 Tre-:
ion} 3k, Boston, Mass. Sold by all Druggists. hid

Let such reports be promptly forwarded to Rev, W.
;
ly
.f
H. BowgeN, Lewiston, Maine. ::

of the

Rev.

all,

value

which is of inestimable

Wire Brush,

Silvered

;
he
| F.'W. B. EDUCATION SOCIETY will meet in the F
Newmarket, N. H;Svpt. 1, at 5 o'clock
Rock RIVER Q. M.—Held. its. last, session W. B: ¢huren,
noticed. See notice Aug. 11.
with Brush Grove church, June 25—27: Rey. J. , P.M, A a8 before
7
&
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them brought to mind a féw lines learned

of

by.

:

dolph is..one of this class. Under. the
faithful labors. of Bro. Nickerson and wife
this church is enjoying abiding and increasing prosperity.
A
Sabbath spent with

This question of the distinction between
the numerical value and the actual useful.

by

i|

or

port to the Sosiety in.Octeber nBXty.

Ordaining prayer by Rey. J. N, Brown;

Bro. Hallenbeck.

with

hand

Sermon

:

Sil

C arge by Rev. O. C. Hills; Right Hand of Fellowship by Rev. 8. C. Weatherby; Reading ‘of

- Very generally in Vermont,as elsewhere,
those churches giving most of these evi-

of the Literary Department, but directly

as. follows:

Brown;

le-

Ly the 1st F

come

alt Drexgiats.

- aa BUR R'S PATENT NURSING: BOTTLE—The

See,

:

be held

37

most Perfect and Lonxenient Forcing | Bottle in the
world. ‘We supply the’ trade with all’ parts of the.
Bottle separately when required, including Burrs

" REPORTS OF INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING. Reports
from all our higher seminaries of ‘learning
foi the
past year, are desired by the Corresponding Secreta
ry of the 1.8. Edueation Society, for the annual re-

SC

‘the work

may

Rec.

:

Conie. one,

help of the Lord.

liberal offerings and

ordained
‘to

JUDSON,

Notice,

There will

Polk, and S:-Lent..

Ordination.

Hallenbeck, were

and all
Spring Complaints ; for Clea ns!
Rew ulating
the Human Sys:
has no equal in the World. Sold by all
Whol
ists, {Seheral 1
Druggists
B URR &. PERRY, Y, Wholesale
Agents, 26 remont St , Boston.”

No, Rome church, and six miles from, Ulster, Minis
ters to be present: H: 'S Ball, JW. Hills,
W. L,

At the Chemung Q. M., held at Pine Valley,
Jaly 11, Bros. C.'W."Van' Housen and Joseph

far more refreshing is it to behold undoubted evidences of spiritual prosperity among
the churches. Sume of these have come
in our pathwayin vacation rambles. .

H.W,

;

No. ROME, PA.

‘of the widow's

:

:

Waterbury; Vt: Aug, 12,1849.

widow's mites to the Lord's Treasury,

valleys of ‘the Green Mountain state; yet

these self-sacrificing benefactions,
and we

the

May. the- blessing

iliousness,

‘W. B. church ot Sheshequin Township, a four days
grove meeting, to commence Sept. 9, to he held on
the ground of A. slitchell, two and.ahalf miles f om

‘such’ gifts are greatly

temporal prosperity in the pleasant villages

same sum from the superfluity of the few
thongh ‘generous rich givers, would be
enough to make our meaning plain. The
theological school was expected to share in

and

a tie when

by her example, send

of

" Itis refreshing.to see the evidences

;

made another

~ This offering

business that

gally come before the Corporation.

God ever rest por this ‘mother in Israel,
and his presence light up the evening of
her lite, and may mény others, influenced

From Vermont,

pecially in benevolent . contributions the
hard earned dollars - of the many earnest
poor donors would : avail more than the

Q., has

work among the Freedmen.

the

Clerk of Conference.

adjournment, to transact’ any

liberal annual donation for the aid of our

raising of -an-endowment-of-~ten- thousand came in
dollars for the aforesaid Institution.”
: | needed.

dollar spends well.” We supposed‘a slight
reference to the fact that the potency of a
sum of money is not alwaysto be measured

rooms,

of Hatly, P.

a
Pres 4 :
sally tf digits.
4
A
i rissa
San Lo

WARREN'S BILIOUS BITTRRS: for pies: |
Blood, Curing Liver Compt for pitt »
Headache, Dizziness, 08
of Ap petite ’
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“Notice.
:
.
The Corporators of the Green Mountain Seminary
are hereby notified to meet in the Chapel of the Sem.
inary Building, at Waterbury Center, Vt.. on
Tuesday, August 31, 1809, at 1 o’clock, P. M.; agreeably to

our aged sister,the widow of the late Taylor |
Little

7

pope

only by DE. B. Ci. Pérry.

Ds STEWART, Secretary. - | ing, Invigora

wes

It will be seen ‘hy our receipts for the
Freedmen’s mission in this week’s Star,that

ore,

Tan kro

FRECKLE Frio!

' The Corporators of the Freowill Baptist Printin
Establishment are hereby notified that the annua
meeting of sald corporation will be held at its office,
ix Doyer, N. H.,on ednesday Sens. 19, st 11 o’¢clock,

A Worthy Example. .

there-

Sy SO
MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES

L

there; andin the South

T38"

PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT.

Mayit

still progress and the Seminary prove a
nursery. of piety and a handmaid of ‘the

cure an equal amount from other sources;
ahd whereas, the establishment and endowment of said Institution would tend great
1yto promate our ‘cause and influence

To explain in detail what bearing the
facts;as to the money raisedto found N. H.

would be used for a building only,

reached all classes in the vicinity.
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West V: ir forward for prayers... Truly it is the Lord's
ginia,’has come into the handsof the des doings.” This work of grace seems to have |

hearty efforts to learn this unpleasant
news of the settled doom of their labors ?

for its immediate
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tion of learning at Flemington,

on the “whole, to. leave them in their hap- nomination, having already some ten-thoupy ‘delusionto work or to make founda- -sand dollars of funds, and a good prospect
tions sure and’ strong “for the institutions that an endowment of ten or more thouthey love, than to call them from their sand dollars fromthe denomination will se-
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ACADEMY.

LEBANON,

ME.

n commences
HE FALL TERM of tiis institutioeleven
weeks,

TUESDAY, Aug, 81, and contipues
under the present Instructors:

G. E. GAY, Principal.
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much. Ah! you little rogue, you canlaugh and milk, and then brought his little gown
now I”
:
: and nightwrapper.
q
So Mrs. Conover took up her sewing.
Sophie had occasion to..get up present-

: Potry. |

Sophie, in the meanwhile,
had laid her hat

| onthe table and hung her cloak over the
corner of the chair...

rly
4 ——

“ Why don’t you put them

"In a quiet little cottage,
Near a busy little town,
Dwells a pretty Quaker maiden,

In that cottage neat and cheerful,

dle was.”

-

Sophie considered -quite a long while.

Lures a festal ¢rowd within;
On its walls no pictures brighten,

For the Quaker thinks them sin.

Yet my footsteps love to linger
‘Where the lowly maiden dwells,

Oftener than in homes of fashion
‘With their threng of laughing belles.
Once upon the narrow flagging
Of themiry village street,
As I walked, two truant school-boys

Waiting near them, most impatient,
Stood a group of naughty girls;

ering back of flounces!
{hat scornfyl toss of curls!
satchel-laden,

Tripping o’er her school-ward
Came the pretty Quaker maiden
In her suit of sober gray.

way,

Not a moment paused she,doubting,
Balancing her good intent;

Toward the angry-eyed belligerents
Straight her eager eyes she bent.
BOne hand placed upon each shoulder,
Earaest eyes fixed on their own,—
¢¢ Thee must never strike thy brother!’
Said she in her gentlest tone.

down,”

said

“ Oh! yes; I was going outagain

right

¢ I wish you could see, - Sophie,” said her

mother in a discouraged tone; ‘¢ you are so
very, very careless.”
:

« Mamma, I don’t mean to be,” returned
Sophie,

down, meaning

drink,

bethought

and found her way

to

to lock

penitently.

ever once thinking of putting it in its place,

the

herself of a
the

and, as her mamma said, she never
find an article, through drawers and
and baskets.

kitchen,

instead. Hetty was making jelly, so she
stopped to watch her.
“Georgie’s asleep, mamma,” Emma said,
softly. “If you will open the door I'll lay

Peaceful, chatting, hand in hand.
Then the maiden, deftly brushing.

could
boxes

But the little girl who could see was a
great comfort. I hardly know how the
house could have gone on without her. Papa would have missed his slippers and

him in the other room, where it is dark and

quiet.”
’ dressing gown, the boys would not have
¢ Tamso relieved !” exclaimed Mrs. Conen half so tidy, and poor mamma would
over.
* Emma, you are an invaluable ff
ave been Yor and worried to the
treasure.”
of her strength.
When she came back she was going t
Pedple often gay, * What a pretty, lady-

%

"*

‘Wore a smile so bright. and beaming,
As she turned upon her way,

That the butterflies of faskion

take
her book and

Paused to envy as they stood,
‘Wondering at such waste of beauty

read

a little while,

like girl

bat

Underneath a Quaker hood.

¢ Can't I do it for you,

“1 shall be
ask Sophie.”

The Light of Home.
RI

mamma?”

obliged.

I was

Sophje

Conover is !3 but at home,

Emma was

she saw that the bottom of Jamie’s trowsers
was not hemmed.

exercised a little more thought and perseverancgin good resolves, for she used to

~

“There! I lent my thimble to Rose misfortune to be blind ; but, girls and boys,
Tracey, and she didnot return it. Il see do you always make the best use of your

f home, how bright it beams

?
vening shades: around us fall;
And
the lattice far its gleams
To love and rest and comfort call!
‘When wearied with the toils of day,
And strife for glory, gold or fame,
How sweet ta.seek the quiet way,
‘Where loving lips will lisp our name
Around the light of home!

eT

=

{top

Penitent Thief.
=

Yar
EE

ey

BT

%

worst boy in the school, O Lord, make hing
the best boy.”

day-he rode two miles from home to see |
fastened his horse to

a post near the tavern.
ed the woman

When ke had visit-

and wanted to return

home,

he found that somebody had stolen his
horse, so he had to make his way on foot
as best he could, and did not get home till
:

‘thief was

young

man,

whose pious father had died: only

eight

find him, and four times its value besides.
along

and

offered him a hundred dollars for the horse,

which was just such an animal as he wanted forhis children. The young man told
him he did net own the horse, but he would
venture

to sell it for a hundred

and

owner.

He

then gave

took the money.

the

up the horse

After

and

some days,

he

succeeded in finding out th® owner,
asked him this question:

dates

and

“When a man has taken the property
of his neighbor, and sincerely repents o f
“Yes,”

answered

“I know,”

the clergyman, * cer-

continued

the

was

young

stolen

you.

worth

in

money,”

answered

no

mone¥avherewith

“Here,” said the young

sure.”

still and sweet

It peeps from yonder cottage door,
“~The

hair, and

weary laborer to greet,

Saf is the soul that dges not know

¢ I'wish you could see

its beams impart,

said her mother.
Sophie putit on.

The cheerful hopes and joys that flow

And lighten up the heaviest heart
Around the light of home.

a little,

The

in

meanwhile, Rad slipped down in the

the

chair,

When she had gone, and the room
quiet, Emma asked her mother if she

The Little Girl Who Could See.

behind,

her

hands

crown, and thinking.”
*“Thinking! What a child you are to think!
What are you thinking about ?”
“¢ Of what our fetes told uw this morning when
we read
b
e Bible.”
‘ What was it P”
“QO! she said, all who go to heaven

and, not seeing it handily—she was very
blind, you must ‘admit—she took a shawl
from the closet.
:

The. Family Circle,

stood

my hair. What are you doing ?”
¢ Only looking at the bright stars in your

Sophie,”

sack,

Grace

gliding gently, almost lovingly, over the
diamonds and pearls.
2
“Take care, little sister, you will rumple

¢« Harry pushed it off, but I had George
almost asleep, and didn’t want to speak at
that moment.”

‘When the rough toils of day are o’er!

" The blessings

;

was
was

too tired to tell her a little about her
sums.
“Oh! no; especially as you are kind
enough
to help me sew,” and her mother
smiled sweetly.
They had a very nice talk, and presently

have crowns, and will be dressed in white;
and I was wondering if they’ll look like

to

man, ‘are two

full.

had

her

hands

¢¢ And what new stitch has Emma learned
?” asked her father.
;
quite a baby indeed. And
‘¢ She has been practicing the stitches of
been unusually cross on this
Conover was looking pale and thoughtfulness,” answered her mother.
¢¢ She put them in the bottom of Jamie's
been a good deal bothered trowsers, and it, gave me just time to lie

There were three boys younger

Emma—one

Georgie had
day, so Mrs.
tired.

Emma had

Sister

ed the new stitch, and was in high spirits.

with her sums thelast hour

in

than

school,

and

down and take a little rest, for Georgie

almost wore me out’ this afternoon.”
“0, mamma,”
exclaimed Sophie,

she had quite hard work to be really sweet
and good; but she was trying, and that
helps one along wonderfully.
She was
thinking, though, that if her mother wasn’t

would have done it, if you
me.”

the knotty examples,

self.”

entirely too busy, she would tell her about
and get her

to

ex-

plain them, ®r Miss Whitney had gone over
them in a great hurty.
But she saw the tired
heart was filled with
‘hung her hat and sack
e out with a smiling

had

Georgie

asleep?” asked

only asked

her fa-

went

to, the

ball,

but

the

“Shall I have

all?

sets;

and

heart

she

daneed

then, bidding

aside her jewels

“and white

the

hostess

room.

and

laying

robes, she said,

“Iwill never put them on to go to such a
place again.” My first thought. and care
shall be for a heavenly crown and a robe,
of righteousness.”

She went into Gracie’s room, and kneelad
ther.
¢ Yes; another of- Emma's good deeds. ing by her side, kissed her sweet, sleeping
fdce, and her little
sympathy. So she We cguldn’t keep house without you, little face ; then said—
“ Dear little sister, God helping me, you
in the pantry, and girl.”
Emma colored and smiled at this. So- shall lead me back to Jesus.”
face, before Sophie
She retired to her closet, and with prayphie thought it rather hard that no one ever
even glanced round the room.
ers and tears, asked her forgotten Saviour
?
* « Mamma,” she exclaimed, cheerily, praised her.
* I'll take George and amuse him, for I] When supper’ was over and they had to forgive all the past, and make her his
know
he has worried you ever so much. sung theif evening hymn, Jamie took him- own child,
It was almost the dawn of a new day ere
self and Harry off to bed. Emma helped
Come, and let sister show him the birds.”
_ With that, he stretched out his dimpled her mother pile the dishes together and Bell sought herbed; and it was indeed the
hands and actually smiled; so Emma car- take them in the kitchen, but Sophie snug- Aawning of a new day to her heart, for the
: lal Hem aches thi og 11 began to tell gled herself down into an easy chair, and Sun of Righteousness had risen there.
Little Gracie's seed had borane fruit; she
began to read ‘a book. Then Georgio
in her crown of rejoicing.—
‘Woke, and while his mother was holding had one star
on and Jamie needs his clothes so
him, Emma went out for his bowl of bread The Evangel,

He

But, it is especially

The author has

SKETCHES,

and Camp

hospitals

needing to be done

at a time when

The superintendent went slowly and
gently up the stairs, and as he reached the
:
~

the

Forster's

Law of the Em-

Harper & Bros. send their cheap edition of
Charles Reade’s FOUL PLAY, —~price 25 cts., and
his LOVE ME LITTLE, LOVE ME LONG, at 30 cts.

Cheap enopgh, certainly.

HETTY,

by Henry

Kingsley, coines as the latest addition,to their
Select Library. Sold by E. J. Lane.
~
THE ILLUSTRATED ANNUAL OF PHRENOLOAND PHYSIOLOGY for 1870, is the earliest

comer among the numerous works of its class.
It is a well-prepared duodecimo of 67 pages, with
abundance of portraits, suggestions, facts and
philosophy, as they appear from a Phrenological
stand-point.

New York:

8. R. Wells.

PETERS'S MusicaL MONTHLY
as well filled as ever with
It

-

for August

excellent

is

reading and

arranged for the

is cheap at $3 a year.

J. L. Peters,

New York.
*

Two pieces of new

much

-

sheet music are sent to our

table by the publishers,
great musical Jubilee.

the outgrowth

of the

The first is, ABOUT

THE

JUBILEE, SiR. A Song dedicated to the members of the Grand Chorus. Words and inusic by
Maj. Alfred Little.
Boston: Oliver Ditson &
Co.—An attempt at wit that is only partially

We are glad to

subjects are models of popularized science made
practical. Boston: Alex. Moore.

it has won.

sue for August well sustains the high

reputation

Salem: Mass.: Peabody

This book will illustrate J.of Science.

ji

Ki

of the

Academy

lad

Monthly Magazines

for

Septem-

Pax BELL; or, Duty before Pleasure.
By Herbert Newbury.
Boston: D. Lothrop & Co.
Dover, N.H.: G. T. Day & Co.
16mo. pp.

ber are already at hand, thus showiug the enterprise lying behind them, and the regard paid

Aung MATTIE, AND HER YOUNG

tourists. PUTNAM’S MONTHLY and THE GALAXY march in the leading column and stand out

Mabel

pp. 358.

Hazelton.

Same

FRIENDS.

Publishers.

;

By

16mo.

These added volumes of the “Prize Stories”
have

been for some

have been already

table.

They

commended in general

time on our

terms,

to the

great

confirm
the good opinion . already expressed.
| May Bell is likely to prove one of the most acceptable of the series.
It combines solid merit
and noble lessons with a most entertaining and
touching narrative.
It sets forth the evil effects
of intemperance and companionship with men of
doubtful character, and exalts the filial affection
and the religious devotedness which a young and
smitten girl may display, until they become both
majestic
and victorious.
May Bell is a rare
child, saintly and yet thoroughly human; and
Farmer Brown is an admirable specimen of the
frank, shrewd, blunt, hearty, noble gentleman,
understanding the gospel and daily applying it
in his unique dialect and his helpless life, while
caring nothing for etiquette, and dealing rather
severely with grammar, * The story is thoroughly wholesome, it is saturated with the religious
spirit, and it is skillfully and effectively told.
Aunt Mattie gives us a quiet and agreeable
picture of domestic life, sets.forth the working
of true religion in the individual heart and in the

sphere of the home

and the Sabbath

lifts up into clear view

school, and

the real glory and, the sa-

cred joy of that service

which

duty appoints,

which Christian love hallows, and which God
honors with his obvious approval.
We hope to
see all these books filling their proper place in

the libraries of the Sabbath school and the fami-

THE PHILOSOPHY OF TEACHING.
The Teacher, the Pupil and the School.
By Nathaniel
Sands,
New York: Harper & Bros.
Octavo.
pp. 60. Sold by E, J. Lane,

A

PARSER AND ANALYZER FOR BEGINNERS,
Jit Winghums md suggestive pictures, By

1869.

Same

16mo. pp. 86.

P

Uhiishers, lp.

The first of these volumes presents a very
high, but still not too exalted an ideal of the
work of education in our scheols.
We shall not
probably very soon reach the goal that is hiere
set up, butit will be of service to have sucha
goal to beckon us and animate our striving. Mr.

Sands is not a mere theorist, but an earnest seeker

after

practical

and

immediate

plea for what is called the
our actual

results.

His

culture demanded by

modern life is. an

eager

and

strong

one, and it will not be unchallenged by those who
»

thoroughly believe

in the disciplinary

nature of

In his exaltation of practical
appear to underrate

company of summer

prominently in the first

lino.

loungers

We must

and

inspect

them a little more carefully before dealing either
in compliment or criticism.

and an inspection of them in detail since they].
have become ready for circulation can not fail to

culture, he does really

““ Oh, yes, sir.”

Somer-

and

wherever it goes. Henceforth Miss Alcott’s literary wares will find eager purchasers, and her

is: : classical study,

I

Mrs.

Ring

Conquest;

Life of Landor; The Marriage

Some

boy and
together.
(hat boy
and look

him.

The

Women,” that gladdens and blesses and conquers

both statements.

. When he reached
$he cottage where Toni.

great -boy that he brought with
don’t know what they are doing.”
“ May I go up P”

Guide;

THE AMERICAN
NATURALIST holds on its
way, still deserving the compliment of a deliberate reading and a careful preservation. The is-

reputation is assured.

‘* I

“Oh ! be is just gone up stairs with a

Alpine

Science;

Freeman’s Norman

piano.

in mili-

there was

Bull’s

ville’s Molecular

European Mor-

Letters; Shakspérian Glossa-

an gmple supply of good music

and Rireside

her pen.

As the children were ledving the school,

* Where

als; Jacquemont’s

GY

see this reprint, and especially glad to get these
pleasant stories in addition,—filling more. than
half the volume,—from a pen capable of such admirable things as appear in a book like * Little

know I'm a bad boy, but I'm not so bad as

fi}
[4

familiar.

11y.

the superintendent saw this big
little Tom walking and talking
He said to himself, ““T am afraid
will do Tom harm. I must go
after them.”

lished Works of Guicciardini;

pire.

pleasant service with

i

was thinking as he walked,

lived, he said to the mother,
your gon, Tom P?

new work.

subject, and not a little in-

that. I'll never let that little fellow be
punished for me—never!”
I think God
put that thought into the big. boy’s mind.
He was graciously helping Tom's work as
the surety.

v

this

Prostitution in

The Edinburgh contains papers on the Unpub-

honest inquiry on the

“ Then come in,” said the superintendent, looking to the door; and the big boy,
with downcast face, walked across the

one or

in

of the Mind;

successful,
fii
jurious misapprehension.
The sketches were
The second is, THE NATIONAL PEACE JUBImore or less humorous, and they certainly were LEE GRAND QUICKSTEP for the Pianoforte. By
not innocent of banter and jest; but it was easy George A. Veazie, Jr. Boston: New England
enough to see that hardship and
heroism, a News Co.
Price, miiled, 5 cts.
touching tenderness and a thoroughly religious
patriotism underlay the dashing style and comiGoop HEALTH,
for August, is excellent. It
cal stories; and that the author
was seeking re-| “oughtto secure a circulation
of thousands and
“lief from the burdens and the griefs of her daily tens of thousands.
It supplies abundance of
work among the sick and wounded through this good reading, and its papers on physiological

‘ Yes, sir, if he’s bad again.”

crown at

Not if I thus waste my life.”

With a heavy
two

any stars in my

experience

illustrated the work
tary

‘“ And are you willing to bé punished for
that big boy ?”

of diamonds, she thought—

powers and

La-

Literature.

their first appearance. They contained a powerful though indirect plea for the Sanitary Commission when it was in need of advocates, and it

if you do

:

the

relation to the Nation#l Wealth; Contemporary

We have neverJorgotten the intense interest
with which we read the Hospital” Sketches on

:>

ished for him.”

thus lay

The four Ancient Books of Wales;

Book;

‘ but he is ten times

not take him back.”

words of the little questioner kept ringing
in her-ears. Every time she saw the flash

good-by, she leftfor home.
She went to her chamber;
I

“I didn’t ask Emma ; she- saw it for her“Is

Bell

and

before us the issue of the NORTH

lic; Mill’s Analysis

Stories.
By Louise M. Alcott. “With Illustrations.
Boston: Roberts
Brothers.
1869.—
16mo. pp. 379. Sold by D. Lotlrop & Co.

Rr
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SW
you.” =
:
: >“ We could take him back, if we could
“Nonsense, child! Of course they secure his good behavior. I will see,” said
There were two little girls in the family,
the superintendent. .
:
won't.”
Emma and Sophie Conover. Both were
So
he
stepped
back
into
the
school, and
“Then
she
said,
if
we
would
try
to
pretty and sweet-tempered, though I think
All listened
Sophie had to make the least effort to be Emma understood the whole, matter. She get somebody else to love Jesus, we should rang the bell for silence.
have a star in our crown.
Sister Bell, while he said, ¢“ That boy wants fo come
pleasant always, for Emma was not quite laughed gayly, it appeared so simple.
wouldn't
you
like
to
have
as
many
stars in into the school again; but we cannot take
By this time, it was nearly dark. Mrs.
so patient ; but there was a great difference
between the two. Emma was very necessa- Conover drew a long breath of relief, for your crown in heaven as you have in this him back without making sure of his good
behavior. Will any one be surety for
one ?”
i
ry to everybody, and areal sunbeam in the her work was done.
him.”
““O
hush
Gracie!
will
you*
There's
the
Emma
ran
out
to
play
with
Jamie
awhile,
house, because she could see while her sisA pause followed ; the elder boys shook
but presently they saw papa coming up the carriage!” And with a hasty kiss on the
ter could not.
their
heads. They said they knew him so
upturned
face,
Bell
was
away
to
the
ball.
Do not all exclaim that 'it is dreadful to street, so they all entered the house towell.
The others did not care for him.
Soon
Gracie
weft
to
her
chamber;
and
gether.
While
Jamie
was
making
himbe blind?
Sophie had lovely blue eyes,
But one little boy pitied the big bad boy,
and they could see very well, except in one gelf presentable, she brushed Harry’s hair, before she got into her little bed, she asked
her Saviour to help fill her crown with stars. and was very sorry that no one would be
or two particulars. It was a rather curi- and put ona clean apron.
The little boy went by the name
‘ What a nice, clean boy !” said his fa- She thought of one whom she would try to surety.
ous, but not unusual, kind of blindness.
I
have seen a good many children, and a ther.—* Why, you look good enough to lead to Jesus the next day, and then asked of “Ragged Tom.” It was not his fault
-| her i
to help that friend to love that he was ragged, for his mother was
g
good many grown people, for that matter, kiss.” ,
very poor. -The superintendent soon heard
¢ Emma did it,” was the trinmphant an- him.
who: were affected in the same way.
It is
his little voice, saying, *JIf you.please,
“Do
“please,
dear
Saviour,
she
prayed,
—not quite the eye of faith, but 1 believe it nouncement.
sir, I will, sir.”
make
Emma
a
Christian,
so
there
will
be
“
Emma's
the
girl
for
our
money,
isn’t
may safely be called the eye of thought.
“You, Tom! alittle boy like you! Do
one more to love you, and I can have one
she
?”
and
with
that
papa
gave
her
a
They came home from school one day—
you
know what it means to be a surety,
star
in
my
crown
to
cast
at
thy
feet.”
Then
/
Sophie wis the elder, but Emma was near- kiss.
:
Gracie, leaning on Jesus’ bosom, went to Tom P”
Sophié
straggled
in
and
flung
her
wrap‘
Cat
ly as large—and their mother considered
»
‘
Yes,
sir,
if
you
please;
it means that
sleep.
pings
on
the
pantry
shelf.
She
had
learnthem quite able to assist.a little in the
when he is a bad boy again, I'm to be pun-

work, for their one servant

rates,

bor and Capital; Patents, Patentees and the Pub-

ries ; John

HOSPITAL

when a big boy Sets a wicked example.”
‘“ We know he is a bad boy at school,
lost

Reform;

most successfully carried out his design, and
given us a volume that is eminently full of attractiveness and instruction.
Put into a family
and among a group of children, there is little
danger that its illustrations would fail to get attention or its pages remain unstudied.

—

worse at home; he will be

‘We have

Instead, it is a

plied and adorn half the pages.

It is very bad for a school,

sir,"said the parents,

at reasonable

American reading public under no small obligations.
;
2%
=

that throb all through with life and individuality. And he has brought out the best results of

One Sabbath afternoon, a big boy stood
at the door of a Sabbath school. He was
so bad that he had been turned out of school
the Sabbath before. His father and mother had brought him, and begged that he
mightbe received again. The superintendent said, ‘“ We should be glad todo him
good, but we are afraid he will ruin all the
other children.

works,

of towns, hoted buildings, &e., &c., are multi

hundred and fifty dollars. For fifty dollars
I hope you can buy another horse. Take
the two hundred dollars as a small compensation for your sorrow, andas an evi
dence of my deep repentance,
for I am

——

:

in the department of illustration that the volume
displays its charm and richness. Maps, drawings of battle-fields, portraits, autographs, views

the

minister, ‘was very little; I should hardly have got more than twenty dollars for
him. But his true worth to me was the
fact that I could not do™quy work without
him, and I have

and official documents.

record has become

What was he worth ?”
“His

=

with great vividness and effect, and few susceptible readers, whether young or old, will be likely
to lay down the book, after it has been once taken up, till all its leaves have been turned and its

man,"

from

=

antagonisms of the’ several distinct schools of
thought. “Messps. Li. Scott & Co., New York,
furnish us promptly with reprints of these

The struggle is pictured, in both its general features and its stirring and captivating details,

tainly.”
‘that yout horse

Union,

Afri-

surety

glowing panorama, setting forth a company of
heroic and intense actors, and a series of stories

his

his sin, and returns him four fold, can he
hope for the. mercy of God P”

eyes ? Canyou see duties and errands as the thief that stole your horse. But God
if I can find Sophie’s.”
:
It was not in the work box. The first easily as you can see pleasures? For that has opened my heart, and made known
thing she put her hand on ‘in the drawer is what makes good and useful men an
tome my sins, and has given.the means to
women.—Methodist.
: make restitution for what T have taken.
was—the missing crochet-needle.
¢¢ Well, this is funny ; Sophie looked all
‘I pray you forgive me my great crime, as I
over for it,” and she held it up.
hope that God forgives me.”
:
Stars
in
our
Crown.
« She looked as she usually does,” said
The
clergyman,
astonished
at
the
ways
‘When through the dark and stormy night
—
Pe
°
i
her mother.
5
of God, could for a long time say nothing.
The wayward wanderer homeward flies,
Sister Bell was just dressed for the ball, At last he said to the poor fellow: ¢ You
Sophie came in, followed by Jamie.
How cheering is thattwinkling light
and
she looked very beautiful in her white thoughtto do me injury, but God overrulShe
was,
of
ourse,
very
much
surprised
‘Which through the forest gloom he spies! +
satin dress, her necklace -of diamonds and
that it could have
been there.
It is the light of home. He feels
ed it Jor good to you and me.”—Zions AdvoSo I presumeshe thought, as she cate.
That loving hearts will greet him there,
“Don’t step on
Sophie’s hat, Jamie,” pearls.
And safely through his bosom steals
said Emma, just as thé next step would looked into her mirror. And so thought|
The joy and love that banish care
her little sister Grace, who stood near her.
have crushed the crown.
Around the light of home.
Ragged Tom, the Surety,
“Why, I put it on the table, I am Bell sat reading while the maid dressed her
The light of home—how

the

to

became the

plan, and disposed of all doubts respecting its
value. The history of the war of 1812, as presented in this noble volume, is most carefully
compiled, and happily combines general narrative, personal sketches and an ample supply of
illustrative incident.
History in Mr. Lossing’s
hands can never be a dry collection of facts,

fifty

“dollars, and make-it ‘all right with

;

BRITISH REVIEW, and also of the WESTMINSTHE PICTORIAL FIELD-BOOK OF THE WAR OF TER and the EDINBURGH REVIEW,
for July.
1812; or, Illustrations, by pen and pencil, of All are able, the first mentioned especially so.
the history,
hiégraphy, scenery, relics and traditions of th&
last war for American Independ- It discusses Dr. Hanna's Life of Christ; Henry
ence. By Benson J. Lossing.
With several Crabb Robinson’s Diary; History of European
hundred engravings on wood,by Lossing & Morals; Geological Time; Danish Literature,~
Barritt, chiefly from original sketches by the Ludvig Holberg; Memoir of Hamilton; Early
author,
New York: Harper & Bros.
1868.
Royal octavo. pp. 1084.
Sold by E. J. Lane. History of Man; Walter Savage Landor; The
Irish Church Measure. The papers are all able
Lossing’s *“ Field-Book of the Revolution” has
and interesting, but the first, fourth, seventh and
both prepared the way for this second illustrated’
éighth deserve special mention,
:
work in American History, set forth the general
The Westminster deals with Indian Railway

These words

came

.

-

now troubled him, and he resolyed to give
the horse back to the owner, if he could

Ere long a rich man

te

The leading Reviews of Great Britain present
us with what is most noticeable and characteris-

Literary Review.

he thought of what his father had said to
him just before he died: ¢‘Take care, my
son, lest through a little temporal gain,

eternity.”

study.

missionary, and is. preaching
for sinners.— Church

far before his conscience was aroused, and

The little work would probably aid the

teacher in his task
as well as the pupil in his

tic in the various classes of literary men in that
is now a country, as well as set forth the diversities and

days before. The young man had not ridden

you lose a whole

nations.

him to a missionary college.” He

cans about’ Jesus, who

$e

a wicked

The superintendent knelt down by Tom’s
side, and they all prayed together.
God lteard them. The big bad boy became one of the best boys in the school.
God raised up friends for ‘““Ragged Tom,”
who put him to school, and, after that, sent

late at night, feeling very tired and sorry
over his loss.

really the main work of grammar. Mr, Clark
attempted the same thing by a somewhat similar
method nearly daventy years ago; but Prof.
March seems to have’ taken a broader view, has
gone more into detail, and simplified his expla-

gether. He soon heard Tom's voice saying,
¢* O Lord, make this boy that has been the

A clergyman in Germany, who was too
weak to go about his parish on foot, and
too poor to buy a horse, had a Swedish pony given to him by a good nobleman. One
a dying woman, and

and he'has really done nota little to
he could see through the door -that| -sentence;
help those who are just grappling with what is

IR

buy another.”

could has

going to

The

The

She searched her work box,and.the draw-

drawer, but she

Yielded to her mild command;
Slowly down the street they sauntered,

Specks of soil from gown of gray,

her

er of the table, where shé was allowed to
put some of her sewing materials. She
stirred them up, and a great collection they
were, to be sure—one thing tangled another.
v.

So she went

And the wayward children softening,

Th

and \I..suppose it slipped
| Emma.
In

“It is almost as Bad as if you really
¢ Some one’s had that needle,” she said. were blind, for then we should expect to
¢ It’s too bad, mother, the children go to wait upon yeu. If you are sent for anymy drawer continually.”
thing, you can never find it, and you mis«I told you to lock it.”
lay your own belongings continually.”
¢ What a misfortune !” said her father,
‘“ The key has been taken away.”
. ¢ Let me think,” said Emma, as baby’s rather mischievously. ‘“ Why, Sophie, no
head was lying sleepily on her shoulder. one would think you were mearly*so blind
-| ¢“ I saw it somewhere—oh!on the top of to look at your bright eyes. I shall have
to get you a pair of spectacles. Emma is
the bureau up stairs,”
‘Why, how could it have come there? the girl who can see,” and her father. placI'll go and look,” and away she start- ed his hand softly on her brown hair.
ed.
a
Sophie ‘wiped away & few tears. As I
Sure enough! she had pulled out her said, she was sweet tempered and obliging,
| handkerchief and the key, and there they willing to do all that was asked of her.
both lay.
She would stumble over anything without

In fierce fight'I chancedto meet.

At that moment,

‘You hung it on the corner of the chair,

Harry ran in and tumbled all the articles away.”
:
topsy-turvy on- the table to find a pic«¢ Well, what did you wear ?” was
ture book. Off went Sophie's hat on the m other's question.
floor.
8
:
:
¢¢ My shawl.”
:

* Never flow of gleaming gas-light

O what
And

ask-

ed her mother.
:
“Oh! I am going over to Maggie Robert’s to get her to show me a new crochetstitch ; I was trying to think where my nee-

Clad in sober gray and brown.
- Note of music ne’er is heard,
Save the merry morning warble
Of a voice that’s like a bird.

away?”

¢¢ What is that in your chair ?” asked her
mother.
¢ Oh! isit anything ? Why, my schoolsack ; and it’s in a thousand wrinkles ! How
did it come here ?”

AUGUST 25,

LITERARY MISCELLANY.
Night Air not Injurious.
There is a popular prejudice

concerning

the evil effects of night air, about which a
In her admirable wriword must be said.

tings on hygiene and the management of
the sick, Miss Nightingale has done much
to correct this mistake. It was formerly
the universal belief, that the air of night
was very injurious. But the fact is, - that,
except under certain circumstances, it is as
healthful, or even more so, than that of the
The night air of large cities,
daytime.
such gs London, when the bustle and commotion, wihh cause it to be loaded with

dust

particles, is

comparatively

quelled,

and the numerous fires which contaminate
it with their smoke are

mostly

ed,is purer than thatof thes

extinguish-

day.

Nothin

conduces more to healthy sleep than goo
ventilation, and no mode of ventilation surpasses that obtained by opening a window
at the top, by which
the influence of
draught is avoided, while the upper stratum of air to which impurities ascend, is
certainly renewed. But there is still an-~

other reason for at times adopting night,
even in preference to day, ventilation. In

sultry weather it is a common mistake to
open the windows instead of keeping them
altogether closed, as is the case in very hot
climates. Buta little reflection will show

that since the hight of the thermometer in
the sun always greatly exceeds that shown

at the same time by another thermometer
placed in the shade, by opening the window we admit air much heated into our
rooms. The proper time, under such circumstances, for ventilation, is during the

night, when

the external atmosphere has

cooled down. By adopting this plan in
hot weather, the temperature of a room
may always be kept several degrees lower

than if the opposite course is pursued.—*
Good health.

THERE is a decision in Gray's Report
which is at once
d moral and good law.’
A woman, sued
slander, defended herself on the ground that she only repeated,

and without malice, what was currently reThe court held that to repeat a

the
| PO rted,

which is false and slanderous, no
‘Ftraning-in Greek and Latin which our lesding story
educators, with few exceptions, assign so promi. matter how widely it may have been cireunent a place,

.

lated,

is at the peril of the tale-bearer.

cannot al
Prof. March furnishes us a little book which Slander
gin. Its power of
promises

real aid in giving to young pupils the
key by means of which they may sooner and
more surely get at the secret of grammatical
analysis. By the aid of diagrams, &c., he" sebks
to exhibit the. relations of words in the English

repetition, evenif a

hv

be traced to its oriof is derived from

disbelief of

es its relation.

doubtful way of im

Be

the sto

“slander is often

the surest method r
to by the slanderer to give currency to the tale.
-
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Temperance.

ion

Eo a, oh

their

SI

-

, | now, that

Tr

La

-

beast to us shall

afraid to move or to speak.
tonishment,

the

man

went

To their as-

to the

table,

took up a pen and ink, wrote his name on
the blank line, pinned up the card again,
and marched out’ of doors to the foundry
without speaking a word !
No wonder
that tears trickled down
cheeks in that cottage more than once on
that

eventful

day,

and

that

the

smoke.” The demoralization of the people
at large in the practice of licentiousness
furnishes a topic of the greatest anxiety to
the philanthropist. When American women

their

lose

shame,

the

race

is

lost.

Church membership is no bar. The continence of man and chastity of woman is the
only hope.”

heartfelt

wish was expressed, ‘I do hope father
will keep it.”
Evening came, and it witnessed an unusual sight in that home. The man march-

—ed up to his wife, and, witha smile, said,

Marvels of the Mississippi.
——
Sixteen years ago an old gentleman from
Virginia,
from
whose grave, mint now

‘‘ Hold out your hand!” when, to the
great
ws luxuriantly, and whose *‘ spiritual’
delight of wife and children, he placed breathings must be purple alcoholic flames,
shilling after shilling, counting them as he undertook to construct a plank-road forty
put them down one after the other, until a miles across the swamp of the Mississippi.
Jile of twenty-seven shillings filled the His steam mill was erected twenty miles
- hand of the wife, who wept for joy.
from the river shore. A shallow well furSix weeks afterward Mr. Bormond call- nished an abundance of water. Within the
ed upon me, and said, *“ Please come with week the well was empty.
A surface pond,
me

into Walmgate,

and

see

the

value of

the Family Pledge-card.” It was Saturday
evening.
The foundryman
and his tamil
were at tea, but they gave us a hearty welcome.
In conversation the man said,
- “That blank line did ‘it. Every time I
came

in I saw

it, and it was

lke a

silent

monitor to me.” The wife, with a smiling
face, said, ‘‘ He has brought me home seven and twenty shillings a week now for
seven

weeks, sir, and

we are

fast

getting

our furniture back.”
As she said these
words she pointed to a neat mahogany
chest of drawers which they had just rescued from the pawnbroker.
As

I

looked

at

the

card,

and read

the

covering several acres, was turned by a
trench into the well, and the mill groaned,

it was hungry for food for its teeth of irom,
dnd grappled water by the tierce.
Old
Mint Julep awoke one bright sunny morning ; the mill stood still, the well was empty and fishes by the myriad floundered in
the mud that constituted
the bottom of the
pond. Old Mint Julep was amazed.
His
thirsty mill hadeabsorbed ten thousand barrels of water. There was no accounting for
the extraordinary incident. He sat upon
the roadside calculating the cost of forcepumps and fathomless wells, and brooding
over the mysterious disappearance of the
pond, when

a traveler came

by

and

inci-

five names, I thanked God for this, amongst dentally remarked that the Mississippi,
the many : trophies which He has been within three weeks, had fallén twelve feet.
pleased to grant to the laborers in the tem- The mystery was solved. The pond and
_ perance cause.
well were a part and parcel of the distant
We bent our knees in prayer that our river. It not only, when its banks are
Heavenly Father would be pleased to more than full, overflows an imperial dostrengthen the family in their altered main, but underflows the whole valley.
course, and bless them with the still high- The earthquakes of 1811-13 disclosed bright
er joys of His salvation. It was indeed a | streams, flowing in all directions, far betime of spiritual refreshing.
I returned neath the earth’s surface in the swamps of
home earnestly desiring
that many of my the Mississippi. Reelfoot Lake, which then
Christian friends, who
had hitherto treat- appeared for the first time, is fathomless.
ed the temperance cause witn coldness, The tops of the oftiest cypress trees proif not with ridicule, had been present.
ject above the surface along the lake shore,
What a reward it was to the persevering while at more distant points the tallest
missionary when he subsequently saw that monarchs of the forest have gone down.into
man and his wife enter God's house, and measureless
depths. For this beautiful
when he was greeted by the smiling chil- sheet of water, clear and deep asthe sea,
dren as they sat amongst the neatly-dress- abounding in fish and covered in winter
ed Sunglay-school children.—Chris. at Work. time by water fowls, we are indebted to the
fact that the Mississippi, the drain of a
continent, is not half visible to the eye of
man, and the very vastness of floods that

Infanticide.

sweep down from all the rivers

The following

extracts

ligious Intelligencer,

are from the Re-

N.

B., and

N.Y. In-

dependent The latter is in confirmation of
_ an editorial in that paper which we published a short time since. They reveal a
deplorable state of iniquity and corruption
* in society and even in the church, destruc-

tive of moral principle and of the vital elements on which society is based.
as follows:
Infanticide has become

They are

so commen in the

United States, that religious societies have
been constraived to pass resolutions of
warning against the

dreadful crimes.

fering to the action of the
bly

of Preshyterians

New York

in

Re-

general assem-

this matter,

Observer said: “We

between

two ranges of mountains, 2,000 miles apart,

rendersit impossible for a single visible
narrow channel to contain all the rains that
fall and snows that melt. Wells have been
dug, I am credibly informed, in Louisiana,

miles from the Mississippi, and hardly were
they finished when the amazed Paddy who

excavated them has drawn forth Mississippi

catfish. Curiously enough,
stautly hightening its own
heaving its own levees.
fresh deposits of earth are
constantly-swelling banks,
the river runs upon a riage
housetops of sugar and
who dwell within a mile
edge.

the river is conshores and upAt each flood
made upon the
until even now
higher than the
cotton planters,
of the water's
:

the

do not be-

lieve the crimeis so common among the
female members of the church as to render such warning necessary.”

In the last number of that paper, however, it acknowledges that its unbelief, as

‘The

House

that Rum

THE ALMSHOUSE : This is the
rum built,

Built.
house

that

4

THE DRUNKARD : This is the beast that
lives in the house that rum built.
timony. from different ports of the country.
ArpPETITE: This is the chain that binds
Though the nature of the cases cited in the the beak that lives in the house that rum

expressed above, has brought letters of tes.

letters forbids their publication, they are ac-

uilt,

.

-

!

knowledged sufficient to shake “the in.
INToxicATING DRINK : This is the serpent
credulity of the editor, and appall him with in flowery guise, with artful tongue and
the conviction that the crime

common

He says:

is far more

than he had supposed it to be.
;

One physician, an intelligent
d reliable
gentleman in a small town,
feports three
cases in which he had been personally apRlied to, 4 become a: party hed id

mur-

er:
of
the person
to him
was an Old School bre
Io, him
- another
8
was a lady who had been tempted
be reading,
vertisement in a paper
edited by a New School Presbyterian, and
the third was a member

of the Methodist

dazzling “eyés;-that welds the. chain that
binds the beast that lives in the house that
rum built,
:
THE RUMSELLER: This is the monster

that holds the rein over the serpent who

welds the chain that binds the beast in
gruel pain that lives in the house that rum
WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS: These
are the demons of the land, who hold the
monster at their command, and to the serpent they do say, together we will take
our way, and weld the chain so strongly

Some time ago, a farmer, finding a hornet's nest under the eaves of his barn, dematches,

destroy it.

tied

them

So he took. some

to

a

pole,

and

with

them set fire to the nest, and totally destroyed it; unfortunately, however, the
barn was also burned, together with grain
to the value of fifteen hundred dollars, on
which there was no insurance.
* What a fool !” some one says. Not so
great a fool as thousands are proving themselves to be.
This man burned down a barn to get rid
of a hornet’s nest. What else is a man do_ing who drinks rum to

cure

may save lite,” the wise

disease?

‘It

says.

Yes,

doctor

butit is apt to destroy it after a while. ¥
know many aman who, in trying to burn
out a pain in his breast by firing

his stomach

with brandy, has set his whole house on
fire, and both body and soul were destroyed.
:
Take care, children, that you do not set
fire to your house for the

sake

of destroy-

ing a hornet’s nest.
Never mind what
friends and others may say about it.—Banner.

Items.
THE WORD d-e-b-t is composed of the
initials of, ‘Dun
every
body twice.”
C-r-e-d-i-t is formed of the initial letters of
Call regularly every day— I'll trast.”
WOMEN are not needed as men—men are
abundant. But they are needed as women—to do what men cannot do at all, or
cannot do as well.
And every man who
ever loved a motheror a sister, knows that

what he loved them for, was for what they
were as women—yet without one thought
of impurity.
A LITTLE negro passing a drug store was
accosted

with,

«I

say,

Bub,

what makes

your feet so long “behind ?” The little negro answered, ‘Why, massa, you see when
de Lord made us niggahs he thought he
wouldn’t give us any feet; but when he
made up his mind to gub 'em, we was so
glad dat we jumped right into de middle
of 'em—dat's so!”

:

A GOOD STORY comes from Rome. In
preparation for the Ecumenical Council the
Pope ordered from his architect certain embellishments,

the

plan

of

which

was

the

plan,

brought for his inspection by that gentleman’s

little

boy.

Charmed

by

the Pope opened a drawer full of gold, and
said to the child, ‘Take a handful of coin
as a reward for the beauty of your father’s
work.” ‘Holy Father,” replied
the child,
‘take it out for me; your hand is bigger
than mine.”
Pius IX. could not oe
smiling and obeyed the child.
A DRUNKEN Indian, on visiting the city,
having strayed from his hotel, found himself lost on trying to return to it. After
looking about in strange lodges here and
there, the Indian exclaimed, in
“Injun lost!”
But,
recovering

dismay:
himself,

and unwilling. to- acknowledge such shortsightedness, continued, drawing himself
up: “No; Injun not lost— wigwam lost—
and (striking his breast) Injun here.” Not
a few men who are not Indians have lost
their wigwams in the same fashion; but,
poor fellows, they are—here:

AN INTOLERABLE bore, “having talked a
friend nearly out of his senses, finally
struck out on *‘the oyster,” which he called
‘‘one of the most remarkable specimens of
creative wisdom

extant;”

when his friend

interrupted him and ‘‘nlosed the debate”
with the exclamation: ‘The oyster! Ah!
yes, the oyster is a glorious fellow; he always knows when to shut up.”
THERE is & family in Philadelphia, who
every summer close their parlors, remove
their carpets, use plain crockery, burn only candles, live on simple food, bathe every morning
and night, and verily believe
they are enjoying all the luxuries of country life at no extra expense.
A SCOTCH

OLERGYMAN,

named

Hacks-

toun, one day said fo Mr. Smibert the
minister of Cupar, who, like himself, was

blessed with a, foolish, or rather wild youth

for a son, **D'ye

wiser than
Rathillet?”
man. “Oh,
omon didna
a fool or a

ken,

sir,

you and I are

Solomon.”
‘How can that be,
inquired the startled clergyye see,” said Hackstoun, *Solken whether his son was to be
wise man ; but baith you and I

are quite sure that our
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replied :—¢‘They’re 'ansome-—quite so; but
they don’t quite hanser my hexpectations ;
ad

Eoin I

I preat ’em in an hingraving, in ’of filled to aid in making out the statistics for
the Register for 1870, were sent. to all the
weather, and in the ’ouse.”
I ONCE HEARD a gentleman say that a Q. M. Clerks. Inthe same package were

fer to look

got vetted, and lost me’at.

happy home must
have two bears in it.
That surprised every one who heard it.
Who would live with two bears in the
house? But the gentleman explained it.
To have a happy home you must bear and
forbear. ‘Remember that.
EARLY marriafes are permanent moralities, and deferred marriages are temptations to wickedness,
:

A WITTY clergyman being accosted by an
acquaintance

was

deeply

of

the

name

intoxicated,

know you, sir,"

of

Cobb,

who

replied: “I don’t

“My name is Cobb," re-

plied the man, ‘Ah, sir,” replied the clerman, ‘‘you have so much corn on you
at I did not see the cob.”
At sixty, a man should be in the very
prime and flower of life. At the age of
ninety-nine, Fontenelle attempted to pick
up a lady's fan, and being a little andy. he.
apologized by saying, ‘‘Alas, madam, I ave
no

lenger the

vigor

and

sprightliness

of

eighty.”

THE

enclosed blanks, for each church Clerk.

In

SALOMA, widow of the late
Rodney Jones,
died in Middlesex, Vt., July 12, aged 61 years.
The subject of this notice was baptized by Rev.
Moses
Folsom, Apr. 10, 1840, and united with
what was then known as the Worcester F.W. B.
church.
After continuing her relation with that
church some 19 years as a devoted Christian,
she then with her husband united with . the F.
W. B. church in Middlesex, where she remainetl
a worthy member until she was called up higher. This good sister has passed through the
deep waters of affliction, within the past five or
six years.
During that time she has buried her

space in which they

Powers,

died

in

Walcott, Vt., July 14, aged 29 years.
She experienced religion two years ago last spring, soon
after received the ordinance of baptism by the
writer, and became a member of the Walcott
Sy) Hardwick church,
She was ‘one of the
faithful ones;” constant at the prayer and social
meetings; ready to pray, exhort and sing; a real
help and ornamentto the church.
Typhoid fe-

ver did its sad work quickly.

She bore her

suf-

ferings with Christian resignation, feeling that
she should not live; and in her last hours ex-

claimed, “ How good it is to have

Jesus to go

with me.”
Her
family,
neighborhood
and
church, deeply feel her loss. It may be truly
said of her, ‘“ She was loved in life and remembered in death.” Funeral services by the wri-

ter.

J. M. NELSON.-

“CHARLES A., son of George and Lydia Whitehouse, died in New Durham, August 5, aged
12 years. His death ‘was caused by falling upon
a knife. Dearest Charley, thou hast left us,
D. L. EDGERLY.
INFANT daughter of Dr. N. A. and Mrs. Jennie L. Hersum, of Farmington, N. H., died in
Lebanon, Me., Aug 3, of cholera infantum, aged
4 months, 28 days.
Funeral
services
by the
writer.
I. C. GUPTILL.
MRs. LosSANA L., wife of James B. Chamberlain, of Lebanon, Me., died in L., July 3, aged 51
vears.
In 1843 she was
baptized by Rev. S.
Curtis,
and joined the
church at Gt. Falls.
Some 4 years ago, she and her husband joined
the churchnow known as the East Rochester and
South Lebanon church.
Of this branch of Zion
she continued a living, respected and loved member till she was called to rest in Jesus.
Often
present and active at the monthly
meetings,
there, as well as in the more public meetings on
the Sabbath, will she be greatly missed.
Her
life among her neighbors and acquaintances had
been such as to call for tears and sorrow when
she had gone.
Her afilicted husband and family
sustain a great loss. While the nation was cglebrating its independence, and all was. beautiful
in nature, the form of our worthy.gister was laid
away-to rest till the resurrection morning.
P. CHESLEY,
MRS. EL1ZABETH M., wife of
Parsonsfield, died $uddenly of
disease, Mayb, aged 50 years,
mother of ten children; five had
the land of rest, five remain to

N.B. Cram, of
dropsy and heart
4 months.
The
preceded her to
moyrn the loss

of an excellent Christian, mother.

The two

put the name

of

ing good instruction to her’ children, yet from a
sense of unworthiness did not unite with the
church for a number of years.
On the 8th day of
July, 1866, she was baptized by the writer and
received into the Freewill
Baptist church at
South Parsonsfield.
From the day of baptism
her evidence became clearer, her hope firmer,
and the promises of the Saviour more precious.
Her love for the church and the ordinances %f
the gospel was unmistakable; her last appearance in the house of worship was at the communion table where she enjoyed the presence of

A few moments before

death sealed her

lips, she repeated the beautiful lines of the poet,
¢ Jesus can make a dying bed,” &c., then, with
a heavenly smile resting upon her pale and lovely countenance, the farewell was said to the
heart-broken companion, the ties that bound
her to the earth were severed, and angels received the ransomed one to the . joys of heaven.
One brother and two sisters mourn for a sister

gone. Funeral services by Rev. Mr. Role,

"

Davip FIELD, died in Norton, Mass., May 25,
aged 61 years.
He
experienced
a change of
heart about the year 1842, and soon in:a scriptural manner became a member of the first F. W.
B. church,in Taunton, Mass., and has ever since
been one of the faithful living pillars of the same,
The short space of 86 hours was all the time ‘alJowed to prepare
to
go to the home of the
blessed, but happily he was all ready, and when
he was nearing the river he exclaimed : “Oh, that
beautiful world! I shall soon reach that beautiful
- world!”
The church with many others deeply
feel his loss and sympathize. with
his truly afflicted family. Asa husband, father, Christian,
BRADFORD DEAN AND WIFE, DENNIS FIELD
AND WIFE, AND MR. SIMEON DEAN’S WIFE, all
died within eleven days of each other.
Sister
8. Dean was one of the truly living’ members of
the 1st Taunton church for about 27 years. Her
faithful admonitions and
prayers will not soon

-Tae 1st

Taunton

church

. At

Wholesale

Itis truly

a sad day

for'us

Michigan. = His obituary will appear soon.

in

Any

one that can give inforwation of his conversion,
baptism, license, or ordination, will , please send
the sdme to Rev. R., L. Howard,
Walled Lake,
Michigan.
hl ENSIGN.
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BEAUTIFUL HAIR,
Nature's Crown. ~
You Must Cultivate it ;
GRAY

We will furnish Libraries to Sunaay

of their class.

New

list, and retail prices.
ces we make
|
A LIBERAL

to Sunday

From these pri-

Style.

Important

Combined in One Bottle,

MRS.

Ss.

A.

HATR
Will

[4

ALLENS

\

RESTORER

Kestore

Gray

Hair

to

its

Natural Life, Coior and Beauty.
It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.
It will promote luxuriant growth.
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.

Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUNM, another
preparation

for

the Hair ; clear

and

transparent,

without sediment. It is very simple and often produces
wonderful results. Its great superiority
and economy
as a Hair Dressing over high cost French Pomades is
acknowledged by all not only in this country but in

Europe.

The

Restorer and Zylobalsamyum s

be used one with the other.

DISCOUNT

Change.

A REAL HAIR noes...
CF AND DRESSING

England.

In apother column, see

HAIR

Is & certain indication
of decay at the roots.

Prices.

are not excelled by any other books

of access: corps of

On od for Cireular,

GABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

not

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Proprietors, 8, R. Van Duzer & Co., Wholesale Dru,
:
La: Barclay 8t. aud 40 Park Place, New-York cai

schools,

1y9

|

The Myrtle.
This semi-monthly, published by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. Itis printed on paper of a

All déommunications in-

IT

WILL

HALLS
NeGETL SICILIAN

POSITIVELY RESTORE GRAY HAIR
TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

It keeps the hair from falling out. Itis the best
dressing in the world, making lifeless; stiff, brashy
hair, healthy, soft and glossy.

:

For sale by all driggists.
R. P.HALL & Co,
Nashua, N, H.
1meow32

~

Proprietors: -

Fo
be

tended for publication should be addressed
OW

to Rev. J. M. BAILEY, EDITOR, Dover,N. H.

All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.

:

of the Myrtle,

under

the

new

law,

is

24

cents a year; and no more on 8 copies,
“or any number between one and 8, when
sent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
“The
volume begins with the
first number in April.
Orders are solicited.
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
=
Sample copies will be sent free on application.

The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more copies. Orders are solicited.

THE QUARTERLY.
current volume

of the

Quarterly

cannot

subscribers at the outset, and they have all been

subscribed for.

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,
and

by the dozen ; also Postage
Price.

Psalmody, 18mo. in Sheep,
do
do
do Embossed Morocco,
do
do
do
do
32mo,
+ do
do
Butler's Theology,
do
do

single, 1,00
dozen, 9,60
single, 1,10
ozen, 10,66
single,
,85
dozen, 8,18
single, 160
dozen, 15,36

History,

single,

do

on the same
Pos

1,20

dozen.

“5
28
,16
1,96
,08
,96
,—
38,26

. Total,

1,20
11,88
1,26
12,52
98
9,14
1,88
18,62

20

dozen, 11,52

Chimes,”

PILURINS

undoubtedly

“Vestry

For prayer

the

best

the

book

$6.00 per Dozen.

Published by

ASA
240

South

For sale

HULL,

11th

Street,

by MAGEE

Philadelphia,

& CO., Cornhill, Boston, and

the trade generally.

4teow32

O0UGHS, OOLDS, HOARSENESS.
SORE

THROAT,

Croup,

Liver

INFLUENZA,
Complams,

of Breathing,

WHOOPING
Bronchitis,

COUGH.
Difficulty

Asthma, Bléeding of the

Lungs, and every

affection

- of the Throat, Lungs and Chest,
Are speedily and permanently cured by the use of
and reliable remedy,

Wistar’s

Balsam,

OF WILD
This
Cough

CHERRY.

well-known preparation does not
and leave the cause behmnd, as BA

up’
case

with most medicines, but it loosens and cleanses the
Lungs and allays irrithtion, thus removing thecans
of the complaint.

CONSUMPTION

CAN BE CURED
5

proprietors.

Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE
and sold by dealers, generally.

GRACE’S

& SON,

BoSTON,

SALVE

Works like magic on OLD SORES, BURNS, SCALDS,
Cuts, Wounds, Bruises, Sprains, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, &c.
Itis prompt in action, soothes the
pain, takes out the soreness, and reduces the most
angry Jooking swellings and inflammations; thus affording relief and a complete cure.
SETH W. FOWLE & SON. Proprietors, Boston.
27

COLTON’S SELECT FLAVORS,
DELICIOUS, strictly PURE, of the Choicest Fruits,
Dr. J. G. Holland (Timothy
Titcomb), Springfield, “They are the standard in all this vicinity.”
Julius
Sayer, Newport,R. I., the well known deal
er in luxuries.
“I have trebled my sales with thém.,-

Grocers and Druggists treble their sales with them
:
eop6m30

GENTS WANTED,-$75 TO $300 per
month eure, and no risk. We want to engage
a good agent in every county in the U. 8S. and
Canadas to sell our Everlasting Patent White
Wire Clothes Lines. Warranted to last a lifetime
and never rust. For full particulars to Agents,
address the American

Wire Co., 76 William St.,

New York, or 16° Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
v
4teow?29

SWAMSCOT

- ,20
?

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
1 ALL

TERM begins August, 24 1869.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
Rev. A. IB, Meservey, A. M.,, Principal.

Miss Lizzie Corey,

WILTON SEMINARY,
IOWA.

Machine
AMOS

Company,

PAUL,

. . AGENT,

SOUTH NEW-MARKET,

N, H,

MANUFAOTURERS

OF

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks H

STATIONARY
AND

Portable Steam Engines,
Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every deseription, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw’ Mill
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron

and Brass Castings, Gadometers and

Bal

M commences Sept. 1,
L
Aon iy Thr at the junction of Railroads.
half way between Davenport and Iowa City; easy of
12
access by rail and by the Missisaipp! ae only

miles distant,

is

Price in Cloth, 60 cts.

,04
44
04
,20
,02
20
,12
144

’

1

HARP

No.2;

etc., etc.

Family Devotions

Board covers (cheap edition) 45 cts. $4.00 per dozen ,
Bound to order in full sheep, beautifully marbled
covers, for chapel or vestry use, 75 cts.
per
hundred.

- Aubertisements.

=

Complete,”

nearly 400 Hymns.

,04
48
,02
28
,20
2,40
,08
,60
,04
,38
,04
56
20
2,16
04
98

There is no discount on the Minutes’ by

GEORGE C. CHASE, A. B.

“Casket

extant.
For Congregational Singing it will be found quite as
valuable as many of that class of books which sell for
$2.00 apiece an2 upward. It is { 12mo.in size, 224 pp.
containing 261 Tunes, with full” harmony parts, and

1,40

2,40

Christian Baptism, Bound, single,
,25
do
0
do
dozen, 2,40
do
do Paper Covers, single,
,15
do
do
dozen, 144
Life of Marks, single, 1,00
do
do
dozen, 9,60
Church Member’s Book,
single,
,30
do
do
do
dozen, 2,88
Treatise,
single,
25
0]
dozen, 2,40
Thoughts upon Thought,
single,
,25
0
do
do
dozen, 2,10
The Book of Worehid,
single, 1,00
0
do
0
dozen, 9,60
Sony of Jesus, (Ques. Book.)single,
,15
0
0
dozed, 144
Lessons for every
Sunday in
©
the Year, (
. Book) single,
20
0
do
do
dozen, 2,00
Appeal to Conscience,
single,
,14
do
do
do
dozen, 1,85
Communionist,
single,
,08
do
8
dozen,
,77
Choralist,
single,
75
do
dozen, 120
Minutes of General Confer.
ence,
single,
,76

A

HARP.

BY ASA HULL.
of “Caskets,” No. 1 and

By a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds of testimopials received by the

now be furnisheg@e. new subscribers. We have
pnited about one hundred more than there were

Single

PILGRIM’S

and Conference Me2etings and

that old

Treatise.

The

READY.
THE

Author

TErMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PostAGE.—The postage on a single copy

has

and A. W. Ensign. His wife and children are
sad, the church is in mourning, and the minis.

ters in humility,

Teachers; Thorne LE

the line.

JOHN H. RAND, A. B.
Miss T. A. R. Dow,
J. 8. MONTGOMERY,
Miss L. D. MOORE,
been called to follow to the grave a majority of her
Miss MARY F. GANN'
prominent male members within the last 8 years. . Mrs, H. M, P. MILLER,
There are three departments, Classical, English,
G. W. RICHARDSON.
and Commercial.
Students contemplating either
Rev.
JAMES BIGNAL died” Aug, 8, of course are entitled to a corresponding diploma. The
“heart disease, in the se
nty-first yearof his age. Trustees are confident that the Institution has never
been more worthy of a liberal patronage than at presHe died sitting in his chair. Thus in a Mamet,
ent. Send for a Croular,
J ia}
e watchman left the walls of Zion, and passe
y EARLY
[2]
cipal.
through the gates of light to endless day. Three
oy
E. 0. LEWIS, Sec'y of Trustees,
of his fellow laborers were present at the funerNew Hampton, N. H., July 15, 1869.
4t30
al, viz., Revs, R. L, Howard, A. M. Simonton,

forgotten,

REV. 8. N. HOWELL, A, M., PRINCIPAL,

Advantages,—Retired location, yet easy
No saloons, or places of idle resort;

quite small letters, and the P. O. address on |

and citizen he was one of the best,

be

"GRANITE STATE

the

old-

est sons were away from home attending school.
‘When a messenger imformed them of the dangerous illness of their mother, books were hastily
laid aside and they hurried to their home, to receive the sad intelligence that the happy spirit
of the loved one, had departed one hour before
their arrival.
Sister C., soon after her marriage
in Jan., 1843, gave her heart to the Lord,as with
her husband she bowed at the altar of family
worship.
She maintained a life of prayer, giv-

Christ.

No. Scituate, R. I, July 28, 1869,

Pastor, &c. The latter can easily be done
by placing the name a little higher up, in

per of its class.
of Bernard

——

INSTITUTE.

HE FALL TERM will commence on MONDAY, Aug. 30, and continue leven Weeks,

as the case may be, in the same blank

excellence is equal to that of any other pawife

_ LAPHAM

Je

REED'S FERRY, N, H,, on Nashua & Concord R, R.

| very superior quality, and its mechanical
ALVIRA,

a

New Hampton, N. H., July 26. 1869,

put the P. O. address of either of the above,

In addition to the publications of oth-

Yeaton, died in
J. YEATON.

Wednesday,

Y]. FULLONTON.

MILITARY & OOLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,

bought elsewhere in New

Verses are inadmissible.

an SNS

as the case may be. Q.M. Clerks will please

ers, we offer our own prize books which

MARTHA A., wife of James
Epsom, Aug. 4, aged 37.

BE

schools at as low rates as they can be

Particular Notice!
Persons wishing obituaries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal Jofive cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

FALL TERM itt Comuence
ug.

lines for the names of the Pastors, Ordained Ministers and Licensed Ministers have
sufficient lengthin which to give the address of ‘each; and church Clerks are hereby requested to give the P. O. address of
the Pastor, Ordained or Licensed Minister,

under-

@ bituaries,

obituary.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
T=

those which were sent to the latter, the

minister who boasted of preaching

without notes, didn’t mean to be
stood as referring to greenbacks.

—

termined to

—

:

-

bow, and | AN ENGLISH cockney
at the Falls of Ni-| ~~ Qtqtiati

pad as | pln he ok rm a,

avoid detection, to obtain the means to hide
ther, expectingfo see it the next moment
The cause of this evil lies in
sor up and cast into the fire, The wife their shame.
the children now stood trembling, | “lust, which is as near to murder as fire to
an

™

-

TEMPERANCE LAW: This is the star of
lish them that they might be exposedin
romise bright, to stop the demons in their
e indignation of the
| their vileness to
.
| churches they dishonor. We have received delight, to scare the monster in his career,
Whilst Joseph Bormond was laboring as several other letters on the same subject. and to the serpent léhd a fear, thathe no
of
a Temperance Missionary in the city
may weld the chain that binds the
case And we request physicians to put us in pos-.| more
New York, he met with an affecting illussession of the facts going to show the ex- beast in his artful train, who lives in the
kable
remar
a
and
ce,
of intemperan
=
tent of this sin,” and we will do our whole house that rum built.
tration of the valué of the Family Pledge- duty in making them known, that the pub- Goop TemPLARS : These are the soldiers
lic mind may be enlightened as to its fre- who take the field, with the star of prombry foundryman's family was visited, when quency and horror.
We admit that the ise for their stiield ; they go together hand in
the sad effects, not only of the man’s inin pro- in hand, to hunt the demons who infest
temperance, but also of his wife's, were evil has already been revealed to us
land; they'll Sip the monster in his
painfully visible. Their three interesting portions that we had no idea it had at- the
course,
and destroy the serpent from his
tained.
.
:
:
children were often left for hours, and even
they'll break in two the welded
source;
It
is
sad
to
know
that
such
a
crime
prefor the whole night, while their unbeppy
vails among any class of people; but sad- chain, and set the captive free again, who
parents were wallowing in their Segre in
dev still is the fact that in Christian families, lives in the house that rum built. .
sin. Mr. Bormond pleaded earnestly wit
This is the
both father and mother, for the sake of and even sometimes by. professing Chris- | Trae TEMPERANCE PLEDGE:
forever
waves.
it
;
bear
soldiers
the
banner
tians
themselves,
this
crime
is
both
perpe. their poor children, if not for their own
bright
banner
their
with
fair;
and
bright
trated
and
countenanced.
So
far
as
we
in
sakes, to abandon the drink. After much
* perseverance and kindness, he prevailed New Brunswick are concerned, but few and their starry shield, they are the ooh.
upon the wifeto sign the lee
, but the cases have as yet become known, not querors of the field: the demons fleein all
enough to make the fact of the crime be- their hosts; the monsters, too, desert their
husband firmly refused.
Mr. Brivis
to try a new plan. He procured a Family ing committed ‘notorious. Yet that it has post: they'll drive the serpent from the
Pledge-card, and ruled in pencil a line for gained a footing is too true, and unless land, and keep him down at their com- each of the five members of the family. checked now will in a very little time be- mand; they'll help the captive break the
He desired the wife to sign on the second come quite as common as among our chain; and make the beast a man again;
line, and, explaining the matter clearly to neighbors. We refer to this matter here they'll fold him with their Lanner bright,
the children,
the poor little sufferers were because we are forced to believe that and with him battle for the right; they'll
guilty never fear nor be afraid to destroy the
rejoiced to have
their names placed under members of Christian families are
that of" their mother. The. Sppeatance of of infanticide; and do in the sight of God house that rum has made.— Riverside Echo.
bear the mark of blood upon
their souls.
the body of the card was as follows.
‘The Independent says: A gentleman in one |.
1.
.
Cause of a Bad Memory.
of the smaller towns of Connecticut writes
2. Jane Shepherd.
to us a3 follows; “I have just read with
3. Mary Ann Shepherd.
great interest your editorial on ‘The MurThe other day, I said to Hannah: ‘ When
4. Ann Shepherd,
der of Helplessness.' The paper will go you go down stairs, move the sheet on the
.
5. “WilliamShepherd
into hundreds of families where the crime clothes-line from over the walk, so the
red, to bear witness against it; milk-man when he comes through the yard,
By means of a pin the card was fastened is p
up over the mantel-piece, and as this was for, thank God, it is fashionable to take the won't brush’ against and soil it. But,” I
For more than a year it has added, ‘you needn’t go down on purpose.”
being done; Mr. Bormond kindly address- Independent.
ed the foundrymanin these words: ¢ My been on my mind to write you upon this
“I'd rather go a purpose, ma'am, and do
You will have the thanks of ev- it," the girl replied, beginning to clump
friend, I ur
you to fill up that blank line question.
. Yon will never regret doing ery well-wisher of the human race. - But down stairs; ¢‘ then there'll be no danger
you make a great mistake when you speak of my forgettin.”
Hannah was right. Her words reminded
The man gave a surly reply. There was of the crime of foeticide as being confined to
all over the me of alittle thing I had engaged to do, butr
not much hope of success, but the mission- the large cities. It prevails
country.
Idare
not
tell
you
whgt
I
know—
because it was so little, I had neglected,
ary mentally prayed that the man might
given unso- and almost forgotten. I went directly and
be led to take this step in the right direc- and the information has beeh
licited—in reference to this horrid practice did it, and tried to take warning for the
tion. .
:
;
:
To the surprise of the wife the man came in the land. I do not believe there is a vil- future.
Nothing spoils the memory likea habit
home gt night sober, but he was very. sul- lage in the New England states but this
‘Procrastination is the thief of
ien.
The next night he was still sober, crime is practiced more or less. There are of delay.
It steals away
and the following night also!
Friday men who make it their business, with med- time,” says the copy-book.
If you have a
morning arrived—the pay-day.
On this ‘icines and instruments, to carry on this the ability to remember.
day the wife felg sure that he would be slaughter. And even M. D's, in good and duty for to-day, and another for to-morrow,
' drunk as usual.
hen he came in to his regular standing in the church have prac- by neglecting to do the first duty promptly,
"Men are making here, in this ‘you will be pretty certain to forget the
breakfast he said qn a rough tone to the ticed it.
sacred
Copy-book
says,
eldest daughter, ‘‘Give me that card bighly-moral state, $3,000 and $4,000 a second. The
down!” The poor girl appeared as though year in the small towns alone at this busi- ““Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it
she did not hear this request, tor she felt ness. Their patients are from the highly with thy might.” Actup to that bidding,
sure that he was
going to destroy the card. religious and fashionable to the low and Land you will not be of those who are so
“Do
you hear whatIsay? give me that vicious. Their scale of charges is accord- ,often saying, ‘‘O I forgot.”
card down!” He compelled the girl, with ing to the cupidity and size of purse of the
unwilling feet, to go to the mantel-piece, victims. Delicate females go in the dead
The Hornet’s Nest.
take down the card
and hand it to her fa- of night, dressed in masculine attire, to

THE FAMILY PLEDGE-CARD.
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Gas Works,

JOY, & COE CO,, ’ Publishers’
8,
Trib une
Buildings, New York, Brown’s Iron Biking, Phila
delphia, are authorized to contract for
sdvertising
in this paper,

> A

thing

on

earth

will “pureliase a Elive Of two.
las,

brothers

will

sel

their

their wives, and parénts

real trial of the trees will come next year.

saltis the

next to gold, and

more

their children for salt.

ted four out-of six members of

Congress,
ad have a majority of 12,000 on the
popular vote of the state. There is no disfran-

chisement ii Alabama.
" Gov. Senter arrived in Nashville on the evening of the 10th, and enjoyed a brilliant reception.

In his speech he said that there must beno proscription on account of rebellion, race, or color.
Suffrage and the fullest political and civil rights
must be free to all.
A remarkable phenomenon which has twice
this year visited a small section of Los Angeles

DAMP.

CELLARS.—The

Builder

quotes

Astripof land thirty by. two ‘hundred feet, and
covered with trees, is gradually sinking from the
surface
of the earth, one mile south of Fort

Wayne, Ind.
. be

an

The supposed cause is asserted to

underground

earth away.

lake

or, river wearing

the

It creates much interest among the

citizens.

The ocean steamships Germania and Cleopatra
were lost in Trepassey bay week before last. The
passengers and crews of both steamers were sav-

" ed, but had little time for preparation for leaving
the ships. A dene fog has hung around the
shores .of Newfoundland for ‘three weeks past,
and accounts of numerous shipwreck® are giv en.
A daring robbery was perpetrated
tral Railroad, N. Y., recently, when

on the Cenan express

messenger was bound and gagged in the car, and
the safe rifled of [its contents.
Bil

FOREIGN.
A Christian Art
Rome next year.

Exhibition

will -be

held

in

"A new ministry has been fermed in Portugal.
The heat has been unusually intense in India
thip season.
The Rev. Paul Bagley’s petition for the release
of the American Fenians, has been sent to the
Queen.

HENRY

ing into the dense and impef®rable

Canadian crops aré in splendid condition.—
From accounts received, we should say that 1869
willbe the most productive year ever known to

North American agriculturists.
The river Nile is lower than it has been within one hundred and fifty years. The prospects

for a large ‘crop of cotton in Egypt are favorable,

The Municipal Council of Dublin has adopted
address

to Earls

Spencer

and

Grey .and Mr, Gladstone on- the: passage of

the

Irish Churth bill.

England’s crops promise to be great.
hay is immense.

Thy

Peas and beans turn out nobly

So do root crops.

Wheatis real in quan

and good in quality.
"A plot for poisoning

Ei
the yrend to be used by

the inhabitants of Santa Espiritu on a certain
day, has been discovered by the Spanish authorities and several parties implicated have been arr ested.
The Emperor Napoleon’s health has improv ved.

The'recent pardons of the Emperor are Reged
fayorably by the Parisian press.

A

reinforcement

of 20,000 men will be sent

from Spain to Cuba next month. This shows
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President who does not drink; and a

Secretary. of the Treasury who is a Temperanee man, and who is not in league with the
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disagreeable contingency, a Scotch inventor has
contrived an apparatus whieh is now being ap-’

plied to a new ship‘at Dundee.
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growth of the potatoes viore ‘than do ‘the few
weeds that have escaped the previous hoeings.
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If, then, the motherof an unborn or nursing
infant lives on white bread and butter, pastry,
and confectionery, which eontain no silex, and
very little of theother elements whieh compose
the teeth, nothing short of a miracle can
ve
her a child with good teeth, well enameled.
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miracles. She makes teeth as glass is made, by
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according to her own chemical principles.
And
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ments of which the teeth are composed, from the
blood or milk of the mother, and she gets them

at least without a keeper. It is annoying to wom
en and children, often dangerous, to have to
encounter
unruly animals, in passing on ‘the

side-walks.
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That they are made as perfect, as those of animals if the right materials are furnished,
there
cannot be a doubt,
But are the necessary elements furnished to
children as they are to the young of other animals? And do we not subject our teeth: to
deleterious influences from which animals that

.
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which a ray of sunlight had never penetrated,
we found the invalid, The air, warmed by a
small wood-fire, had the faint, sickly and repulsive smell of a consumptive’s room.
The young
lady gave a very interesting
account of her
family, illustrating forcibly the points dev. eloped
in our conversation as to the causes of ‘consumption in her family. She had rarely been long
from home, and had grown up like a vine in a
cellar, and was now in the first stages of ‘that
inevitable decay which must attend such gtowth.
Her venerable medical adviser gave her most

emphatic.
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Our

home, take up her residence in a mountain dis1 trict, and live in the open air and sunlight.
THERE IS NOTHING more vexatious, perhaps,
I am satisfied that the great increase of cen.
to a shipmaster, -than to have. his: vessel besumption in the older settled parts of the councalmed, and the delay caused by it is often a setry ‘is die to the damp location of dwellings,
rious ipjury to owners and consignees, - Exand the growth of shade-trees enveloping the
emption from this ammoying and expensive ‘evil
dwellings.
— Hearth and Home.

revenué and the Treasury.”

consumed

TN

warm external air to the damp, cold atmosphere
of the. grove, that I instinctively buttoned my
coat.
So completely was the house
enveloped in
-the shade and thicket, that we were at the porch
before I noticed it.
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house, and rarely leave home until adult age,
when the constitution is fully formed.”
At this moment we turned from the highway,
and entered
a deeply-shaded grove o low and
venerable trees,.along an old private earriage-
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became too dense. The female members suffer
most, because they are more confined to the

road.
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getting subscribers for the Star, and by and
by he will be rewarded. The offers which
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tiful for at least
a m@nth, and will last still longer in a passable, state,

and ornamental trees thickly about their houses,
and these in time grew so thriftily that they
came too often to overhang the houses, and
completely shut out sun and air. In these damp
unaired and unsunlighted ‘dwellings the next
generation was reared, and if any escaped con-

drinking in Congress when he entered the Senate, fourteen years ago, as thereis now.
When
the Rebels left they took a great deal of the
liquor away with them; and those that had now
come into Congress from the South, have not
brought so much back with them.
Liquor shops
are now banished from the National Capitol.
This is a new thing, and a great improvement.
There are also six thousand pledged Temperance men in Washington.
Two-thirds of the
dram-shops have
also been closed.
And he
thanked God that we now have a President of
these United States who does not drink a drop;
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When a bouquet is received,at ouce sprinkle

er and grandparents
still Tive here in feeble
health, but they show no signsof consumption.
Two sons are living and healthy—one in '#3
farm-house on the“hill, and the other in New
York, both having left home early in life.”
“Your statement,” I resumed, “ confirms my
remarks.
The old settlers were hardy pioneers;
they lived in the open air, and had vigorous
exercise, and were conseqfiently very healthy.
But unfortunately too often they
selected as
sites for their permanent dwellings low grounds,
and generally the margins of streams.
The first
improvement was the removal of the forest, or
|” the clearing; this was an important sanitary

States, anfl & four-blade@ screw, folir feet in diameter, which,

A plot has been discovered in Matanzas, Cuba,
to poisi) the bread intended for the garrison of
that
A negro made known the plot to

a

believed were inherited:
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Car petings—
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it lightly with fresh water, and then put it in a
vessel containing soap suds.
This will. keep
the flowers as freshly ds if just gathered.
Then
every morning take the bouquet out of the suds,
and lay it sideways—the stalk entering first—into clean water, keep it in there a minute or
two, then take it out afid sprinkle the flowers
lightly by the hand with water, replace it in the
soap suds, and it will bloom as fresh as when
first gathered. The soap suds need changing
By observing these
every three or four days.
rules, a bouquet may be kept bright and beau-

grove, and through the carriage-way of which
we caught a glimpse of ‘a low,
'‘moss-covered
building, situated upon the margin and level of
a wide, shallow, sluggish stream, * that if a
family has been reared
in that house during the
last fifteen years, consumption has appeared in
a fatal form, especially among the female members; and through thatgate-way most of the
children
have
‘already been carried to their
graves—victinis of that malady.’
¢ Alas!” said the physician, “it is only too
true. Five times have I witnessed the procéssions which have borne, mid the falling leaves
of autumn, the female members of that interesting family group to yonder cemetery.
All died
of consumption, the- seeds of which we have

Temperance, at Rochester, N. Y. The Evangelist says:
“He spoke hopefully of the cause. In spite ot
much that is discouraging, and an increase of
drinking in some circles, onthe whole there is

The rebellion in Uraguay has ended.
General
Carabellos and other leaders have been taken
and are awaiting trial.
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¢ I nevertheless believe,” I answered, ‘that
a careful inquiry will disclose the fact that these
families have grown up. under very different
circumstances from those which . surrounded
the parents and grandparents in their early life.
They have lived too much indoors; in houses
situated in’ damp localities, and perhaps enveloped ina dense shade.” I venture to affirm,”
I added, pointing toa venerable gate-way lead-

from

ployed to indicate when, in the Bessemer process
of making steel, the oxydation of the carbon,
phosphorus, and other impurities has been carried just far enough. The spectroscope seems to
be successful ; but the best method is by looking
at the intense flame through a combination of
three glasses whose color is respectively ultramarine blue, dark yellow, and ultramarine blue.
At first nothing ean be seen through it; but as
the process proceeds, and the flame increases, and
then decreases in brilliancy, it appears through
these glasses of a red, purple, white, red, and
crimson color, indicating exactly the conditiou of
the metal and when it is necessary to- stop the
blast.
DURING THE last thirteen years there have
arrived in the United States, 2,565,644 persons of
foreign birth. Classed by Nationalities they are
as follows: English,
194,166; Scotch, 25,829
Welsh, 5,756 ; Irish, 560.831; British, rid
429.018; Germans, 845,479;
Chinamen, 65,943;
Prussians, 64,355; Swedes and Norwegians, 58,
"289; French, 49,383; Swiss, 24,539; Italians, 11,—
691, etc. One-third of the 2,565,644 were probably persons traveling on pleasure or business,
leaving the actual increase, by immigration, to
our number in the thirteen years named, of just
about 2,000,000 persons.

this

circulation

yet I can recall several

all they

themin athrifty, healthy con-

this amount.

disease. Consumption, has seemed to be developed in these families, and with great intensity.*

clotted blood and hair.
The second occurred
Aug. 1, on the farm of a Mr, Hudson, at Los Nietos, about twelve miles southeast of the city of health of: the inhabitdnts of that house has alLos Angeles.
It was witnessed by a dozen men,
ways been remarkably good.
If I wished to
who carried specimens to Los Angeles for exrender that house malarious, I will tell you hew
hibition.
~I'would doit: IT woulddam up that spring so
as to have stagnant water in the cellar; I would
A young ‘fan’ in Mike; Tow, rose in his
plant trees all around, so as to prevent the light
sleep on the night of the 7th, and by some means
ofthe sun from ever reaching the house, and I
climbed to the roof of Trinity church, and prowould build high and tight fences all round, so
ceeded to deliver an eloquent discourse.
After
Speaking for some time, he retired in good order as to cut off all circulation of air. . Then TI think
until he came to the edge of the roof, when one
I should have succeeded -in making the honse
step brought him to the ground, and at the same | unhealthy.
time fo consciousness.
He was considerably
SEVERAL ingenious methods have been em-

“wrenched” by the fall.

And

what is retained

events, to keep

is derived

which forty years ‘ago had not
a taint of consumption, but now are nearly destroyed by that

the remarks of a Mr. Stetson, before the American Institute, the following on damp
cellars:
‘‘ It does mot always happen, however, that a
house with a moist foundation is an unhealthy
house.
Tknow a house in New Ebgland which
is built over ‘a spring of clear water, and the

of meat,

sunlight, and a much freer

air,

the

Better
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in flesh;

soil is daily becoming more dry by drainage,
and the removal of the forests has given us

bushands

on

dition. ' If an animal is: not gaining, we are losing all the food it consumes.
By
providing
warm, shelferéd, dry, and comfortable quarters
we can save a considerable amount of food, but
after all is done, the animal still requires about
1-2 bs. of hay per aqdy, or its equivalent in
straw, for each 100 lbs. of ‘live weight, to sustain the vital functions and keep it from losing

dry, airy, and sunlighted region we have consumption, ‘and in increasing frequency. - The

In barbarous times ope of the miost horrible
punishments has been the de -privation of sait,
and has resulted in‘death.
‘In an experiment
by the French Achde micians animals after a few
days refused to eat meat from which the saline
matter had been washed away.
It could not
be‘digested any more than stones.
It seems to
be necessary for the solution of the food. During the period of suckling, salt makes the milk
more nutritious.
:

ago, the

great.

light; and hepcg allifs processes ‘gre imperfectly performed.”
¢ But it- strikes me,” said he;-4“that - your

‘Among the Gal:
sisters,

depends

is no possible advantage—not even in the manure heap—and not unfrequéntly the loss is very

and fall into decay by a kind of over-growth.
The chemistry of ‘life wants iis ¢hief factor—sun-
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food, and ‘not on the kind of stock it is fed to.
It is a great mistake to be overstocked. There

succulent, but has no stamina; he grows rapidly,
but has no real vitality; his tissues are weak,
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ago over the dastardly act of persons in Michigan who twice girdled all the trees of a fine large
or¢hard. . The trees are now filled with fruit to
an extent never before known, to the wonder of
the whole community.
Many predict that the

class living

profited

ars, the Washington Street church, Dover,
obtained, last year, a sufficient number of
new subscribers to provide itself. with two
good organs. - Lét-other churches go and
do likewise, and let no one of ourchurches
however small in numbers, be without an

i

**Pie whole country was indignant some months

nourished

of his Ran

THE I PORTANCE of salt is seen in the greediness (with which it is sought in those caudtrigs
where it is rare. In ‘the district of Accra, on

the same

far

teachings of the Agricullurist that he realizes

airy, and sun-lighted rooms.
Im the country,
you know, we meet with it more often in wet
districts, so situated as to have but little exposure to the sun.”
‘ But how do you explain,” said he, ¢ the action ofthese causes in producing consumption ¢”
“ A person living in a damp room, without the
sun, and without wventilation,” I replied, is

his Imperiat Majesty” entered the Tuil-
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of the conditions, of health, and these -may al-
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WHEN NAPOLEON I. escaped from Elba, the
Moniteur, then edited by Louis XVIII, thus
chronicled the progress of Napoleon: -* The anthropophagist” has escapéd+tlie ‘*Corsigan ogre”
has Tanded—thé * tiger” "is" comipg—the © monster” has slept at Grenoble—the
ty rant” has
arrived at Lyons—the-“usurper’” has been seen
in the environs of Raris—‘‘ Bonaparte” advances
toward, but will never enter the capital=*“ Nupoléon” will be under our ramparts to-morraw—the
“ Emperor” has arrived at Fontainebleaun—and

ports twenty-two deaths in that state in one
week from kerosene oil explosions.
Eight newly arrived Chinamex had their handsome pig-tails cut off by hair thieves in San
Francisco the other day.
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Lexington, Ky., to practice law.’
A Pennsylvanian who has kept a record, re-

upon

ing, made up the amount and lett ‘it where the

put

down at

depend

established in regard to the causation of consumption, though they do not explain all that
pertains to its etiology, This -much we know—
namely:
that the disease occurs by preference
among those who live ‘much ina damp, shaded
atmosphere, as in apartments which ‘are elose,
dark, and wet.
Thus we find it very prevalent
among the poor in cities, and especially among
those living in dark basements and ‘cellars, as

against his life, if the money

settled

of money

his friends, who demanded two thousand dollars
ransom, has returned to Murfreesboro’,
Friends
of Mr, Hill, fearing that the desperadoes would

badly damaged the same night."
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sums

ty by the notorious Budd Carter

7th. Mr. Childs of Milton had a piece of corn
county this

exact large

diseases, it must

argument

“That

consumption is an insidious -disease, and heneé
more diflicult to understand; but yet, like all

their relatives and friends.
The Nashville Banner says that William Hill, who was kidnapped
and carried off into the mountains of White coun-
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note-book of an emi-

nent physician purports to be the conversation
with a friend on the dangers of shaded dwellings in which the physician speaks to his friend
in the first person as follows: “I said ¢o him that
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Agrieulturist to a neighbor who ‘does:. “You
want more stock to make manure.’ It was an
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election in the city of Newberne, N, C.
A Berlin, Wis., man lately sold his wife for
‘$140, and agreed to take his pay in fanning mills.
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